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NATIONAL EDUCATION GOALS PAN~:L 

November 8, 1993 

To: Members ·of th~a~al Education Goals Panel 

From: Martin E. orla~ Acting Director 

Subject: Immediate Work Priorities of the NEGP 

Over the past few weeks, Goals Panel staff have worked with our 
new Chair and members of t~e Working Group to identify priority 
work areas and the most immediate tasks before us. Four broad 
themes characterize the results of these efforts; 1.) a cOmIlli tment 
to a strategic planning process to provide a blueprint for all 
Panel activities, 2) a shift in focus from measuring achievement 
of the Goals to strategies for their attainment, 3) a continued 
strong association with the issue of nationwide standard-setting 
as a catalyst for educational renewal, and 4) internal management 
and organizational changes. . ~ 

1) Developing a Strategic Plan. 

This effort will be the Panel's single highest immediate 
priority over the next few months. The Panel is now 
beginning the process of developing a strategic plan that 
will clarify its mission, critical objectives~ 
implementation strategies and key milestones. The plan will 
take into account the Panel's new legislation as well as the 
Panel's unique political and policy context. All Panelists 
and their key staff are expected to participate actively in 
the strategic planning process with the objective of 
presenting the first draft plan at the winter NEGP meeting 
(January 28). . 

2) Focusing More on Strategies for Goal Attainment 

While the strategic plan will ultimately shape the Panel's 
Workplan and priorities, the new legislation and feedback 
from our constituents strongly suggest that the Panel must 
become increasingly associated with strategies for goal 
attainment. Because of .the long time period required to 
implement any new Panel initiative, preliminary work is 
underway in several areas. 
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Please note that all of these efforts are in their earliest 
stages, and that their size, direction and visibility will be 
heavily influenced by the results of the strategic planning 
process: 

o 	 Technology. With the help of a new consultant, 
the Panel will begin to explore how its work can 
directly assist schools and teachers in taking 
advantage of technology applications supporting 
the goals and standards. 

o 	 Strategies to Achieve Goal 6. Working with the 
National Alliance of Pupil Service Organizations 
and other national and regional bodies, the Panel 
is starting to plan for a major national event 
next 09tober that would highlight strategies for 
achieving Goal 6. 

o 	 Revamping the Panel's Reporting Function~ The 
Panel is looking into ways to modify its ~eporting 
function so the Goals Report and other Panel 
documents become more useful resources for those 
seeking to improve learning in their communities. 

o 	 Improving Early Elementary Education. A joint 
Task Force composed of members of the Goals 1 and 
3 Resource Groups will convene to address the 
challenge of how the dimensions of readiness for 
school identified by the Panel can be applied to 
the early elementary years so that demonstrably 
higher percentages of 4th graders can achieve Goal 
3. 

o 	 Analyzing the Implications of the Adult Literacy 
Survey Findings. In conjunction with the National 
Institute for Literacy, papers are being 
commissioned to analyze the findings from the 
recently conducted National Adult Literacy Survey 
and determine their implications for adult 
literacy policies and programs at the national, 
state and local levels. 

o 	 New Outreach Initiatives. Several new programs in 
this critical area are in the planning stages 
including sponsoring and disseminating the "Daily 
Report Card", a publication highlighting major 
programs and findings across the nation under each 
Goal area. 

3) Continuing and Strengthening the Panel's Association With the 
Nationwide Standards-Setting Movement 

The Panel's efforts at this meeting to develop a statement 
of principles on nationwide education standards is intended 
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to underscore and clarify its commitment to this process. 
In the coming months the Panel will disseminate and solicit 
comments on the .Malcom Report from key constituency' groups--'" 
(egs. national standards-setting bodies, states working on 
new education standards, the business "community and major 
teacher organizations) and more aggressively .and effectively 
communicate with the American people on the general 
importance and usefulness of this agenda for stimulating 
educational reform. As with other topics, the strategic 
planning process will help to structure the long-term Panel 
positioning and strategy in thi~ critical area. 

4) Making Internal Management and Organizational Changes 

Panel staff are working closely with the Education 
Department to fill short-term staffing needs and prepare for 
the internal changes dictated by the new legislation. The 
Panel is also immediately creating three new committees to 
help accomplish its immediate and longer-term work~ 
objectives: 

1. An Executive Committee which can address more 
technical Panel policy and management issues that 
up until now have, by necessity, been brought 
before the attention of the entire Panel; 

2. A Committee on Reporting to work with staff in 
outlining issues and alternatives in exercising 
the Panel's reporting function; 

3. A Committee on Strategic Planning to work with 
staff ·in developing and implementing a strategic 
planning process. 

Other organizational changes are sure to occur as a result 
of the strategic planning process. 
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NATIONAL EDUCATION GOALS PANEL 

Excerpts and Themes from Surveys of NEGP Working Group 

October 28, 1993 

Eighteen members of Goals Panel Working Group participated in telephone surveys-

each lastillg from 40-mirlutes to an hour-- exploring questions and perceptions related to 

the Panel's mission, target audiences, messages, reputation and effectiveness. 


A wealth of intormation was uncovered that will prove invaluable in focusing Panel 
activities on areas of shared concern and priority interest. While there were areas of 
markedly different opinions and topics significantly absent from discussion, the degree of 
unanimity on the following topics was striking, and typical responses included: 

"Too much emph8sis on the Report." ,The Panel needs to "get away from the report 
and concentrate on buy-in to build a critical mass necessary for something to happen" in 
education. '"The Panel can't be just a group that 'measures." "Focus on solu~ons, not just 
data." The Goals Panel has three main focuses:, to encourage and motivate, parents; to 
act as a resource for governing bodies seeking, to reform education; to provide iiUormation 
to policy-makers." "Focus on implementation and what works..;the ~hool administrator 
from (state X) that I met with this week doesn't know about the report and the data, but 
he'saccomplishing a hell of a lot we can all learn from." 

"Build political support, consensus and coalitions needed to effect change." 
"Strength of the Panel is its bipartisan, intergovernmental composition." "The Panel is 
uniquely composed to cut across political layers and boundaries ... we need to build on 
this. It Meet with politiealleaders, "other Governors and associations... share ideas with 
others." "There's never been any concerted effort at partnerships and so there is very 
little buy-in." "Build partnerships across institutions and organizations to achieve the 
Goals. II 

"Focus on what people can do to influence education." "Give examples of what 
works and layout strategies for the local level." "Showcase what works and why." 
"Report on models, suggestions, policies and recommendations to reach the goals. "Push 
solutions." "We just sit around and wring our hands. The public wants a plan." 
"Emphasize the 'hidden stuff-- work of the task forces, works in progress, standards." 

"Analyze..and interpret data." "Figure out what all this data mean." "...think more 
about the big picture. "Boil down all the data." Provide "an interpretation of the bottom 
line." "Create more documents like the summary guide." Draw "comparisons with state 
and national statistics." "Let others collect the information and the Goals Panel describe 
its significance." 

"Provide information that people at the local and state levels can act on." "I 
know this data inside and out and I have kids in school, but I have no idea of what I can 
really do to effect change (in my school). , "For something to be applicable to consumers, 
we need local level information. Data (in report) is still tooaggregate to be useful", 
"Link national data with more state data," 

- more - 
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"Focus on standards and educate the public at large." "Help leaders and 
communities see that standards are non-threatening and in their best interest." 
"Overcome the misinformation campaign that's incorrectly and inappropriately defining 
the standards movement." "Boost the public communications side: why do we· need 
standards? What do they mean?" "Fill the vacuum on standards and work on efforts to 
avoid the right wing backlash." 

"Panel seen as peripheral by most all significant communities:! . Although the 
Panel is "a body of major political leaders" that "can't be ignored," it's seen as "marginal, 
at best, in critical matters influencing education." "On difficult issues, we tend to 
gravitate to the lowest common denominator. If we can't reach meaningful consensus (on 
difficult issues) how do we expect others to?" 

"Take the show on the road." "Sponsor conferences to give people the information and 
help them know how to use it. It "Hold regional forums." "Sponsor town hall meetings." 
The Panel suffers from an "inside the hotel-room mentality." Need more events that. give 
Panel members "touchy-feely spin," "higher national visibility, and political prominence," 
and "less talking heads." "Show, don't tell." 

... 
"More outreach." "Get in popular media." "If we want to get to the people, we've got to 
go where they will see and hear" us. Target '"parents-- they will make or break 
education." "Do more state and local media interviews." "The bulk of our work is on the 
report and it is for policy wonks, not average people." 

"Organize information in new themes or formats. "Simplify the message." "We need 
to have more checklists, ideas, tips for people, ways for them to figure out that their 
community is doing ok." "Streamline version of a particular set of graphs (from the 
Report)-- a 10-pager pamphlet for parents, community organiiations, etc." "Create a 
series of publications on each goal instead of one big report." "Do targeted mailings." 
Using "video would be great." 

''Focus on strategic planning.'! "Problem with the Panel is: what is the job of the 
Panel? .. needs to redefine itself." "Build shared understanding of what the Panel is and 
needs to be." "Panel needs direction and stability." "The Panel is an institution iil its 
infancy ... as it grows we need to revisit what it does and how it operates." "Need a 
coherent vision of what to accomplish and then outline steps to achieve it. "Give me a 
clear sense of what the Panel is trying to do over time and a plan with do-abIes and 
deli verables." 

Members of the Working Group offered numerous and valuable suggestions to improve 
working relationships, operations and essential Panel activities. While most Working 
Group members say they spend five to 15 percent of their time on Panel activities or in 
preparation for them, the overwhelming majority indicated a willingness to become more 
involved-- particularly on matters related to building visibility and political payoff for 
their principal, engaging the public in education reform, and developing a shared 
understanding of what the Panel can and should do to improve teaching and learning in 
the United States. 
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1993·$gport: 

'''lJuUding a 9{p,tion ofLearners" 


On September 30, 1993, the National Education Goals Panel released its 1993 Goals 
Report, "Building a Nation of Learners." The two-volume report is the most cOmprehensive and 
reliable compilation of data showing the nation's and the states' progress' toward tlte six National 
Education Goals adopted by the Governors and the President in 198~. Despite very modest 
gains, the 1993 Report reveals that progress toward achieving the Goals is "wholly inadequate. If 
At no stage in a learner's life - hefore schooling, during the school years, or as adults - are 
Americans doing as well as they should or can. In order to speed progress toward the Goals and 
provide the framework for systemic reform, the Goals Panel calls for the establishment of world
class voluntary education standards that would ensure our children can think critically and solve 
problems, exercise the rights of citizenship, and compete in a global economy. 

The media event generated coverage in: 


· 28 major daily newspapers, reaching a total of 10,479,712 readen;; 

· 136 reproductions of the Associated Press article; 

· 84 independent print media articles; 

· 6 national TV network shows and 20 local TV broadcasts; 

· 5 national radio network shows and 16 local radio broadcasts~ 


The Goat's Panel also produced a video news release which was carried by 7 television stations, 
reaching an audience of over 605,000 viewers. . 

Other news stories of the day included: 

Hillary Clinton Unveils Health Plan in Testimony on Capitol Hill. 

Devastating Toll of Record-Setting Earthquake in India. 

Treasury Department Issues Blistering Report on ATF Waco Raid. 

General Colin Powell Steps Down as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs. 

Three Weight-Control Programs Agree to Stop False Advertising. 
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NATIONAL EDUCKrlON GOALS PANEL 

• 
November 9, 1993 

To: Members of the National Education Goals Panel 

From: Martin E. Orland, Acting Director 

Subject: November 15 Meeting 

The nineteenth meeting of the National Education Goals Panel will take place from 2:00 
PM to 4:00 PM on Monday, November 15, in the Columbia Room of the Holiday Inn 
Capitol Hill Hotel, in Wasllington, D.C. Panelists are asked to convene at 1 :45 PM in the 
Mars Room so that the meeting's purpose and work agenda can be briefly reviewed. 

Immediately following the meeting, Panel Chairman McKernan will lead the Panel into 
Executive Session to discuss the search for an Executive Director in the context of the 
Panel's overall mission,' and the year's workplan. The session will be held in the 
SaturnNenus Room and begin at apprOXimately 4:10 PM. 

• Briefing materials for the meeting follow. I look forward to seeing you in Washington on 
Monday . 
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NATIONAL EDUCATION GOALS PANEL 


Holiday Inn Capitol 

Columbia Room 


550 C Street, SW 

Washington, DC 20202 

November 15,1993 
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. 

AGENDA 

2:00 to 2:10 WELCOME AND INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

2:10 to 2:30 - STATUS REPORT: HGOALS 2000: EDUCATE AMERICA ACT" 
AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR THE WORK OF "rHE GOALS 
PANEL 

o 	 Current status of Goals 2000 legislation (Congressional 
Representatives) .... 

o 	 Implications of Goals 2000 for the work of the Panel (NEGP 
Chair McKernan) 

• o Relationships between the Goals Panel and the National 
Education Standards and Improvement Council (Secretary 
Riley) 

2:30 to 3:00 - RECEIPT AND DIALOGUE ON REPORT OF THE TECHNICAL 
PLANNING GROUP (TPG) ON REVIEWING AND CERTIFYING 
NATIONWIDE EDUCATION STANDARDS 

o 	 Introductory comments (NEGP Chair McKernan) 

o 	 Summary of Report Recommendations (rPG Chair Malcom) 

o 	 Panelist questions and discussion . 

3:00 to 3:30 - ACTION ITEM: GOALS PANEL STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES ON 
NATIONWIDE EDUCATION STANDARDS 

o 	 Introductory comments (NEGP Chair McKernan and members 
of the Goals 3 and 4 Leadership Team) 

o 	 Panelist discussion of draft statement of principles 

• 3:30 to 4:00 - OPEN MICROPHONE: QUESTIONS FROM THE MEDIA AND 
PUBLIC TO THE PANELISTS AND DR. MALCOM ON THE 
NA"nONWIDE STANDARD-SEn"ING PROCESS 
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• NEGP Functions under House Bill H. R. 3210, 
"Goals 2000: Educate America Act" 

On October 5, 1993, the House of Representatives passed the 
"Goals 2000: Educate America Act." In addition to adding 4 new 
members to the Goals Panel (state legislators appointed through 
NCSL) and a new goal ("teacher education and professional 
development"), H.R. 3210 stipulates the following-Goals Panel 
duties and resporting responsibilities: 

(a) Duties 

1. Annual Reporting 

"Report to the President, the Secretary, and the Congress 
regarding the progress the Nation and the States are making 
toward achieving the National Education Goals ..• , including 
issuing an. annual report;" 

2. State Opportunity to Learn Standards 

"Report on State opportunity-to-learn standards 'and the 
progress of States in meeting such standards;" 

• 

3. Standards Function: 


(Review and Approve NESIC criteria and standards) 


"Review, after taking into consideration the public comments 
received ... , with the option of disapproving by a two
thirds majority vote of the full membership not later than 
60 days after receipt of the 

"(A) criteria developed by NESIC for the certification 
of content and student performance standards, 
assessments, and opportunity to learn standards; and 

"(B) voluntary national content and student performance 
standards and opportunity-to-learn standards certified 
by NESIC;" 

4. Report Promising or Effective Actions 

"Report on promising or effective actions being taken at the 
national, State, and local levels, in the public and private 
sectors, to achieve the National Education Goals; and" 

, 
5. Build Nationwide, Bipartisan Consensus 

"Help build a nationwide, bipartisan consensus for the 
reforms necessary to achieve the National Education. Goals." 

• National Education Goals Panel Meeting Page 2
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• Additional Provisions in House Bill H. R. 3210 p. 2 

(b) Report 

tt(l) The Goals Panel shall annually prepare and submit to 
the President, the Secretary, the appropriate committees of 
Congress, and the Governor of each State, a repor~ that 
shall -

(A) ttreport on the progress of the United States 
toward achieving the National Education Goals; 

( B ) II i.dentify actions that should be taken by Federal, 
State, and local governments to enhance progress 
towards achieving the National Education Goals and 
State opportunity-to-Iearn standards; and 

(C) ttreport on State opportunity-to-Iearn standards 
and the progress of States in meeting such st~ndards. 

"(2) Reports shall be presented in a form, and include data, 
that is understandable to parents and the general public." 

Section 221 Evaluation 

• tlFrom funds ... , the Secretary annually shall make a grant, in an 
amount not to exceed $500,000, to the... National Academy of 
Sciences or to the National Academy of Education to -

(1) "evaluate 

(A) the technical quality of the work performed by the 
Goals Panel. and the Couhcil (NESIC); 

(B) the process the Council uses to develop criteria 
for certification of standards and assessments; 

(C) the process the Council uses to certify voluntary 
national standards as well as standards and assessments 
voluntarily submitted by States; and 

(D) the process the Goals Panel uses to approve 
certification criteria and voluntary national 
standards;" 

(2) "periodically provide to the Goals Panel and the 
Council, as appropriate, information from the evaluation 
under paragraph (1); and 

• 
(3) ttreport on the activities authorized under sections 219 
(Opportunity-to-Learn Development Grant) and 220 (Assessment 
Development and Evaluation Grants)." 
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• 
 BACKGROUND: 

THE NATIONAL EDUCATION GOALS PANEL'S 


ROLE IN EDUCATION STANDARDS 

November 1993 

July 1990: The National Education Goals Panel 

Following the Education Summit in Charlottesville in 1989, the President and the 
Governors formed the National Education Goals Panel, composed of Governors, members 
of the Administration and members of Congress. The Panel monitors and reports progress 
of the nation and the states toward six national education goals. 

... 
March 1991: Advisory Group on Student Achievement 

• 
Six resource groups of national experts formed by the Goals Panel in each goal area 
submit recommendations for data indicating progress toward the goals. In the area of 
improved student achievement, experts recommend the establishment of nationwide 
education standards and related assessment systems. 

June 1991: National Council on Education Standards and Testing 

The Goals Panel creates and Congress establishes by law the National Council on 
Education Standards and Testing to explore the desirability and feasibility of creating 
national education standards and a method to assess their attainment. 

January 1992: Report of the National Council On Education Standards and Testing 

The Council releases its report, Raising Standards For American Education, concluding 
that the development of world class education standards and a linked system of 

. assessments are both desirable and feasible. In addition, they recommend that such 
standards and assessments be reviewed and certified by a new national council working 
cooperatively with the Goals Panel. 

• -over-
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• 1992-1993: Professional Organizations I Standards Projects 

Following the example of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, professional 
organizations in English, science, history, geography (subjects listed in Goal 3), fine aits~ . 
foreign languages, civics, and others secure funding from federal agencies and other 
sources to develop subject-specific education standards. Early drafts of many of these 
standards are currently available for public comment and completed drafts may be 
available in 1994 and 1995. 

April 1993: Goals 2000 Legislation 

The Clinton Administration submits "Goals 2000: Educate America Act," to Congress. 
The bill would codify the national education goals and the Goals Panel and create a 
National Education Standards and Improvement Council (NESIC), which, in cooperation 
with the Goals Panel, would review and approve nationwide education standards. The 
House passes this legislation in October 1993. .. 

May 1993: Technical Planning Group on Standards Review 

• The Goals Panel convenes an advisory group, chaired by Dr. Shirley Malcom of the 
American Association of the Advancement of Science, to identify issues and offer advice 
for NESIC and the Panel on how best to review and·certify national education standards. 

September 7, 1993: Public Hearing in Minnesota 

The Goals Panel, represented by Panel Member Governor Carlson, conducts a public 
hearing in St. Paul, Minnesota to receive public comment on the formulation of voluntary 
education standards for consideration by the Technical Planning Group. 

November 15, 1993: Goals Panel Meeting 

Following discussion at its summer meetings, the Goals Panel receives its advisors' 
recommendations and begins drafting a "statement of principles" regarding standards. 

• - end-
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• 


• 


• 


OVERVIEW OF MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE TECHNICAL PLANNING 

GROUP ON STANDARDS REVIEW 


In May 1993, the Goals Panel convened a Technical Planning Group -. 
on Standards Review to do initial thinking and prepare 
recommendations on the review and certification of education 
standards. The Report is intended to provide guidance to the 
soon to be created National Education Standards and Improvement 
Council (NESIC) which is to be given responsibility under the 
"Goals 2000: Educate America Act" to develop standards review and 
certification criteria. This Report: 

1. Recommends definition of education content standards. The 
Report defines content standards as "what students should know 
and be able to do", both in terms of knowledge 'and skills. This 
contrasts with others who define skills in their discipline 
(what students should be able do) as performance standards. 

2. To give authority to content standards, suggests 
certification of content standards be provisional upon .. 
development of performance standards. Defines performance 
standards as what indicates "how good is good enough," both the 
nature of the evidence and quality of student work necessary to 
demonstrate that the content standards have been mastered. 

3. Because it was not in the charge, makes no comment on 
opportunity-to-Iearn standards. The only dissenting comment at 
the end of the report is from David Hornbeck indicating his 
convictions on the importance of such opportunity-to-Iearn 
standards, and a response from Technical Planning Group Chair 
Shirley Malcom explaining why the topic was not addressed. 

4. To show proposed standards are "world class," suggests that 
they be compared - and recommends how to compare them - to those 
of other nations. The Report also indicates that while 
recommended US standards might be different, they should be,at 
least as challenging as standards in other leading nations. 

5. Suggests that the NESIC review state standards as a set.' The 
purpose of this would be to gauge whether, taken together, they 
are a) focused enough to be feasible to implement and b) whether 
they encourage students' ability to integrate and apply knowledge 
and skills from various subjects. The Report also suggests that 
NESIC, preferably working with standards authors, suggest one 
example of how state standards could be organized in an 
interdisciplinary fashion, so the "course of least resistance" 
does not mandate subject by subject curricula. 

6. Suggests additional functions NESIC can be asked to serve that 
arise fro~ the responsibility to review and certify education 
standards. These include, making sure there is information 
available on the standards of other countries, and insisting upon 
the rapid development of performance standards. 
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• OVERVIEW OF MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS: Q & A p. 2 

Q: Against what criteria should voluntary national content 
standards be reviewed? 

A: For subject-specific standards, be sure they are: 

World Class, at le'ast as challenging as current standards 
in other leading industrial countries, though not 
necessarily the same; 

Important and Focused, including those elements that 
represent the most important knowledge and skills 
within a discipline; 

Useful, developing what is needed for citizenship, 
employment, and life-long learning; 

Reflective of Broad Consensus-Building, resulting from an 
iterative process of comment, feedback and revision 
including educators and the lay public; 

Balanced, between the competing requirements for: 
* depth & breadth;
* being definite/specific & being flexible/adaptable;
* theory or principles & facts or information: 
* formal knowledge & applications;
* being forward-looking & traditional: 

Accurate and Sound, reflecting the best scholarship within 
the disCipline: 

• 

Clear and Usable, sufficiently clear so that parents, 


teachers and students can understand what the standards 

mean and what the standards require of them; 


Assessable, sufficiently specific so their attainment can be 
measured in terms meaningful to teachers, students, 
parents, test makers and users, the public and others; 

Adaptable, permitting flexibility in implementation needed 
for local control, state and regional variation, and 
differing individual interests and cultural traditions; 
Developmentally Appropriate, challenging but, with sustained 

effort, attainable by all students at elementary, 
middle and high school levels. 

Q: Against what criteria should state content standards be 
reviewed? 

A: For State content standards, be sure they are: 

As rigorous as national subject-specific standards, and when 
different, subject to the same review criteria. 

Feasible, sufficiently delimited and focused so they could 
be implemented. 

Cumulatively adequate to give all students the knowledge, 
skills, and habits needed to succeed. 

Encouraging of students' ability to integrate and apply 
knowledge and skills from various subjects. 

• 
Reflective of broad state consensus-building, resulting from 

an iterative process of comment, feedback and revision 
among educators and the public within the state. 
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• OVERVIEW OF MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS: Q & A p. 3 

Q: 	 How can proposed standards be judged to be "world class" 
and "internationally competitive"?

A: 	Compare them to those of selected other countries. Then 
make sure that good information about the standards of 
relevant other nations exists. For discussion of this 
question, see pp. 16-17 of the full report. 

Q: What 	are the implications of national content standards (of 
. what students should know and be able to do) for 
determining student performance standards (of how good 
is good enough) and student assessments? 

A: 	 Make certification of content standards provisional 
upon development of performance standards. Otherwise 
content standards won't work. See pp. iii, 21-22, 25 • .. 

Q: 	 In what subject areas (besides those named in ,the Goals, 
i.e., English, mathematics, science, history, and 
geography) should voluntary national content standards 
be certified? 

• 

A: Citizenship/civics, foreign languages, and fine arts. 


See pp. 8, 10-11. 


Q: 	Should more than one national set of standards be reviewed 
and certified in anyone subject area? 

A: 	 No. To do so would diminish the meaning of the 
certification and the standards. See pp. 10-11. 

Q: 	How can subject-based education standards teach students to 
solve important real-world problems that require 
integrating knowledge and skills from several 
disciplines?

A: 	Make it a review criteria for state content standards, 
because states, unlike professional organizations in 
the disciplines, have operational responsibility for 
formulating standards in multiple subject areas. See 
pp. 9-10, 18-20. 

Q :In what sequence should proposed subject disciplines 
standards be reviewed? Should it be first come, first 
serve? If not, in what order should the standards be 
considered, and what is the rationale for that order? 

• 

A: Create a system of periodic review cycles and 


review all sets submitted prior to an announced date. 

See p. 16. 
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• OVERVIEW OF MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS: Q & A p. 4 

Q:How should the subject standards fit together? Should any 
guidance be offered on selecting and integrating use of 
the standards? If so, by whom: states, local 
districts, individual schools and teache~s, 
professional associations, or NESIC? If the combined 
disciplines propose standards that cannot be 
accommodated within the confines of a school day, how 
should schools select priorities and decide what to 
teach? 

A: 	 A criterion for reviewing state standards should be 
whether they fit together -- whether they are 
cumulatively feasible and adequate. NESIC should 
analyze the subject-specific national standards for 
points of overlap and connections., and provide one 
model of how they could be addressed in an 
interdisciplinary fashion. This would enable poor 
states following the "path of least resistanc~' to 
perceive at least one alternative to subject-by-subject 
curricular frameworks. See pp. 18-20. . 

• 
Q:How do subject-based standards nurture the habits, skills 

and competencies that businesses, universities and 
communities need and Mant, and that students, parents, 
and lay citizens recognize as useful? 

A: 	A proposed review criterion is that standards be 
"useful" for exactly the~e purposes. See pp 9-10 and 
12-13 • 

• 
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MEETING SUMMARY 

NATIONAL EDUCATION GOALS PANEL 

July 27, 1993 

The fifth meeting ef the Natienal Educatien Geals Panel fer the 
1993 geal reperting year cenvened en July 26, 1993, in Washingten 
D.C., at the Heliday Inn Crewne Plaza, the Henerable E. Benjamin 
Nelsen presiding. The Goals Panel is charged with menitering 
pregress teward the achievement ef the six Natienal Educatien 
Geals; issuing an annual pregress repert to. the President, the 
Geverners and the Natien; and everseeing the develepment ef the 
Natienal Educatien Standards and Assessment Ceuncil to. ensure the 
develepment efnatienally agreed-upen standards and a veluntary 
system ef assessments. 

The items en the agenda included: 1) Actienltem 1: Reselutien 

en Cellegiate Assessment, 2) Actien Item 2: Decisien en the Use 

ef NAEP in the 1993 Geals Repert, 3) Dialegue en _Criter.!..a fer 

Reviewing Centent Standards, and 4) Draft Repert en the Task 

Ferce en Educatien Technelegy. 


ATTENDANCE 

Members in Attendance: 

Geverners: E. Benjamin Nelsen, Governer efNebraska and Geals 

Panel Chairman; Evan Bayh, Geverner ef Indiana; Terry E. 

Branstad, Geverner ef Iewa; Carrell E. Campbell, Jr., Geverner ef 

South Carelina; Arne Carlsen, Geverner ef Minneseta, Jehn 

McKernan, Jr., Gevernor ef Maine; and Rey Remer,- Geverner ef 

Celerade. 


Administratien Officials: Richard W. Riley, Secretary ef 
Educatien. 

With Martin Orland, Acting Executive Directer, Natienal Educatien 

Geals Panel. 


Members Absent: 

Jeff Bingaman, U.S. Senater, New Mexico.; Thad Cechran, U.S. 
Senater, Mississippi; Jehn Engler, Geverner ef Michigan; William 

-Geedling, U.S. Representative, Pennsylvania; Dale Kildee, U.S. 
Representative, Michigan; and Carel Rasco., Assistant to. the 
President fer Demestic Pelicy 

Guest Speakers 

Shirley M. Malcem, Chairpersen, Geal 3/4 Technical Planning Greup 

en Standards Review 

Phil Dare, Directer ef Mathematics fer the New Standards Preject 
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Tom Crawford, Director of Coaching and Educational Programs for 
the United States Olympic Committee 
Iris Carl, former head of National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics -- ..-.' •
Chester Finn, Edison Project of Whittle Schools 
Martha Thurlow, Assistant Director of the National Center on 
Educational Outcomes for Students with Disabilities 
Janice Anderson, U.S. Department of Education 
Alba A. Ortiz, Director of Bilingual Spec~al Education and 
Director of the Office of Bilingual Education at the College of 
Education 
Ramona H. Edelin, President and CEO of the National Urban 
Coalition 
Pamela Keating, Head Writer, Task Force on Education Network 
Technology and Associate Director of the Institute for the Study 
of Educational Policy at the University of Washington 
Dr. Robert Palaich, Leader, Task Force on Education Network 
Technology and Director of policy Studies and Information 
Systems, Education Commission of the States 

PANEL ACTIONS 	 
The 	Panel: 

o 	 Adopted the draft resolution on collegiate assessment by the 
Task Force on Collegiate Assessment. Recommendations 
included moving toward a sample-based system of assessment 
to determine overall graduation rates and levels of critical 
thinking, communication, and problem-solving skills among 
college graduates. • 

o 	 Adopted the recommendations of the Technical Planning 

Subgroup on NAEP Reporting on how to profile newly available 

indicators from the NAEP in thel993 Goals Report. 


PANEL DISCUSSION, 

Governor E. Ben Nelson 

Governor Nelson welcomed everyone to the fifth meeting of the 
National Education Goals Panel's third year. Noting that it was 
his last meeting as the Goals Panel Chair, Governor Nelson 
thought that it was appropriate to briefly review the Panel's 
progress over the past 12 months. Governor Nelson stated that he 
was proud to be the first post-Charlottesville governor to chair 
the Panel. Continuity was extremely important during this year 
as the Panel for the first time faced the transition from one 
administration to the other. 

Governor Nelson saw major accomplishments in three major areas. 
First and most fundamentally, the Panel solidified its presence 
as an agenda-setter for national education reform by 
demonstrating continuity, stability, and bipartisan commitment to 
the National Goals process during the period when leadership in 
the Executive Branch changed hands. Governor Nelson noted that • 
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the Panel experienced and will be experiencing some turnover. 
He expressed the Panel's appreciation to Governors Romer and 
Campbell, who served with great distinction as Chairmen for this 
body. ~-

Second, Governor Nelson noted, the Panel had begun a process of 
broadening its mission beyond data reporting and assessments to 
communicate to all Americans the critical importance of achieving 
the National Education Goals, the need to. develop national 
standards reflecting what all children should know and be able to 
do as a result of their schooling experience, and what we all 
must do to ensure that the National Goals and performance 
standards are met. The third annual report of the Goals Panel 
coming out this fall will begin to demonstrate that this has been 
in focus. Grassroots efforts at the schoolhouse level must be 
assisted by Capitol Hill, the White House, and state governments. 

Finally, Governor Nelson emphasized, the Panel moved forward in 
its more traditional areas of measurement, assessment, and 
standards~based curriculum reform. Examples include re~Dlutions 
in the areas of citizenship in school records data, an 
unprecedented national dialogue on the issue of collegiate 
assessment, and beginning the process of developing criteria for 
the review and approval of national standards in academic subject 
areas. 

Governor Nelson stated that he was totally confident that these 
and other related efforts by the Panel in the past year have 
moved us closer to the target that all of us see--the attainment 
of the National Education Goals. He was equally confident that 
the Panel will continue its progress in the coming year under the 
stewardship of his successor, who will be announced next month at 
the National Governors Association meeting. 

Governor Nelson moved to the first order of business for the 
meeting, which was the approval of the Goals Panel meeting 
summary of June 15. With no objections, questions or comments 
with regard to the meeting summary, the minutes were approved. 

Governor Nelson then moved to action item number one on the 
agenda, the Draft Collegiate Assessment Resolution. Henoted 
that those members who were present on June 15 heard a spirited 
discussion on the recommendations of the Panel's postsecondary 
assessment Task Force, as well as their conclusions that 
comparable state reporting on graduation rates and a sample-based 
system of collegiate assessment to determine the critical 
thinking skills of our college students were desirable. 

Governor Nelson observed that for the past month the collegiate 
assessment leadership team of Governors Bayh and Carlson has been 
working closely with Panel staff and the offices of our other 
principals to develop a draft resolution for the Panel's 
consideration, one that would reflect the best thinking of the 
Task Force and the commenters on their report. Governor Nelson 
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then asked Governor Bayh to report on this subject, providing • 
some background on the Goals Panel's role in this important area 
of interest and then explaining the draft resolution. 

.... .... ... -.. 
Governor Evan Bayh 

Governor Bayh expressed his gratitude to all those who served on 
the Task Force, the staff, Edward Fuentes, and Clyde Ingle, who 
shares the Panel's mission supporting higher education standards 
and who served as Chairperson for the Task Force. The last two 
individuals were present at the meeting to answer any questions. 
Governor Bayh observed that Goal 5 is very important for 
obtaining the overall objectives of the Governors and the 
President in Charlottesville 
in 1989. Higher-education, postsecondary education takes a great 
deal of resources, both from the federal and state governments. 
Moving toward a system of assessments for postsecondary education 
is entirely consistent with the work of the Panel in the area of 
K-12 education. 

Governor Bayh noted that Task Force began last year to explore 
the feasibility and wisdom of moving toward a postsecondary 
assessment for the above reasons, consistent with the importance 
of adult education. The TaskForce met last year and held 
regional hearings around the country. Governor Bayh thanked 
those Governors who had attended the hearings for their time and 
commitment. 

-

Governor Bayh observed that the Task Force had received a great 
deal of questioning and critical comment. He emphasized that the • 
system of assessment as envisioned by the Task Force resolution 
is sample-based. A great deal of the critical commentary was 
based on misapprehensions of this pOint. Governor Bayh stated 
that the resolution does not envision assessments being given to 
each and every student in postsecondary education. Instead, a 
sample-based system of assessment would determine how the various 
states are doing and how the nation as a whole is faring in the 
area of postsecondary education •. 

Governor Bayh stated that, as currently envisioned, a system of 
assessments would be statewide as opposed to being broken down 
institution by institution within the various states. There was 
some feeling that the latter system could create the possibility 
of a marketing competition and rivalry between institutions in 
the various states, so the Task Force wished to avoid this, at 
least in the threshold stages. In response to the comments 
received, the Task Force is recommending a system of assessment 
that is sample-based. It will be states as a whole telling how 
they are doing, and our nation as a whole telling us how we all 
are doing without getting into comparisons of individual 
institutions. 

It is hoped, Governor Bayh pointed out, that the system of 
assessments can accomplish two things. The first would be to • 
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tell how many of our students graduate, from those that initially 
enter some form of· postsecondary education to how many of them 
make it all the way to graduation. Governor Bayh stressed that 
this should be particular sensitivity to minority students ~ _-
because many of our states have unfortunately high rates of lack 
of completion on the part of those in minority communities. We 
want to focus on what we can do to improve the graduate rates of 
our minority students. So the first goal of the Task Force was 
to determine what the graduation rates ar~ overall with 
particular sensitivity to how our minority students are doing. 

Second, Governor Bayh noted, the system of assessment is designed 
to determine how our graduates, those who actually make it 
through to receive a diploma, do with regard to thinking 
critically, to communicating and to. problem-solving, exactly the 
kind of skills they will need-to be. able to get a decent job in 
the economy of the 1990s and in the years beyond. 

Governo~ Bayh summarized by saying that the Task Force's effort 
is totally consistent with what the Panel has don~ in th~ area of 
K-12 education, to try to determine how we are doing in-order to 
effectively allocate our resources, and to prepare our adults as 
well as our children for the world in which they must compete and 
succeed in the 1990s and beyond. Because of these reasons and 
given the history and the background of the Task Force, Governor 
Bayh strongly urged the adoption of the Task Force resolution. 

Secretary Richard Riley 

Secretary Riley observed that there is some ongoing research work 
on postsecondary graduation data, as well as developing a 
national assessment of. college students in critical thinking, 
problem-solving and communications skills, as well as developing 
voluntary national occupational skills standards. Secretary 
Riley noted that he would, as always, have to discuss the 
budgetary aspects of this area. Secretary Riley urged that the 
Panel keep its focus on Goal 1 and Goal 3 of the work that is 
being done--performance standards and assessments on all levels 
have to be maintained, and we can't get off of that track. 

With that being said, Secretary Riley stated that he very much 
supported the continuation and expansion of analyzing what can be 
done that would be useful and effective in looking at higher 
education and trying to have it more accountable. Secretary 
Riley thought that the resolution as proposed certainly made good 
sense. The Panel should watch to see if a statewide sample would 
yield helpful, useful information. 

Governor Evan Bayh 

In a final word, Governor Bayh noted that the Panel had devoted a 
great deal of time in the discussion of developing the next 
generation of assessments, and that it is aware of how complex 
the issue can be. Governor Bayh wanted to thank the Department 
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of Education for moving forward in this area, contemplating • 
devoting some resources and perhaps even issuing a contract to 
explore and examine pow to develop postsecondary assessments. 
Goverrior Bayh told Secretary Riley that the Panel is very .- _- .. 
grateful for this because in the area of postsecondary 
assessments the science is not as evolved as in the area of K-12, 
and we all recognize that it needs a good deal more inclusion in 
that area. So the Department of Education is leading the way and 
Governor Bayh said that the Panel was grateful. 

Governor E. Ben.Nelson 

Governor Nelson asked if there was a motion to adopt this 
resolution. Upon a motion being moved and seconded, the Governor 
.asked for the ayes and those opposed. The Governor stated that 
the record should show that the resolution was adopted 
unanimously by all the Goals Panel members who were present. 

Governor Nelson then turned the Panel's attention to the decision 
on the use of NAEP, which was Action Item 2 in th~1993;eport. 
He noted that at the last meeting the Panel heard an interim 
report from Dr. Ramsay Selden on his advisory gro~p's work using 
NAEP in the 1993 Goals Report. Pending the arrival of Governor 
Campbell and his Task Force and leadership team report, Governor 
Nelson asked Goals Panel Acting Executive Director Martin Orland 
to give some background on this issue. 

Acting Executive Director Orland •Dr. Orland stated that the Goals Panel has taken seriously its 
obligations to provide the clearest information possible on our 
nation's and individual states' progress for achieving the 
National Education Goals. The Panel also has the responsibility 
to do the best possible job of insuring that the information that 
is provided by the Goals Panel is seen as technically valid ahd 
reliable. Sometimes these twin objectives create difficulties 
for the Panel in terms of sorting out the relative values because 
what we do in terms of clarity of information can be seen as 
being in conflict with information on technical validity and 
reliability. 

Dr. Orland noted that this conflict has specifically come up 
since the beginning of the Goals Panel deliberations in the area 
of the National Assessment of Educational Progress with respect 
to how to profile achievement indicators to measure progress in 
Goal 3. There have been several controversies about the 
establishment, promulgation, and achievement levels which have 
been used by the Goals Panel from its inception in its 1991 
report and again in 1992. 

The Goals Panel thought that it was a responsible action this 
year to undertake as thorough an investigation as it could with 
leading experts to help it determine how to best profile 
indicators from the National Assessment of Educational Progress • 
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• using the proficiency and achievement levels established by the 
National Assessment Governing Board. Dr. Orland noted that the 
June 15 Goals Panel meeting revealed the considerable controversy. 
and compelling issues that the Panel faces in terms of' its twin.· -;.' 
obligations of providing premier information and technically 
valid and reliable information. 

Based on the strong concerns expressed by the panelists at the 
June 15 meeting, the Panel staff convened.. a special meeting 
composed of members of its Advisory Group, members of the 
leadership team composed of representatives who have been given 
particular responsibility for this Goal area, and Panel staff. 
The goal was that out of a meeting that was held on July 8, there 
would be a consensus recommendation on how to profile the NAGB 
achievement levels in the 1993 Goals Report. Six of the eleven 
members of the Technical Planning Group attended that meeting, 
all four of the Leadership Team panelists had representatives at 
the meeting, and there were Goals Panel staff who were present as 
well. 

., 

• 

Dr. Orland was pleased to report that those present at the July 8 
meeting were able to achieve a consensus recomme~dation on this 
very difficult report. He pointed out that in the materials 
distributed at today's meeting, two other members of the 
Technical Planning Group who were not present at the July 8 
meeting had expressed reservations about this consensus 
recommendation, and this needed to be made clear for the record. 
However, it was fair to say that those who were present at the 
July 8 meeting felt comfortable with the consensus 
recommendations. 

Dr. Orland pointed out. the main components of the consensus 
recommendations in the Decision Memorandum presented on page 42 
of the day's briefing materials. The first component was that 
the Goals Panel should continue to report NAGB's NAEP achievement 
level data. The paramount concern here for providing clear, 
compelling information on national and state progress in 
achieving the Goals was seen as a value that is so important that 
it is to be kept in the forefront in terms of the unique 
communications responsibility of the Panel. 

The consensus recommendation also, however, took into account the 
recent General Accounting Office report on the use of NAGB data 
in NAEP reports, which has given the Panel valuable guidance on 
how to present this information. Three main implications have 
been incorporated into the consensus recommendation. One is to 
use caution in interpreting the NAEP achievement level data. 
Here the distinction is the NAGB data as an excellent measure of 
overall performance on an ambitious test of knowledge and skills. 
It may be a subtle difference, but it is different from focussing 

• 
on particular areas of content mastery or non-mastery. The 
consensus recommendation is that as long as the Panel is talking 
about performance and levels of performance on the NAEP exam, 
then it is valid to profile information in that manner. 
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Second, the Panel should use NAGB's policy-based definitions of 
achievement levels. This refers to a broader characterization by 
the National Assessment Governing Board of what its achievement 
levels represent, so that they are seen as represehtin~f broad, --.:.. 
generic kinds of performance expectations rather than mastery of 
discrete competencies. 

Finally, the Panel should meet the challenge of profiling 
information on performance levels in a meaningful way to give 
people an understanding about what kinds of knowledge and skills 
students have and don't have. The consensus recommendation is to 
present illustrative examples within the body of the Goals report 
that would profile students at different achievement levels and 
their ability to answer specific items on the NAEP exam. That 
gives the American people a sense of the vast disparities in 
terms of knowledge, skills and performance grounded in particular 
items and examples. 

Dr. Orland noted that the Goals Report is a communications tool, 
that can be an asset and provided the information..preser.:u:ed is 
consistent with the technical constraints and concerns expressed 
in the input to the Panel. Therefore, some minor.. changes in the 
way of profiling the indicators are recommended for the 1993 
Goals Panel report. 

First, .in past reports the designation of competent or not 
competent has been used in describing NAEP/NAGB achievement 
levels, which has been seen as indicative of students' mastery of 
particular content rather than raw mastery or certain performance 
levels. Therefore, the consensus recommendation is to say that 
the measurement is consistent with the Goals Panel performance 
standard rather than an indicator of students being competent or 
not competent. 

Second, the consensus recommendation is to add new exhibits, as 
mentioned earlier, that would describe for different types of 
students at the basic level, at the proficient level, and at the 
advanced level, what kinds of items they can and cannot master. 
This would be with both illustrations and some overall statistics 
that would show the disparity and discrepancy between students 
who scored at advanced and basic levels. 

Third, the consensus recommendation is to change the description 
in the Appendix of what the NAGB levels represent, pointing out 
that it is generic performance rather than mastery over specific 
content. Finally, in the NAEP/NAGB presentation for the 
narrative part of the report describing how the data should be 
interpreted, it would be cautioned that this is an excellent 
indication of overall performance on an ambitious test, but it 
should not be perceived as representing mastery over particular 
kinds of content. 

Dr. Orland observed that this consensus recommendation, as with 
most consensus recommendations, may not get the total support of 

• 


• 


• 
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• every member of the group, but it represents the best compromise, 
with the twin objectives of providing clear, compelling 
information, while also ensuring technical reliability. 

Governor E. Ben Nelson 

Governor Nelson thanked Acting Executive Director Orland for his 
presentation. He then welcomed Governor Carroll Campbell and 
asked if he had anything to add to the preceding comments. 

Governor Carroll A. Campbell, Jr. 

• 

Governor Campbell stated that he certainly agreed with what Dr. 
Orland had just said. Governor Campbell wished to emphasize the 
importance of dropping the Goal's Panel's designation of 
competent for those performing at the proficient and advanced 
levels and replacing it with the phrase "the Goals Panel's 
performance standard." This was done because some people are 
sensitive when you use the word competent. That means that for 
everybody that is not rated competent, you go the_.other ..:fay and 
rate them incompetent, which is a harsh differential. So the 
group and the staff looked at this problem and proposed not just 
to put in "the Goals Panel performance standard" but add to it 
the words "mastery over challenging subject matter." That is 
really what the Goal is all about and does not suggest a negative 
corollary such as competent or incompetent. Governor Campbell 
believed that there was a general consensus about those 
recommendations from most of the people on staff who represent 
the Goals Panel. 

Governor Roy Romer 

Governor Romer questioned how these new designations would be 
presented in the report and wondered how "mastery over 
challenging subject matter" would be used as a definition of 
Goals Panel performance standards. 

Secretary Richard Riley 

Secretary Riley commented that he was supportive of the direction 
in which the Goals Panel was going, but that it should be 
observed that these achievement levels are judgmental. NAGB 
had to use the already existing test content--the test was 
already there. This group certainly supports the need for 
rigorous standards and then moving to a standards-based education 
and then to a standards-based assessment. But we do not have 
that yet. This is really the best that we have now, and NAGB has 
done a fine job with what we have to move forward. The Goals 
Panel is supporting a really extraordinary change that gets us 
thinking about what is important. But it is natural for 
questions to be raised about this direction. Secretary Riley 

• 
thought that the Panel should listen carefully to and learn from 
everyone who wants to make observations on these issues. 
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Governor E. Ben Nelson 

Governor Nelson entertained a motion to approve the resolution, 
which was moved and seconded. He noted that the record should ~,..- •
show that it was passed unanimously by the Goals Panel members 
who were present. 

Governor Roy Romer 

Governor Romer asked Dr. Orland about NAGB's specific description 
of what students should know and be able to do. 

Acting Executive Director Martin Orland 

Dr. Orland stated that you could talk about general performance 
on world-class tests without specifying that a student performing 
at certain levels can do specific things. The consensus 
recommendation of the group was that it would be pressing the 
system a little bit to far to make that second statement. It 
would be appropriate to state that this is a gene~ic example of , ..,
performance mastery. Therefore, because you cannot make a 
specific statement about what that represents, t~e best you can 
do is illustrate by profiling the specific items and talk about a 
student who performs at the basic level, what is the likelihood 
that that student will get that high on the graph. 

Governor E. Ben Nelson 

At this point Governor Nelson excused himself as well as 
Governors Branstad and Carlson in order to attend a meeting with •
President Clinton on floods, winds and other calamities.' 
Governor Nelson thereupon turned the gavel over to Governor 
McKernan. 

Governor John McKernan, Jr. 

Governor McKernan stated that the next couple of hours would be 
devoted to a dialogue on criteria for reviewing education content 
and standards, with three different panels. First there would be 
a three-way discussion among Goals Panel members, advisors from 
Shirley Malcom's Standards Review Technical Planning Group, and 
invited experts on important issues related to the review and 
certification of nationwide education standards. Governor 
McKernan then turned the discussion over to Dr. Shirley Malcom. 

Dr. Shirley Malcom 

Dr. Malcom first introduced her fellow panelists, Jan Anderson, 
Iris Carl, Chester Finn, Phil Daro and Tom Crawford. She 
reminded the Panel of the charge that was originally provided to 
her Technical Planning Group, to try to articulate what kinds of 
review criteria would be in place to actually examine the 
standards. • 
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Subgroups had been formed to look in detail into some of the 

questions that were raised at the last Goals Panel meeting, such 
as the question of integrating knowledge and skills across 
several disciplines, the sequence of the review procesS, and the>· 
issues of the relationship of the standards criteria development 
activity to the notion of the social and academic missions of 
schools. 

Dr. Malcom posed a specific question to the Goals Panel for 
feedback that the Technical Planning Group needed in order to 
form its recommendations, though the question did not have to be 
answered immediately. If a state develops its own education 
standards, what does this mean? What kind of feedback would a 
state want and expect, and what would the Goals Panel like to 
come out of that process? 

Dr. Malcom then turned the discussion over to fellow panelist 
Phil Daro. 

Dr. Phil Daro -

• 
Dr. Phil Daro introduced himself as Executive Director of the 
California Mathematics Project at the University of California. 
More to the point, he noted that he was Director of Mathematics 
for the New Standards Project, which is developing assessment 
tools and systems to try to hit high-level performance demands. 
The goal is to have standards make sense at the level where 
teachers teach and students learn. The analogy in sports is that 
the performance is set by performanqe: somebody actually runs 
faster, and that sets a standard. 

Dr. Daro observed that.. the problem in education. to date is that 
standards have been invisible: not only are our students unable 
to see what the performances of students in other countries are, 
but they do not· even know what the students in the classroom next 
door are doing. The intention of the New Standards Project is to 
put into the hands of American students actual completed 

. assignments of students from other classrooms, other states, and 
even other countries. 

Working groups in seven countries through the International 
Conference of Mathematics Educators and the New Standards Project 
are now organizing teachers to prepare examples of the kinds of 
assignments they are doing, to translate them, and to start using 
them with teachers here to see how we can make that work as a 
standards-setting process. So when we talk about standards, that 
is what we mean, standards that students set with their own work 
and standards that teachers set with their own work. 

Dr. Daro observed that one of the New Standards Project's basic 

• 
principles is that the only way you can understand students' 
performances as an adult is to place yourself in the role of the 
student and try to perform yourself. To that end, Dr. Daro 
introduced a fourth-grade math test for the Goals Panel members 
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to take that was included in their binders for the meeting. 
It was designed to assess how well students are learning to use 
mathematics to make sense of complicated realistic situations, 
which, like most real-world situations, have a number o'f 
realistic approaches and reasonable solutions. This test was 
used in an experimental pilot from last year, and about 8 percent 
of the students produced responses that were seriously 
inadequate. 

Governor Roy Romer 

Governor Romer expressed concern that there was a move away from 
prescribed answers to the question, "What should a student know 
and be able to do?" Now it seemed that measurements -of what 
students can currently do would be setting the standards. 

Dr. Phil Daro 

Dr. Daro agreed with Governor Romer, but the interpretation of 
what he said was broader than what he intended. He noted an 
example in Vermont where state fourth grade mathematics-standards 
were written in a language that was basically mystifying to 
students and teachers. So the standards were rewritten in 
student terms, and students were shown what other students had 
done, as examples of mathematical generalizations. In order to 
communicate to students what the standard is, they have to see 
some actual examples of performances like the ones we are asking 
them to do. It is really an issue of communication. 

Governor Carroll A. Campbell, Jr. 

Governor Campbell observed that it was more than that. You can't 
have just set standards, because standards are always evolving in 
whatever field that you happen ,to be in. Standards of education 
are evolv~ng constantly. The standard of the best that we can do 
today will change tomorrow as we do things better. We have 
flexible standards, but they are flexing upward. We should always 
be trying to set the best standard in the world as our goal, and 
measure against that. 

Governor John McKernan, Jr. 

Governor McKernan returned to the idea that athletes set the 
standard. The NCAA has set a 3 point shot standard, but 
everybody is getting so good at it that they are thinking about 
raising the standard by pushing that line back. We may find that 
many people are doing better than current world-class standards 
and adjust accordingly in an evolutionary process. The people 
who are actually in the arena are the ones who ultimately set the 
standard, because we are going to be responding to those results 
that we see. 

• 

• 

'.
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Governor Roy Romer 

Governor Romer observed that the panel came to discuss by what 
criteria we should judge content standards, but began by talkin~-- '" ' 
about assessments. The panel seemed to be sending a ,signal that 
you cannot set standards until you do assessments, that you 
cannot talk about content standards without simultaneously 
talking about how you assess them and what is the 'performance 
level you set at assessment. Governor Romer asked" Dr. Daro that, 
when he said that a performance is set not by a theoretical 
judgment but by the actual performance of the youngster, wasn't 
he saying that you defined content also as you defined the 
assessment? 

Dr. Phil Daro 

Dr. Daro replied that the panel was saying that the standard had 
to make sense to the student, so that the student can set the 
standard for him or herself, and it has to make sense to the 
teacher as well. It has to make sense in the same way tQat 
someone else's performance in my sport makes sense to me so that 
I can aspire to it and work toward accomplishing ,it. 

Governor John McKernan, Jr. 

Governor McKernan observed that we had all been torturing our 
sports analogies here, and now he wanted to move the discussion 
along to Tom Crawford, someone who could discuss how the U.S. 
Olympic Committee sets and revises world-class standards for 
events. 

Dr. Tom Crawford 

Dr. Tom Crawford introduced himself as Director of Coaching and 
Educational Programs for the U.S. Olympic Committee. Every day, 
through its 41 national governing bodies of sport, the U.S. 
Olympic Committee is striving to figure out the best way to be 
internationally competitive. As a result, their standards are 
evolving every single day, because they pay attention to what'the 
rest of the world is doing, and if others are doing better than 
us, then the U.S. Olympic Committee immediately strives to find 
ways to do as well or better in a wide variety of sports. 

Dr. Crawford stressed that the U.S. Olympic Committee sees a 
major part of its function as education--educating coaches, 
athletes and their parents so that they understand how they can 
at least try to approach the world-class standard. Dr. Crawford 
thought they he might be driving some of his panel colleagues a 
little bit crazy by insisting on a similar approach. When he 
hears the question, what 'does an eighth grader need to be able to 
do, he always stops the group to say that from our perspective we 
would go a step further and ask, what does that eighth grader 
need to know and be able to do to do as much or more than any 
other eighth grader in the world. That is where the standards 
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should be set and that is where the standards always have to 
evolve to. 

Dr. Crawford underscored the importance of setting a process in-- -~ . •
place so that standards can constantly evolve. In the world of 
sport, standards evolve weekly, monthly, every few months, and 
thus the training that goes on to meet those standards is 
constantly evolving. Part of what the U.S. Olympic Committee 
does is to pay close attention to what the standards are and to 
what other countries are doing in training their athletes to meet 
those standards. The Committee disseminates that information 
constantly through the way that it trains our coaches so that 
they understand both the standards and the methods that they need 
to use today, not a couple of years from now, to train their 
athletes to meet those standards. 

The U.S. Olympic Committee has what it calls high-performance· 
summits on a regular basis where it brings in the best people it 
can find from the world of sport to analyze how to perform at the 
highest possible level and meet the international_.stand<!fds. 
One of the most· important points, Dr. Crawford stressed, came 
from one of the coaches of men's volleyball, who ~tood up in 
front of the rest of the group and said, it's very simple for us. 
We discovered that the most important decision that we had to 
make as a national governing body was that in fact we wanted to 
win. And until we decided that we wanted to win, we would never 
have been internationally competitive. 

Dr. Crawford urged the Goals Panel to keep that analogy in mind. 
It is very important to make that first important decision that 
you want to win, that you want to be internationally competitive, 
and then the standards at the very top can become incredibly 
powerful for everybody involved in education. Olympic athletes 
are the very ·best, constantly pushing the envelope, and the 
broadcast of the Olympic games has an incredibly powerful effect 
on thousands of coaches and athletes across the U.S., who are now 
changing the way they are developing in the sport in an effort to 
meet those international standards. They are not all going to be 
gold medalists, and the U.S. Olympic Committee goal is not to 
produce only gold medal athletes. Rather, it is the pursuit of 
that international standard which leads to the maximization of 
human potential in every individual athlete that we are striving 
for. And that is what drives the standards in sports. 

Secretary Richard Riley 

Secretary Riley stated that he liked what Dr. Crawford had said. 
The standard remains constant--world-class and competitive. 
Indicators change as knowledge changes, as the definition of 
world-class changes, but the standard is the same. Secretary 
Riley said he was more comfortable that we do not have this 

• 


varying degree of standards. We have a standards which is show 
by certain indicators today and it may be different indicators 
tomorrow, but the standard remains the same. For what a young • 
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person should know and be able to do to be competitive world
class, now, as of this moment, we could say that this particular 
discipline, this particular grade level, that is a standard. 

Dr. Tom Crawford 

Dr. Crawford agreed with Secretary Riley. The sta.ndard is the 
same, but it evolves based on the world-class standards. 

Governor Roy Romer 

Governor Romer offered a radical thought: that the Panel did not 
do itself a service when it chose the wording of Goal 4, that 
said that we are going to be first in the world in math and 
science. It is classically American to say that we are going .to 
be the very best, and that is exactly what Dr. Crawford is 
advocating. Governor Romer likes the idea of the Olympic athlete 
going for the gold, but does not think that is a realistic 
expectation to layout for a majority of a fourth grade math 
class. What we should tell them is that this is xhe co~ent that 
you need to master if you are going to be a competent citizen or 
worker in the world. And we need to hold out some indicators 
that help them determine how good is good enough. There are only 
going to be a few that are first in the world. Governor Romer 
was wrestling with the issue of whether the system should be 
driven by what was predetermined as mastery or by ever escalating 
challenges to do better than you think you can do. 

Dr. Tom Crawford 

Dr. Crawford responding by emphasizing that having high world
class standards allows everyone to pursue them,· not necessarily 
to achieve them, because we know that not everyone can be a gold 
medalist. But setting the standards that high becomes a very 
powerful motivator, and the ripple effect that takes place as a 
result of that constantly evolving world-class standard enhances 
the development of all of the athletes or all of the students 
that are striving.to meet that standard. The achievement 
motivation comes from tracking improvement toward the standards, 
so it would not be seen as failing if everyone did not meet the 
standards. The pursuit and the motivational factor are very 
important. 

Dr. Crawford noted, along these lines, that he had recently met 
with the brightest computer scientists in the U.S., who were 
going to represent their country in a computer Olympiad. Two of 
the scientists told him that they thought that they could be much 
better than they actually were at computer sCience, but since 
they were rated the best in the U.S., they felt absolutely. no 
need to pursue any other standards. Dr. Crawford inspired them 
by asking them to imagine how incredible they could be and how 
competitive the U.S. could be if they aimed for even higher 
standards. So Dr. Crawford believed that the standard should be 
set very high in world-class rankings. Everybody will not be 
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able to meet it, but who knows what the edge of the envelope is • 
in terms of u.s. 'international competitiveness. 

Governor John McKernan, Jr. - - . 

Governor McKernan observed that he thought that the Goals were a 
little bit of what Governor Romer had suggested, and a little bit 
of something else. Goal 3 emphasizes kids in fourth, eighth, and 
twelfth grades mastering various subjects.; to make sure that 
everyone is competent. Then Goal 4 aspires to the country being 
on a level that is first in the world, putting everybody together 
in an average. 

Governor McKernan thought that Dr. Crawford's example of the 
volleyball te~m was helpful, how their whole approach changed 
when they made the decision to actually go for the gold and be 
number one in the world. Governor McKernan was not convinced 
that there is now in America a national agreement that it really 
matters whether we are number one or not. This is our greatest 
challenge. He had no doubt that this country could be ~mber one 
in five years if it made the decision as it did on the goal of 
putting a man on the moon. We need a national agenda that 
everyone is behind, but we are struggling to make that a reality. 

Dr. Tom Crawford 

Dr. Crawford observed that the volleyball team probably would 
never have become gold medalists and internationally competitive 
without initially deciding that in fact was the goal that they •wanted to shoot for. Because if they did not shoot that high, 
they would never make it. Similarly, if you do not set the 
expectation high enough, the child will not meet the expectation. 
There is also an incentive to being first in the world. The team 
gets more resources, funding, and marketing opportunities, and 
that helps, to a degree, their desire to win. The only way 
you'll ever reach a high goal is by setting your standards high. 

Governor Carroll A. Campbell, Jr. 

Governor Campbell wanted to give an example of this. He noted 
that Secretary Riley when he was Governor of South Carolina had a 
tremendous impact on the state with his Education Improvement 
Act. A special math/science school was built, whose single 
criterion for entry was ability, and it has been operating for 
four years. An interesting thing has happened: A number of 
South Carolina schools have tried hard to keep their best and 
brightest students from going to the Governor's School for Math 
and Science. They did this by upgrading their offerings and 
challenging students more in t~epublic school system. So there 
was a direct result from setting a higher standard in a school. 

By setting standards in the Goals process, Governor Campbell 
observed, we are trying to get students to rise to the height of • 
their potential through their maximum effort. If they do not 
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give their maximum effort, then they are not going to realize 
their potential to be the best and compete with the best. It's 
like raising the pole bar vault notch higher each time._ There is 
nothing in-the world wrong with setting that bar just a little --
higher. The challenge is to set a standard that makes you 
competitive on the world scene. 

Governor Campbell was worried about some people saying that we 
can't have these standards or challenges because it would be 
unfair to these students or those groups, and he thought that 
this was a bunch of malarkey. Different students are going to 
perform with different abilities, but the challenge is for them 
to go up. What we have now is rising mediocrity, and we can't 
compete with anybody with that. 

Returning to Governor Romer's point, Governor Campbell agreed 
that we had to have a proficiency level, but that should not be 
the standard of excellence. In the goals of trying to set 
standards, you plan to get all the students to a proficiency 
level, but you've got to challenge them constantl¥ with_zhat 
upper level. It is the only way that we are going to continue to 
excite young people and keep them really interested, and it 
works. Where those challenges are offered, young people surprise 
us by always exceeding what we expect of them. Our biggest 
problem may be in not expecting enough in some instances. 

Dr. Phil Daro 

Dr. Daro wanted also to comment on Governor Romer's point, 
because he heard the same worries a lot from teachers: The talk 
about world-class standards may make us_ feel really good and 
enthusiastic, but what-are you really asking us;- teachers and 
students, to do? In the context of sports, where we seem to get 
fascinated and stuck so often in these discussions, we have the 
fitness standard, which is the standard that truly is for 
everyone. You can, realistically, set very high fitness 
standards that all people, given the dedication and effort, can 
attain, for a much higher level of fitness than they have today. 

Dr. Daro thought that in many ways the fitness standard is the 
most important standard. The fascination of the high
performance, excellence standard in competitive sports is also 
important, psychologically, because it does motivate people. In 
mathematics, this has been a particularly troublesome dichotomy 
because the mathematics curriculum, more than any other, has been 
geared primarily to a very high competitive performance level for 
those very few that go on to become mathematicians. And the 
proficiency level for mathematics has been very low. There has 
been a huge gap in the field, and it is very distorted. 

What we are trying to do, Dr. Daro stated, is to set a high 
proficiency standard, and that is like a high fitness standard. 
Maybe it is like good music programs where some go on to play 
violins in performance and conduct orchestras, but everybody 
sings in the chorus and everybody can carry the tune. 
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Governor John McKernan, Jr. 

Governor McKernan observed that these remarks related to the 
point he was making earlier, that we face two challenges. The _- ,-,' •
first is the Goal 3 theory of everybody mastering the basic 
competencies that are going to be necessary for this country to 
continue and to enhance its standard of living. The second is to 
understand the new technology age in order to compete and be best 
in the world in terms of technology, sci~nce and math, which are 
so critical. These two Goals are not inconsistent; they 
represent dual needs in this country. 

It seemed to Governor McKernan that both Goals were important. 
We have always had the Goal 4 idea of being the best in the 
world, but he was not sure that we have had as a goal in this 
country that all of our students should master certain skills. 
His own personal'theory was that we have had the view that it 
really did not matter if not very many of our kids mastered these 
challenging skills, because as long as a third of them did, they 
could go out and create enough jobs for everybody, else who didn't 
master them and so we could be competitive. What has changed is 
that this arrangement is no longer going to enhance our standard 
of living. Now everybody has to master certain skills, and that 
is why we originally designed Goal 3 ~s we did. 

Dr. Shirley Malcom 

Dr. Malcom said that it actually goes further than that. As • 
someone who in the course of her day job was constantly 
confronted by Goal 4, she observed that there haye been a lot of 
people who have believed that certain groups were 
constitutionally unable to master these fields. But by putting 
the stake on the table of everybody doing better, it has in fact 
elevated the level of discussion, the notion of science and 
mathematics for all. It has put science on the table in terms of 
having frameworks and assessments in those areas. What Goal 4 
has done in terms of propelling our policy and education 
structures forward with regard to renewed emphasis and energy in 
the area of science and mathematics has been useful and 
important. 

Dr. Malcom emphasized that the notion that we were all trying to 
express here is that you pull people up from the top, you can't 
push anyone up from the bottom. Standards help you bring all 
participants up to a certain level. You can't just say that we 
will do better and better in basic skills and them we'll move on 
to the next level. We tried that and it didn't work. We have to 
say that the good stuff is for everyone, and this is an essential 
issue. 

What is different about this discussion this time, Dr. Malcom 
noted, is being willing to say that we must provide the coaches 
with the understanding about how you help people to meet those 
higher standards, that we have to invest in those coaches, in • 
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that process of getting better and helping people to arrive at 
the standards. That is the challenge that we really face in all 
of this because we do have this issue of high standards on the 
one hand and high performance on the other. This is a really .- --.' 
crucial distinQtion to make. 

Dr. Malcom observed that it was very useful to have Tom Crawford 
as a participant in the discussion, not because his sports 
analogies always fit, but because he kept.. pushing and challenging 
them to think about having transparency in the standards. The 
public as well as teachers and students have to understand what 
kinds of effort and activity must go forward in order to meet the 
standards. The Technical Planning Group invented something 
called the barbershop process, which is essentially a commonsense 
test as to whether people can actually understand what it is you 
are trying to achieve. The discussion has to move into the 
public arena in terms of what students need to know and be able 
to do. 

Acting Executive Director Orland -
Dr. Orland noted that Dr. Malcom had talked abou~.investing in 
coaches. He asked Dr. Daro to elaborate on what teachers are 
expected to do with assessments tests such as the one the Panel 
had just taken. If there is no one right answer, how do teachers 
judge performance and how are they trained to have enough 
knowledge to make the fullest use of the information that comes 
from assessments like this. 

Dr. Phil Daro 

Dr. Daro said that one of the stark realities that they saw 
immediately in starting to work with teachers in other countries 
was that it was easy to meet with them to talk about their 
students'work. Teachers met with each other every day. 
Teachers in most other countries spend a significantly greater 
amount of time working together and on prof~ssional work, and 
correspondingly less time with the students. The workday for 
teachers in our country basically runs as long as the students 
are in the school, and students are in school for a long time. 

So there is very little chance for any standard-setting to go on 
at the local level, Dr. Daro observed. We have to break that 
pattern because for this process to work, the standards will only 
make sense if the teacher has someone to talk to about them and 
someone to test their ideas and assumptions against. Otherwise, 
it's all just a system of wishful thinking. So one of the major 
things we need to do is get teachers to invest some time in 
looking at student responses on assessment tests like this and 
debating their merits. The criteria for making judgments on this 
eighth grade test was made by a scoring process which was 
determined by debates among teachers. When you talk to teachers 
about this debating process, it becomes one of their most 
valuable staff development experiences. We are trying to design 
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the system so that the debates are not ove~ technicalities of 
scoring but over issues of instruction. 

The answer to the question, Dr. Daro continued, is that by •
involving large numbers of teachers on a regular basis in these 
official kinds of scoring, that will give them the techniques but 
not necessarily the time to have the debates at the local level 
and within their schools about different kinds of"student work. 
There is a major challenge in reallocati~g the major resource in 
education, which is teacher time--second only to student time. 
We have to redirect some of it to having teachers challenge each 
other with these standards. 

Governor Roy Romer 

Governor Romer observed that he was on the verge of appointing 
the nine people who comprise the Standards Board of Colorado. 
The discussion with' the panel was on how to help develop criteria 
that will be used to certify whether or not individual states are 
"aligned" with the right kinds of national standa,rds. But there 
is a prior state in this process: Before certification-you have 
to have formation. The crying need we have right now in America 
is what do you do to help that panel of nine in Colorado and in 
other states that are being formed to create the standards that 
subsequently will be certified. Right now we have a gap. 

Governor Romer noted that if he were sitting down with Standards • 
Board of Colorado, he would give them Goal 3 instead of Goal 4, 
because, although Goal 4 is a challenge, it does not have the 
content that Goal 3 has. Goal 3 says that the panel should 
arrive at a determination of what is demonstrated competence over 
challenging subject matter and what all students should learn to 
use their minds well. The issue is how much breadth over against 
how much depth. We can go for the gold with a lot of breadth. 

Governor Romer emphasized being very careful with sports 
analogies in education. Sports are very defined as to what it is 
that the race is. In education, we have not defined that yet. 
We have not defined the content before we apply the measurement. 
We have often defined how much breadth you can get, and we may 
have to back it up and say how much depth you can get to use your 
mind well. But, Governor Romer observed, there are people who 
desperately need help on this issue. What can the panel do, or 
what can a consortium of states do to assist each other to move 
in the right direction so that when we get to the certification 
we do not fail the exam? 

Dr. Shirley Malcom 

Dr. Malcom replied that one of the places to start is with the 
work that is already being done. Even though there are materials 
that are in draft, they can at least stand as the basis or the 
backdrop against which to have your own discussions within your 
own states. Dr. Malcom mentioned work of the American • 
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Association for the Advancement of Science on science for all 
Americans and California frameworks in science and mathematics. 
Draft documents of the standards are on the verge of being 
released. . 

Dr. Janice K. Anderson 

Following up on Dr. Malcom's remarks, Dr. Anderson told Governor 
Romer that there were materials which show what the draft 
standards look like. Various groups have notes, tapes, and 
figures from their forums and discussions with teachers and 
scholars. In the sciences, they have had feedback from about 
20,000 people on the drafts. 

Governor Roy Romer 

Governor Romer stated that he had seen the drafts, and that it 
was good to talk about certification three years from now. But 
there are still people out there who need help now, and there is 
no good national clearinghouse to go to get the benefitJ?f the 
creative work that is under way. 

Dr. Janice K. Anderson 

Dr. Anderson said that suggestions could be entertained on how to 
better disseminate this information. She mentioned the 
tremendous ongoing outreach effort and gave a thumbnail sketch of 
nine projects under way, seven of which are funded by the 
Department of Education. Two are funded by professional 
organizations in social studies and economics. Each'project runs 
about two years and goes through different phases, from defining 
the discipline and its content, to writing teams" drafting 
standards, redrafting, soliciting input, and having hearings and 
focus groups. Then the national board, consisting of 30 to 35 
members across the discipline, considers the thinking to date on 
content'and draft standards before going public with them. 

Four projects will go public before the end of this calendar 
year: those on the arts, history, civics, and geography. 
Science will follow later, and English, language arts, and 
foreign languages projects have just started in the last six 
months. The project groups are also working together to look at 
issues that they have in common, such as the reality of the 
school day. Working groups have been formed to look for ways to 
integrate standards across the subject areas at the elementary 
level. 

Explaining the structures of the groups, Dr. Anderson noted that 
the civics group had come up with five large, major topic areas 
for what the civics standards should cover, and within each area 
wrote two or three content standards. There is an architecture 
within each discipline. Students will be encouraged to analyze, 
argue, differentiate, compare, contrast, and debate the subject 
matter. So it is reassuring that we are aiming for the higher 
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order skills which will lead students to be good, thinking, 

functioning, problem-solving employees. ~. 


In the arts, four task forces worked together--those on dance, ~-"".. 

music, theater, and the visual arts--to create an integrated 

approach to standards in their areas. Also active in all the 

debate and discussion on standards are a wide range of 

professional groups. 


States were invited to a one-day session in January to talk about 

the upcoming standards, and a grant competition to encourage the 

states to rethink their curriculum frameworks in these various 

subject areas, and what that would imply for model teacher 

professional development programs and certifications. The 

January meeting brought a huge turnout and later, 54 responses to 

the grant competition, 25 of which were multidisciplinary. So 

states were seeing these efforts as resources to draw on. 


So disciplines are working on their own issues independently, yet 

coming together to share issues and solutions. The states will 

address their concepts in different ways through curricUlum and 

instruction. School boards will take the standards as a starting 

point and as resources and materials to draw on. GOing back to 

Governor Romer's question, Dr. Anderson said that we will try to 

get better as a clearinghouse where you can get everything there 

is to have at this moment, but it is evolving. 


Secretary Richard Riley ~. 

Secretary Riley observed that the multidisciplinary frameworks 
will be analyzed to see what works better and what does not. 
Goals 2000 is also in place, which gives the grand opportunity 
for all the states to have information on all the different 
educational frameworks used throughout the states available to 
everybody through the various action plans. 

Dr. Shirley Malcom 

Dr. Shirley Malcom introduced the next panel by observing that 
her technical planning group wanted to get input from people in 
the field who represented important constituencies and points of 
view, as well as the concerns of special populations. 

Dr. Martha Thurlow 

Dr. Thurlow introduced herself as Assistant Director of the 
National Center on Educational Outcomes for Students with 
Disabilities, speaking as someone who has been involved in a 
professional role with people with disabilities, primarily 
children, for more than twenty years. 

Dr. Thurlow observed that when she was in school, most children 
with disabilities were not there. As a result, most adults are 
not aware that today there students with many disabilities who ~ 
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are in our schools. Youngsters with relatively severe mental 
impairment and physical disabilities used to be in institutions, 
but now they are in school, often in their own neighborhoods. 
Learning disabilities make it difficult for many students to 
learn to read or to compute math problems. Severe emotional 
disabilities make it difficult for some youngsters to even get 
themselves to school. Some students are deaf, others visually 
impaired, and so on. 

Part of the problem in addressing any issue with relation to 
students with disabilities is that they have a tremendously wide 
range of characteristics, varying in intelligence and the nature 
of their problems. Students with disabilities make it a little 
more difficult to think about how to define standards of 
excellence and how to measure the progress in reaching those 
standards. But they must not be ignored, Dr. Thurlow emphasized. 

Dr. Thurlow said that those she had talked to in the disabilities 
community were unanimous in the belief that students with 
disabilities should not be excluded from the standards.~Dr.
Thurlow applauded the notion of high standards, along with 
educators who work with students with disabilities and parents of 
students with disabilities. It is important to have high 
expectations for all kids. 

Dr. Thurlow's concern about standards is that the effort does not 
seem to recognize a range of performance. The diverse 
characteristics of students with disabilities means that not all 
students will do well. Furthermore, it will not be easy to 
separate those students who will do well from those students who 
will not. Some students with disabilities have told her that 
they dropped out of school because they were being held to high 
standards that they thought they had no chance of ever reaching. 
The message is that we can never be sure of the levels the 
students will attain. 

Low expectations have tragic consequences for many students. 
Still, there are some students who enter school, with significant 
disabilities that will make the achievement of certain standards 
po~sible only after very intensive efforts and extended time 
periods. There is not a simple relationship between a student's 
characteristic and the probability that the student will reach 
high standards. It would be unwise to hold some categories of 
students to the standards but not other categories of students. 

One concern Dr. Thurlow had about the standards is that the 
accommodations and adaptations needed for students with 
disabilities will not be provided. Modifications are needed both 
in the instruction that is provided to help students meet the 
standards and in the way that attainment of the standards is 
demonstrated. The need for accommodations and adaptations will 
depend both on the characteristics of the individuals and the 
characteristics of the standards towards which they are working. 
In the standards that are currently being developed, there is a 
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•• great deal of variability in the way they are stated. Some 
standards seem to be more amenable to flexible interpretation 
than others. 

Another concern that Dr. Thurlow had about standards was related 
to assessments~ She believed that we must measure all students 
when we monitor progress toward the standards. This measurement 
will be a challenge because in the past our nation has usually 
decided not to measure those students who are not easy to 
measure. In NAEP; for example, almost 50 percent of the students 
with disabilities have been excluded from the assessment. If 
students with disabilities are left out of the assessment, they 
will be left out of educational requirements as well. Too often 
we find that out of sight in the assessment is out of mind. 

Dr. Thurlow emphasized that we need to be accountable to all 
students in this standards process. This is what Kentucky has 
done by including the scores of all students in their results, 
even those two percent of the students who are assessed with an 
alternative format because of their severe cognitive _ 
disabilities. Students with disabilities should be considered as 
we develop assessment standards. 

Dr. Thurlow made four recommendations to this end. First, we 
need to include individuals with disabilities or those who are 
familiar with disabilities issues when developing standards and 
assessment of standards. The goal is not to "dummy down" those 
standards, but to help state the standards in ways that promote • 
the use of accommodations and adaptations that will be needed for 
students with disabilities. Second, consider an array of 
alternatives for making the standards appropriate for all 
students with disabilities. Third, include the.. performances of 
all students in the measurements for the standards. Students 
at the bottom must show increases along with the students at the 
middle and the students at the top. Fourth, remember that the 
important thing is progress toward the standards. All students 
may not do well, but all students should demonstrate progress 
toward the standards, and this progress should be documented for 
all students. 

Dr. Alba A. Ortiz 

Dr. Ortiz, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Research at 
the University of Texas at Austin and Director of Bilingual 
Special Education and Director of the Office of Bilingual 
Education at the College of Education, noted that she was also 
immediate past president of the Council for Exceptional Children. 
Dr. Ortiz was struck by the fact that many of the concerns 
articulated by Dr. Thurlow are also concerns for linguistically 
and culturally diverse students, specifically those with limited 
English proficiency. 

Dr. Ortiz stated that she would focus her remarks on language 
minority students, who should be considered in all part of • 
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education reform, just like students with disabilities. Those 
working with language minority students are not seeking separate 
sets of standards, with perhaps a few exceptions, but a 
recognition of individual differences, the realism of kids in ~~"".. 
classrooms as earlier indicated by Governor Romer. It is 
desirable to have some flexibility in terms of how you achieve 
standards and particularly in terms of .how these are measured. 

As with students with disabilities, language minority students· 
represent a wide range of characteristics: ranges of proficiency 
in English and another language. Some language minority students 
have disabilities; an increasing number of immigrants in our 
schools today come to us without the benefit of any education in 
their home country ~__ Among the issues to be faced in dealing with 
standards and accountability is how we will define English 
proficiency and how we will conduct assessments that measure a 
student's language status. 

This is a complex issue, given that assessments of language 
proficiency have included measures of ability in xerms gi 
listening, speaking, reading, and writing in two languages, in 
additional to assessing achievement in content areas in one or 
more languages, depending on whether the student has the benefit 
of a bilingual education or an English-as-a-second-language 
program. There are also the challenges of assessing subgroups of 
language minority students, for example, those in early childhood 
programs. 

While language is a critical consideration, Dr. Ortiz cautioned 
that issues relative to standards and goals for these students 
should not be defined from the perspective of language only. 
Language minority students are also likely to come from poverty 
environments, to be mobile, to be victims of lowered 
expectations, and to have histories of underachievement, high 
dropout rates, high rates of retention, and high rates of 
referral to special education. Standards and assessment systems 
have to consider these factors. Also, not all students who need 
services are receiving bilingual or English-as-a-second-language 
services, a factor that emphasizes the critical shortage of 
teachers with specialized expertise in serving this population of 
students. 

The current widespread failure among language minority students 
suggests that the current education system does no"t respond 
appropriately to the needs of these students. Thus, those who 
work with minority language students see the opportunity to learn 
standards and the importance of insuring access to a quality 
education as perhaps the most critical issues that these students 
face. 

Dr. Ortiz said that progress has been made in identifying the 
variables that are conducive to producing high academic and 
social success for language minority students. We need a highly 
skilled teaching force of skilled educators who are able to 
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respond,to linguistic and cultural diversities and can 
incorporate them into teaching. There is data that suggests that 
the smarter the teacher, the smarter the people. The students 
that have the greatest diversity and the greatest learn'ing needs _-' 
need those teachers with the highest levels of skill in order for 
the students to meet their maximum potential. 

We know that high expectations are crucial, that effective 
programs are characterized by linguistic 9nd cultural 
incorporation. It is important to provide strong native language 
programs and English-as-a-second-language programs in a 
culturally sensitive and challenging curriculum. We must avoid a 
"dummying down" of the curriculum for language minority students 
and focus on higher-order thinking skills of creativity, rather 
then providing low or basic skilled instruction. Parent 
involvement and positive school/community relations are also 
important for effective schools. 

A variety of approaches are beneficial to the learner, Dr. Ortiz 
stated. The important factor for language minority students is 
to provide an opportunity for them to develop a high level of 
communicative proficiency. Also, any intervention has to be 
provided long enough for the student to be able to achieve the 
goals that we are pressing. A wealth of knowledge has come out 
of Chapter 1 bilingual education/English-as-a-second-language 
programs, and these data should be used in the development of 
standards and assessments. 

Language minority students have to be included in assessments, 
Dr. Ortiz emphasized. As with students with disabilities, it is 
a common practice not to include limited English-proficient 
students in testing. This is partly because there are issues 
associated with how you assess the skills of these students. But 
also, because of the lack of appropriate education opportunities 
for these students, including them in the tests has tended to 
lower overall test scores. 

By the year 2000, Dr. Ortiz observed, one-third of our nation 
will be members of m~lticultural groups. This suggests that it 
does not make sense to exclude these individuals from our 
educational accountability mechanisms". The criteria for 
certification of standards and the criteria for states and 
national assessments have to include appropriate procedures for 
assessing language minority students. These assessments have to 
be valid, reliable, fair, and free of discrimination. They have 
to be advocacy oriented, they have to be aimed at helping 
teachers prevent failure, and they have to be aimed at 
identifying early on a need to provide a vehicle for improving 
education. 

Of utmost importance, Dr. Ortiz declared, is that teachers should 
not have to abandon sound instruction because of the demands of 
standardized testing. Teachers in bilingual education programs 
are moving quickly to provide instruction in English because the 
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assessments being used for students'are in English. But the loss 
of native language instruction has really devastating effects on 
the learners. This suggests that assessments have to be 
available in the native language, that as we view the assessmen't-.::· 
issue we need to deal with the question of which languages is it 
feasible to assess in. 

If we do not have assessments that are available ih the native 
language, then we have to deal with the issue of how do you 
assess English language proficiency and how do you use those 
measures of English language proficiency to interpret the 
outcomes of, particularly, standardized testing. A system of 
alternative assessments is going to be important for second 
language learners because of the unique issues that they present 
in terms of testing. 

In conclusion, Dr. Ortiz stated that the issues associated with 
the education of linguistically and culturally diverse learners 
are complex, and they require further study. She applauded the 
Goals Panel for including the issues of disability and linguistic 
and cultural diversity in its discussions. She suggested that 
many who had backgrounds in those areas would be '.glad to help 
move the agenda forward. 

Ms. Ramona E. Edelin 

Ms. Edelin introduced herself as President of the National Urban 
Coalition, and said that she was in substantial agreement with 
what the other members of the panel had said. She wanted to 
emphasize the context of setting National Education Goals as a 
process and the notion of high expectations as self-fulfilling 
prophecy. She quoted from a Nigerian scholar who observed that 
formal education is future oriented, and that it is the status of 
minorities in the social, political and occupational realms of 
American society as seen by the dominant white caste which 
determines the kind of education offered to them. 

Ms. Edelin stressed egalitarianism in education. Equality is 
excellence because inequality leads to alienation. Excellence 
without equality only produces more inequality. Inequality leads 
to learning deficits and to alienation in the great mass of 
students. Alienation is the number one learning problem, 
depressing academic performance. Students' resistance to 
learning is socially produced by inequality and by authoritarian 
pedagogy in school, worsening the literacy problem and crisis in 
teacher burnout. 

Teacher burnout and student resistance are social problems of an 
unequal system and cannot be fully addressed by teacher education 
reform or by classroom remedies alone. Participatory and 
critical pedagogy, coupled with egalitarian policies in school 
and society, can holistically address the education crisis. Ms. 
Edelin wanted to focus not so much at this moment on what we want 
Americans to do as on what we want Americans to be. The primary 
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job of educators is to create a more and more enlightened 

society, one in which each member of our education system will 

strive to be self-knowing, self-loving, self-disciplined, self

motivated, self-sufficient, and part of a dynamic and creative ....... 

interdependent and interactive mix of cultures. 


Ms. Edelin emphasized equality among and between cultural groups 

reflected in our goals and expectations, as well as a cooperative 

rather than a competitive learning environment. A team setting 

approach in education fosters an inquiry-based approach to 

learning, where children's questions become the center of the 

learning period. Children learn to be problem-solvers and higher 

order critical thinkers from their interests in working out 

whatever issues or problems they put on the table on that 

particular day. In a hands-on learning environment, teams 

of young people cooperatively handle and challenge everything in 

their daily lives. 


In tpe'''Say YES to a Youngster's Future" program, young African 

American, Latin, and Native American children lea~n that they 

will be the definers and the developers and leaders of technology 

for the entire planet. Ms. Edelin wanted to cre~.te learning 

environments of small, active groups of young people, moving away 

from the lecture format, which is seen as a highly negative 

authoritarian approach to teaching. In the small groups, we see 

young people reading and writing more, and becoming more verbal 

to express what they have learned in their science experiments, 

growing out of these hands-on experiences. 


Ms. Edelin urged the Goals Panel, as it thought through the 

education issues, to 'include the parents and educators and 

policymakers from communities of color in this nation who know 

how to reach and to teach, to break down the alienation and 

provide some of the motivation, and to include the families of 

these young people in their learning process. Educate for 

change, so that young people will not still occupy an inferior 

caste at the end of the standards process. She urged that the 

national standards address the issue of who we want young 

Americans to be and not just what we want young Americans to do. 


Governor John McKernan, Jr. 


Governor McKernan thanked Ms. Edelin for her compelling 

testimony, and asked if there were any comments or questions. 


Secretary Richard Riley 


Secretary Riley thanked the three panelists for their input, 

which had been very helpful. In terms of the question of 

cultural diversity in education, Secretary Riley pointed to the 

arts and foreign language components of Goal 3. He noted that 

his wife was involved with a small elementary school in 

Washington, D.C., predominantly African American. A Hispanic 

teacher of foreign languages in the school had helped two African 
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• American fifth grade students to win the National French Award. 
That teacher evidently knew how to bring the very best out in 
those students, and to seek the kind of excellence the panelists 
were talking about. -., 

Opportunities to learn should be very positive, Secretary Riley 
stated. The great diversity of young people in America 
underscored the importance of teacher preparation'for students of 
different capacities and interests and cultures. 

Ms. Ramona H. Edelin 

Ms. Edelin added that cultural dimensions could be brought in not 
just through the arts and languages. The National Urban 
Coalition program focuses on mathematics and science and the 
enormous contributions of African~ H~spanic, and Native peoples 
to the development of the first 4,000 years of mathematics and 
science. All that we know in science was not created in just one 
or two hundred years. She encouraged much better' rounding out in 
all of the disciplines of the contributions of alL of t~ world's 
great groups. 

Dr. Chester Finn 

• 
Dr. Chester Finn saw three problems ahead for the standards
setting venture. First, by his count there were now ten subjects 
preparing standards, and possibly more to come. Someday we may 
find ourselves with 20 subjects, each having standards that they 
would like to have certified. The question arises: Are they 
equally important, and can any state, school, teacher, plausibly 
do them all? The issue of selectivity has not yet been tackled. 

Second, each subject could be described as expansionistic or 
territorial in its own sense of itself. There is a tendency 
within each subject to attempt to conquer the entire curriculum. 
There is going to be the issue of what will happen when each 
subject, in order to meet its own self-imposed standards, is 
going to require, three quarters of the school deck. Especially 
if there are twenty of them, we can begin to see, the problem 
ahead. 

Third, looking at the needs, anxieties and legitimate concerns of 
groups within the population concerned about the direction of the 
standards, some deeply religious people are agitated. They are 
not sure that this approach to educational outcomes and the 
standards and assessments that go with it, with the sanction of 
government behind it, is a good thing for them and their kids. 
At some point we will have to grapple with. this anxiety. 

Dr. Finn was struck historically by Governor Romer's distinction 
earlier 'between the two kinds of standards, the one embedded in 

• 
Goal 3 and the one embedded in Goal 4. We are trying to have it 
both ways. Dr. Finn thought that we do want to have it both 
ways. 
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It seemed to Dr. Finn that we got into this process historically. 
We were coming off what might be called three bad marriages as a 
country. One was the marriage to no standard$; one was the 
marriage to minimum competency standards; and one was the 
marriage to norm-based standards in which wherever the average 
happened to be was described as the standard for a particular 
grade. 

In trying to overcome all three of those problems and find 
someone to marry with whom we would like to reside happily 
forever, we are looking for something very special that meets a 
lot of criteria. Those'include a universal competence standard 
that we could reasonably expect all young Americans to meet. But 
at the same time we would like those to be flexible over time as 
the needs of the society and the world change. And also at the 
same time we would like them to be benchmarked ,to whatever the 
best in the world are, even if we do not expect that everybody is 
going to meet the best-in-the-world standard. Dr. Finn thought 
that this combination was important, and that we can have it both 
or all three ways, but that it was not going to b~ a si~le 
course. 

Finally, Dr. Finn wanted to respond to Governor Romer's question 
about what could be done today for the states. Some standards 
projects have draft materials that are useful today, even if they 
are not yet final. Committees are drafting criteria that those 
submitting standards for review might reasonably be asked to 
consider meeting or formats in which to consider submitting the 
standards. Drafts of these kinds of criteria, or at least 
suggested criteria, should be ready soon. The Goals Panel in the 
future may want to have these criteria at least up for review 
pretty soon. 

Dr. Iris Carl 

Dr. Carl stated that principally we need to focus on the fact 
that the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics standards 
that are presently being used as a model are standards for every 
single child in,America. What we are saying in the standard is 
that excellence and equity are not incompatible in any way. 
As we look at the overarching stands, or the practice standards 
as some people call them, we find that all of the other 
disciplines that are drafting standards now are incorporating 
such concepts as problem-solving, critical thinking, making those 
connections and being logical, or at least showing that children 
are learning to be logical in their thinking process. 

Overall, however, Dr. Carl thought that a critical piece of the 
NCTM standards that has been missing in this debate is how do we 
prepare our teachers. Most of the teachers today who are in 
their forties have not had the benefit of a teacher education 
program that prepared them for the standards that we are 

,recommending. Half of all the math that we know today has been 
invented since World War II. If we are going to build a future 
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for our children that addresses the needs of the next century for 
a technological society, then what we do in supporting and 
educating our present teaching force and preparing the new 
entrants is really critical. -

Dr. Carl was also concerned about evaluation .or assessments. 
NCTM is working now on an assessments document, and we know that 
assessment drives what is going on in the classroOm. If we say 
that we need to be teaching the standards, we also need to add 
that what we teach must be what we test. And how we teach it, 
hands-on, using technology, or in whatever way, has to be a part 
of that assessment component. Right now we are still allowing 
standardized tests to remain dominant'. We are also putting new 
and creative interpretations on NAEP, and placing a burden on 
them that is not theirs to assume. 

Dr. Carl's final comment was that the international community is 
very much aware of the NCTM standards. In fact, the 
international community has praised them, has gained permission 
to interpret and translate the standards so that ~hey a~e using 
them at the same that they are clutching to their bosoms their 
own moves toward reaching higher standards. Weqeed to be sure 
that we are about the business of setting high and lofty goals 
for every single child, bearing in mind that the steps between' 
Goal 3 and Goal 4 begin with Goal 3, and that incremental steps 
will get us there. 

Governor Roy Romer 

Governor Romer wanted to make some observations and pose some 
questions in closing. He thought that what we are trying to do 
with standards and educational reform is like a,moon shot, and we 
are trying to organize a lot of things. He noted that Secretary 
Riley has a bill now in Congress that is also aiming at that, a 
comprehensive approach to try to help us move this along. But 
this is not the only thing that needs to be done. 

We talked today about preparing for standards in the sense of 
certification. We also ought to have on our agenda who is 
preparing the textbook publishers for this new world. Is there a 
strategy there that has a lead time of five to seven years that 
we ought to have very much on everyone's agenda? Who is alerting 
the colleges of America that standards will be part of the new 
curriculum for their teacher training? Could it be mandated that 
every new charter school has standards for which that institution 
is built? Colorado hopes to accomplish the latter goal. 

Governor Romer observed that there were two barriers to 
accomplishment of the Goals that we have not tried to intercept 
or remove. One is the religious groups, as identified by Dr. 
Finn, who are beginning to identify standards-based education as 
a threat to their values. Governor Romer was flabbergasted by 
this because it seemed to him that content orientation of NCTM 
standards is exactly a confirmation of the values of these 
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groups. We ought to intervene to change this perception because • 
an image may grow through telecommunications that can never be 
wiped out. 

The other barrier, Governor Romer noted, is the feeling in 
America that education should be local, not federalized. We. are 
now moving to national standards to be implemented by states. 
Politically we need to think about the place to house this 
activity. If there were a consortium of .states pushing this 
agenda, pounding on the table, insistiQg that the all this get 
done and that the federal government should also do its part, it 
would take away some of the onus that this is a federally driven 
thing. This is not a federally driven thing. This is a people
driven thing. 

As long as the Goals activity is identified with federal 
legislation and federal administration, it is going to run the 
risk of being attacked as usurping America's locally funded, 
locally oriented education. This barrier could be intercepted by 
a more decentralized consortium in which the standards li,ould be 
deposited, instead of being handled top down from the Department 
of Education. 

Governor Carroll A. Campbell, Jr. 

Governor Campbell wished to comment on Governor Romer's great 
point about religious groups. His state had convened a very • 
broad-based curriculum congress. They had discovered that the 
concerns,of religious groups were not over academic standards, 
but fears that a values-based education would be dictated out of 
Washington. There was no question but what this issue had to be 
addressed soon,' but the religious groups in his·state had 
expressed no concerns in discussing academic subjects and 
standards. 

Dr. Shirley Malcom 

Dr. Malcom wished to thank the Goals Panel and the panels that 
presented, who had helped us to move forward secure in the notion 
that what everyone wants is challenging subject matter and high 
expectations for all students, and that weare not in the 
position of basically backing away from that but in fact 
embracing it. She would never forget her turning point when her 
seventh grade teacher said to her that you are better than you 
think you are but you are not as good as you can be. Dr. Malcom 
thought that was really what w~ are trying to affirm here, that 
we have to provide the opportunities, the challenges and the 
standards that will allow students to reach these kinds of goals. 
Her Technical Planning Group was supported in this by today's 
comments. 
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Governor E. Ben Nelson 

Governor Nelson declared that the Panel would now turn to the 
Task Force on Education Network Technology. Last February, _- "" .. 
Senator Bingaman had suggested that the Panel investigate how 
technology could be creatively applied toward achieving the 
National Education Goals. As a result of that interest, the 
Panel convened a task force to explore the issue.·· At its meeting 
in Lincoln earlier this year the Panel had seen live and video 
demonstration of technology applications in the schools, 
particularly the potential of telecommunications networking to 
fundamentally restructure teaching and learning. 

Today the Panel had the opportunity to preview the results of the 
Task Force's report on the role of education network technology 
in achieving the National Education Goals. To summarize the 
findings, Governor Nelson introduced Dr. Robert Palaich, Task 
Force Chair and director of Policy Studies and Information 
Systems at the Education Commission of the States, and Dr. Pamela 
Keating, Lead Task Force Writer and Associate Di~ector ~t the 
Institute for the Study of Education Policy at the University of 
Washington, College of Education. 

Dr. Pamela Keating 

Dr. Keating stated that the Task Force's initial response to its 
charge was a sense of urgency. It has been ten years since the 
release of the Nation at Risk Report, five years since the 
Education Summit at Charlottesville, and we have less than six 
years left till the end of the century, when have committed 
ourselves to changing education in specific and substantive ways. 
We have come to understand as a nation that an industrial model 
of school organization is insufficient for an information 
society, that productive workers need new knowledge and skills . 
and the ability to work together in new ways, and that the 
lockstep learning of the past is not useful for knowledge workers 
of the future. 

New standards for judging educational excellence and new tools 
for measuring achievement indicate our commitment to higher-order 
thinking, more robust and demanding educational .activity, and a 
thoughtful focus on quality in every dimension of schooling. But 
it is not enough simply to set standards. Educators and 
policymakers have to make sure that we meet them. 

But despite all the rhetoric and reform work of the last ten 
years, the pace of change has been disturbingly slow. A 
generation of students is passing through our schools largely 
untouched by our commitment to change and unaffected by our new 
standards of achievement. So the Task Force has taken its charge 
as a strategic challenge--how to use network technology to 
realize the Goals as quickly and effectively as possible. 
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The discussion documents for the regional forums on the National 
Goals repeatedly speak to the need to use technology to improve 
teaching and learning and connect schools to work. And many 
educators are now well along in making use of the available ~~ :-.. 
technologies to enrich classroom instruction and make learning 
more vivid and engaging. But these separate technological 
advances hold little promise for ~ustained systemic change. 

Internetwork communications and computing. and access to 
information are rich curricular resources and invitations to 
inquiry and exchange. This medium offers a dramatically 
decentralized and democratic learning environment. Abundant 
resources available online suggest new ways of accessing 
information, and generating and disseminating knowledge, working 
both independently and collaboratively. Pervasive real-time 
communication creates a new context for thinking and interacting, 
and presents unprecedented pedagogic opportunities for exchanging 
ideas and information and creating virtual labs in classrooms for 
enriched teaching and learning. The Task Force believes that 
only comprehensive technologic support of this k~~d can help us 
achieve the Goals that we have set fo~ ourselves. -

Dr. Keating noted that as a s~nator, Vice President Gore was the 
prime sponsor for Public Law 102194, the National Research and 
Education Network Act signed into law by President Bush in 
December 1991. The NREN commits our country to connect all 
educational institutions, research centers, and libraries in a 
high-performance computing and communications network. The 
domestic Internet already links major universities, government 
research and super-computing centers, and sources of research and 
development in the private sector. The largest group of new 
users envisioned in the·legislation is the K-12community. 

Internetworked computer networks are the technological equivalent 
of our country's highway system, Dr. Keating declared. We are 
now mainly transporting ideas and information instead of mostly 
manufactured goods. The national information highway as a new 
initiative will interconnect electronically all those who teach 
and learn in direct dialogue and immediate information exchange 
in real time, all the time, in a single and sustained learning 
community. 

The very pervasiveness of this new national information highway 
is an assurance of equitable access to necessary information and 
knowledge and full participation for everyone on the network, 
regardless of their point of origin. As we move to fully 
transparent technology interfaces integrating voice, video, and 
data, it is apparent that we need to design these technology 
systems as we designed other transportation systems, to support 
development and improve performance. 

We need to link all aspects of the work involved in reaching the 
six National Goals and to integrate our disparate commitments to 
excellence. We need to connect teaching and learning activities 
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across the curriculum and the learning continuum. We heed to 
link learners and knowledge more directly, to provide immediate 
and pervasive access to information for our people. We need 
bold, concerted and coordinated action to make meaningt"ul change .:.. 
and realize real excellence. 

The Task Force believes that network technology is a powerful 
tool for systematic action and systemic support, and that is in 
the interest of sound national policy to .connect our concern with 
educational change to our country's commitment to electronically 
connect these knowledge resources. 

Transportation, communication, and education: In the nineteenth 
century these captured the promise of America. Their convergence 
with abundant resources, unprecedented development, and national 
unity on a transcontinental scale unified our ethnogeographical 
diversity and powered our economic industrialization. Their 
convergence this century in internetwork computing and 
communications will carry us into the 21st century. This is the 
promise of network technology. -
We are facing a new electronic frontier that is revolutionizing 
information transport in our country's communication capacity. 
The magnitude of the problem of reforming and modernizing 
American education is as formidable as the development of the 
common school a century ago, and no less achievable. If as a 
nation we are serious about achieving educational excellence, we 
believe that we must be committed to internetwork computing and 
communications as a strategic investment in change. 

This new knowledge frontier is our future, economically, 
socially, and educationally. Like the geographic frontier that 
defined American advances last century, the development of 
pervasive information access and computer-mediated communication 
extends the reach and promise of America, and ensures the 
continuous progress that characterizes this country. 

Dr. Robert Palaich 

Dr. Palaich moved to a screen to use explanatory charts. He 
observed that the definition of network technology is a set of 
tools and services that enables educators and students to use 
computers and telecommunications links to access information in 
other regions. It does not include all video. Network 
technology is important in educational progress and will help 
improve the work of teachers. In expanding learning 
opportunities, network technology encourages a certain equity 
value throughout the learning process that is very important. 

But there are barriers to the process of network technology, Dr. 
Palaich noted. There is a significant organizational resistance 
to doing things differently. There is a lack of support and 
experience in using network technology and unless instructional 
practices are changed, it is not going to work. What we have 
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found is that the best investment is in the professional 
development of the teachers that are working in the schools that • 
are involved. Network technology is an opportunity to leverage 
the change process in schools, and the dialogue should 'range frent."· 
the local to the national level. 

One of the key areas the Task Force examined, Dr. Palaich 
observed, was investing in infrastructure and research and 
development. There are states that have .task forces on 
technology working on planning at the state level. But Dr. 
Palaich warned'against an unfocused investment strategy, which 
would waste a lot of money. There is also a national research 
agenda to be considered in terms of hardware, software, and 
access to the Internet. The process for writing matching grants 
for innovative network dissemination for curriculum standards is 
also very important. 

Network technology can help the Goals Panel in the process of 
introducing the. standards into the schools. One of the wonderful 
features of network technology is that it is very..strona on peer
to-peer involvement, helping people to communicate on similar 
issues. 

Dr. Palaich wished to emphasize how hard the Task Force had 
worked on this effort, and he wanted to thank an outstanding and 
diverse group of people. He stressed that restructuring the 
American educational system is at a critical juncture. His • 
estimates were that between 25 and 50 percent of educators are 
joining the ongoing dialogue on national goals and standards. 
Unfortunately, he noted, perhaps only about 5 percent are really 
wrestling with how to integrate them into their schools. If we 
are to achieve the Goals we have set, it is imperative to enroll 
more and more educators, parents, members of the public, and 
political leaders in this process of network technology. 

Governor E. Ben Nelson 
"1 

Governor Nelson thanked both panelists for their presentation. 
He noted that the Goals Panel would be revisiting this issue in 
the near future with a major event structured around the Task 
Force Report's key findings. 

Although this was the last meeting of this particular Goals 
Panel, Governor Nelson observed, it would ,appear together again 
when the Third Annual National Goals Report is released on or 
around September 30. The Goals Panel will also begin a new 
public awareness initiative. 

•
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TITLE II-NATIONAL EDUCATION 
2 REFORM, . LEADERSHIP, 
:3 STANDARDS, AND ASSESS· 
4 :MENTS 
5 PART A-NATIONAL EDUCATION GOALS PANEL 

t 

6 SEC. 201. PUB.P08E. 

7 It is the purpose of this 'part to establish a bipartisan 

8 mechanism fol' 

9 , (1) building a national consensus for education 

10 improvement; 

11 (2) reporting on progress toward achieving the 

12 National Education Goals; and 

13 (3) reviewing the voluntary national content 

14 and student perfonnance standards and opportunity
, 

15 to-leatn ~dards certified~ by the National Edu

16 cation Standards and Improvement Council, as well 

17 as the criteria for their certification, and the criteria 

18 for the certification of State assessments by the Na

19 tional Education Standards and Improvement Coun

20 cil with the option of disapproving such standards 

21 and criteria not later than 60 days after receipt 

22 from such Councit 


23 SEC. IOJ,. NATIONAL EDUCATION GOAlS PANEL. 


24 
 (a) ESTABLISIWENT.-There is establiahed in the ex

2S ecutive branch a National Education Goals Panel (referred 

• .u:aUltlB • 
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to in this Act as Ule "Goals Pnnel") to advise the Presi

2 dent, the Secretary, and the Congress. 

3 (b) CoHPOsmON.-The Goals P'/lnel shall be com

4 posed of eighteen members (reCerred to in this part as 

5 "members"), including

6 (1) two .members appointed by the President; 

7 (2) eight me~bers who are Governors, three of 

8 whom sl)aI1 be from the same political party as the. . 

9 President and ,fiye of wh~m shall be of the opposite 

10 political party of the President, appointed by· the 

11 Chairperson and Vice Chairperson of the National 

12 Governors' ~ation, with each appointing rep

13 resentatives of his or her respective political party, 

14 in consultation with ~ other; 

15 (3) Cour Members of Congress appointed as 

16 Collows

17 (A) one member appointed by the majority 

18 leader of the Senate from among the Members 

19 of the Senate; 

20 (B) one member appointed by the minority 

21 leader of the Senate from among the'Members 

22 oC the Senate; 

23 (C) one member appointed by the majority 

24 leader of the House oC Representatives from 

hJ(- UJZ.W3.@J 
-DR 1211 m 
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14•1 among the Members or the House or Represent

2 . atives; and 
.:. 

3 (D) one m,~mber appointed by the minority 

4 leader or the House or Representatives from 

5 among the Members or the House of Represent

6 atives; and 

7 (4) rour members or State l~afiures ap

8 pointed by the President or the National Conference 

9 of State Legislatures, or whom not more than two 

10 may be or. the same political party as the President 

11 of the United States. 

12 (c) SPECIAL APPOINTMENT RULES.-(l) The mem
%% 

13 bers appointed pursuant to subsection (b)(2) shall be ap~ ~ 
i~ 
-g 14 pointed as follows: 
9'£-... 	 . . 
~g IS (A) It the Chairperson or the National Gov

~ 16 e~ors' .Association is from the same political party 

i 17 as the President, the Chairperson ahall appoint three 
::: 

,5 
& 	 18 individuals and the Vice Chairperson ahall appoint 

19 five individuals. 

20 (B) It the Chairperson of the National Gov

21 emors' Association is from, the opposite political 

t 	 22 party as the President, the Chairperson shall ap
~ 

i 
:g 

.. 	 23 point five individuals and the Vice Chairperson shall 

fll 24 appoint three individuals. 

.HJl Ull m 

• 
 15 
 •

1 (2) It the Nations.l Governors' .Association has ap

" 

2 pointed a panel that meets the requirements of subsections 

3 (b) and (c), except for the requirements of subsection 

4 (b)(4), prior to the date or enactment of this title, then 

5 the members sening on such panel shall be deemed to be 

6 in compliance with subsections (b) and (c) and shall not 

7. be required· to be reappointed pursuant to such sub

8 sections. 


9 (3) To the extent feasible, the membership of the 


10 Goals Panel shall be geographically representative and re

11 fleet the racial, ethnic, and gender divenlity of the United 


12 States. 


13 (d) TEIWS.-The tenos of service of members shall 


14 be as follows

15 (1) Members appointed under subsection (b)(1) 


16 shall serve at ~e pleasure of the President. 


17 (2) Members appointed under subsection (b)(2) 


18 shall serve a two-year tenn, except that the initial 


19 appointments under such, paragraph shall be made 


20 to ensure staggered tenDS with one-bali C}f such 


21 • members' tenns concluding every two years. 


22 (3) Members appointed under subsection (b) (3) 


23 and (4) shall serve 1'1 term of two ye8nl. 
I 

ZoWJ)-(.1J) - (d)
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1 (e) DATE OF APPOINTMENT.-The initial members 

2 shall be appointed not later than sixty days after the date 

3 of enactment ot this Act. ',. 

4 (f) INITIATION.-The Goals Panel may begin to carry 
t 

5 out its duties under this part when ten members of the 

6 Goals Panel have been appointed. 

7 (g) VACANCIES.-A vacancy on the GOals Panel shall 

8 not affeet the powers of the Goals Panel, but shall be fined 

9 in the same manner as the original appointment. 

10 (h) TRAVEL.-Each member may be allowed travel 

11 expenses, including per diem in lieu ot subsistence, 88 au

12 thorized by section 5703 ot title 5, United States Code, 

,13 for each day the member is engaged in the performance 

14 ot duties away trolJl the home or regular place ot business 

15 ot the member. 

16 (i) CHA.:mPBRSON.-From among the members, the 

17 President shall appoint the Chairperson who shall sente . 
18 a one-year term and shall alternate between political par

19 ties. 

20 (j) CoNFLICT OF lNTEREBT.-A member ot the (]QaJs 

21 Panel who is an elected official ot a State which has davel

22 oped content, student perfonnance, or opportunity.to

23 learn standards may not participate in Goals Panel consid

24 eratioQ ot such standards. 

17 

1 (k) Ex OFFICIO MElmER.-If the President 4as not 

2 appointed the SecreiaIy ot Education as 1 of the 2 memo 

3 bers he appoints pursuant to ,subsection (b)(l), then the 

4 Secretary shall serve 81 a nonvoting ex officio member of 

5 the Goals Panel. 

6 SEC. 203. DtrnES. 

7 . (a) DUTIEB.-The Goals Panel shall 

8 (1) report to the President, the Secretary, and 

9 the Congress regarding the progress the Nation and 

10 the States are making toward achieving the National 

11 Education (]QaJs e:ltablished under title I ot this Act, 

12 including issuing aD annual report; 

13 (2) report on State opportunity-to-leam stand· 

14 ards and the procresa ot States in meeting such 

15 standards; 

16 (3) review, after taking into consideration the 

17 public comments received pursuant to section 216, 

18 with the option ot disapproving by a t;wo..thirds mao 

19 jority vote otthe ran membership not later than 60 

20 • days after receipt ~ the-

21 (A) criteria developed by the National 

22 Education StUl~ and Improvement Council 
I 

23 for the certi1'ieation of content and. student per· 
. . . 

24 tonnance staodards, assessments, and oppor

2S 
tunity-to-learn stan;;;'e~d_ ~.11XAJ 

. -.. ..-- ... 
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1 (B) voluntary national content and student 

2 perfonnance standards and opportunity-to-Iearn 

3 standards certified by the National Education 

4 Standards and Improvement Council; 

5 (4) report on promising or eft"ective actions 

6 being taken at the national. State, and local levels, 

7 in the· public and private seetors, to achieve the Na

8 tional Education Goals; and 

9 (5) help build a nationwide, bipartisan consen

10 sus for the relonns necessary to achieve the Na- , 


11 tional Edu~tion Goals. 


12 (b) REPORT.-(I) The Goals Panel sha.ll' annually 


Zz 13 prepare and submit to the President, the Secretary, the o '" 
~g 

, . 14 appropriate C9mmitteea ot Congress, and the Governor ot~~ 
~g. 
- fJ 15 each State a report that shall 
~g 

Cl 16 (A) report on the progress of the United States~ 
'" "tl 17 toward achieving the National Education GoalSj 

f 

I 

i 
3: 18 (B) identity actions that should betaktm by 


(Q 

19 Federal, State, and local governmenta to enhanCe 


20 progress toward aChieving the National Education 


21 Goals and State opportunity-to-leam standards; and 


22 (C) report on State opportunity-to-leam stand


!j 23 ards and the progress of States in meeting such 
~ 

•19 

1 (2) Reports shall be presented in a (onn, and ~nclude 

2 data, that is understandable to parents and the' general 

3 public. 

4 SEC. JOf. POWERS OF THE GOALS PANEL. 

5 (a) lIEARINas.-(I) The Goals Panel shall, for the 

6 purpose ot carryirig out this part, conduct such hearings, 

7· sit and act at such times and places, take such testimony, 

8 and receive sUch evidence, as the Goals Panel considers 

9 appropriate. 

10 (2) In carrying out this part, the Goals Panel shall 

11 conduct hearings to receive reports, views, and analyses 

12 ot a broad speCtrum ot experts and the public on the es

13 ,tablishment of voluntary national content and student per

14 (onnance standards, as.seS.smen~, and opportunity-to-

IS learn standards. 

16 (b) lNFoBllATION.-The Goals Panel may secure di

17 reetly from any department or agency ot the United States 

18 infonnation n~ to enable the Goals Panel to cllny 

19 out this part. Upon request ot. the Chairperson of the 

20 Gqals Panel, the head of a department or &.gency shall 

21' furnish such information to the Goals Panel to the eXtent 

22 pennitted by law. 

23 (e) POSTAL SERVICEs.-The Goals Panel may use 
'i 24 standards.... I 
o 24 the United States mail in the aame manner and under the 

?lJ8(4XI Xl>J - cJr;</(C'·UR UIO III 
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JfWm 	 20 
-g. 
.Ul ~ 1 same conditions as other departments ~nd agencies of the -"" ~g 

2 :United States. ~ .. 
I 3 (d) USE OF FAClL.ITIES.-The Goals Panel may, with 

i: 	 4 consent, use the researCh, equipment, services, and facili.i 
<0 	 S ties of any agency or inBtnunentality onlle United States, 

6 or of any State or political subdivision thereot'. 

7 (e) ADIDNI8TlU.TJVB .A.RRANGEMENTS AND SUP

I 	
, , 

8 PORT.~I) The Secretary shall provide to the Goals 

i 9 Panel, on a ,reimbursable basis, such administrative sup-

I 10 port services as the Goals Panel may request. 
~ 

11 (2) The Secretary shall, to the extent appropriate, , 


12 and on a reimbursable basis, make cOntracts and other 


13 arrangements that are requested by the Goals Panel to 


14 help it oompjle and analyze data or carry out other func. 


15 tiona necessary t8 the performance of such responsibilities. 


16 SEC. 201. ADJIINl8TBA.1n'X PBOVISIONB. 


17 (a) MUTING8.-The Goals Panel shall meet on a 


18 regular basis, , as necessary, at the call ot' the Chairperson 


19 of the Goals Panel or a JU&.jority ot' ita members. 


20 (b) QUORUH.-A nuUority of the members shall 000

21 stitute a quorum t'or the transaction ot' business. 


22 (c) VOTING.-No individual may vote, or exercise any 


23 of the powers of a member, by proxy. 


24 (d) PuBLIC AccEss.-The Goals Panel shall ensure 


25 publid access to ita proceedings (other than proceedings, 


• ·n:aultm • 
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1 or portions ot' proceedings, relating to futernal personnel 
, 

2 and management matters) and make available 4>' the pub

3 lie, at reasonable cost, transcripta of such prooeedings. 

4 SEC. SOl. DIBBCTOR AND STAn'J &1PEItT8 AND CONSULT· 

S ANTS. 

6 (a) DIRRCTOJL-The Chairperson ot'the Goals Panel 

7 shall, without regard to the provisions of title 5, United 

8 States Code, .relating to the, appointment and compenaa

9 tion of officers or emplpyee& ot'the United States, appoint 

10 a Director to be paid at a rate not to exceed the rate of 

11 basic pay payable for level V ot'the Executive Schedule. 

12 (b) APPoIN'l'HENT AND PAY OF EKPLOYEES.

13 (l)(A) The Director may appoint not more than four addi

14 tional employees to serve as staff to the Goals Panel with

IS out regard to t.b8 provisionS ot'title 5, United States Code, 

16 governing appointments in the competitive service. 

17 (B) The employees appointed under paragraph (l)(A) 

18 may be paid without regard to the provisions of chapter 
, ' 

19 51 and subchapter m ot' chapter 53 ot' that title relating . 
20 to classification and Gener8l Schedule pay rates, but sha.ll 

21 dot be paid a rate that exceeds the maximum rate of basic 

22 . pay payable for GS-15 of the General Schedule. 

23 (2) The Director may appoint additional employees 
\ 

24 to serve as statf to the Goals Panel consiStent with title 

2S 5, United States Code. 

tib<lfd) - .(.bJ...UI." 
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1 (c) ExPERTS AND CoNSULTANTS.-The Go818 Panel 

2 ma)" p~ temporary and intennittent services of ex

3 perts and consultants un~er section 3109(b) of title 5, 

4 United States Code. 

5 (d) STAFF OF' FEDERA.L AOENCIES.-tJpon the re

6 quest of the Goals Panel, the head of any department or 

7 agency of the United. States may detail any of the. penon

8 nel of such agency to the Goals Panel to assist the Goals 

9 Panel in its duties under this part. 

10 SEC. J01. BABLY CHlLDBooD AMR88MBHI'. 

11 (a) GENERAL.-(l) The Goals Panel shall support 

12 the work of its Resource and Technical Planning Groups 
zz 

13 on School Readiness (referred to in this section u theJf 
i~ 14 Groups) to improve the methods of assessing the readioess 
.. Q. 

.!"~ .. = 15 ot children for school that would lead to 81ternativa to 
~8 

c;') 

~ 16 eummtly used nonn-referenced early childhood. &URSS
<0 
1:1 
! 17 ments.
!R. 

J 
I: 

18 ) (2) The Groups sh81l
<0 

19 (A) create clear gnidelinea regarding the na

20 ture, functions, and uses of early childhood. 8811e18

21 ments, including a model ot school readiness that 

f .22 addreaaea a broad range of early chil~ood. dewel-
Q 
n 
IR 23 opmenta1 needs; 
1:1 

'i .... 24 . (B) monitor and evaluate early childhood. u
'" 

25 seasments, including the ability ot existing a..saea:s

olD. lilt m 
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1 ments to provide valid infonnation on the ~ness 

2 of children for school; and 

3 (C) monitor and report on the long-tenn collec

4 tion ~ data on the status of young children to im

5 prove policy and practice, including the need for new 

6 sources of data· necessary to assess the broad range 

7 of early childhood. developmenta1 needs. 

8 (b) ADVIcs:-The Groups shall advise and assist the 

9 Congress, the Secretary, the Goals Panel, and others re

10 garding how to improve the assessment of yoUng children 

11 and how such' assessments can improve services to chi)· 

12 dren. 

13 (c) RKI'oRT.-The Goals Panel shall provide reports 

14 on the work of the Groups to the Congress, the Secretary, 

15 and the public • 

16 PART B-NATIONAL EDUCATION STANDARDS 

17 AND IMPROVEMENT COUNCIL 

18 SEC. IlL PUIIP06B. 

19 . The purpoae of this part is to ~liah a mechanism 

20 to- • 

21 (1) certify and regularly review voluntary na

22 tional eontent and student perf'onnance standards 

23 that define what all students should ~ arid be 

24 able to do; 

;Jv'CcJ
,.:}///, J 
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: (b) .A.PPLICATIONS.-A State, local educational agen
, . 

2 r:y, or consortium of such agencies that desires to receive 
.... . 

3 a grant under subsection (a)(l) shall submit an applica

4 tion to the Secretary at such time, in such \Danner, and 

05 containing such information and assurances as the Sec

6 retary may require. 

7 (c) REQUIREHENTS.-{l) A recipient of a grant 

8 under this section shall 

9 (A) examine the validity and reliabmty of an as

10 sessment system for the particular purposes Cor 

11 which sUch assessment system was developed; 

12 (B) ensure that an assessment By1item is con
zz 


~i 13 sistent witJ;l relevant, nationally recognized profes

i~ 

-~ 14 sional and tech.D.ical standards for assessments; and 
.'" g
-c 
~g IS (C) devote special attention to how an assess

o 
! 16 ment system, treats all students, especially' with re
! 
~ 17 gard to the race, gender, ethnicity, disability,. and 
it: ...

J 18 language proficiency. 

19 (2) An assessment system developed and evaluated 

20 with funds under this section may not be used for decl

21 sions about individual Btadents relating to program place-

t 22 ment, promotion, or retention, graduation, or employment 
~ 

23 Cor a period of five years from the date of enactment of "J 
'i 
e; 24 this Act: 

• 
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1 SEC. 221. EVALUA110N. 

2 (a) GRA.NT.-From funds reserved under section 

3 304(a)(2), the Secretary annually shall make a grant, in 

4 an amount not to exceed $500,000, to the Cor:nmis:sion on 

S Behavioral and Social SciflllCe8 and Education of the Na

6 tional Academy of ScieD;t'.llS or to the National Academy 

'J of ll.lducation to

8 (1) evaluate

9 (A) the technical quality of the work per

10 Conned by the Goals Panel and the Council; 

11 (B) the prooeaa the Council uses to develop 

12 criteria for certifieation of standards and as

13 sessments; 

14 (C) the proeess the Council uses to certify 

IS volunta.ry national standards as well as stand

16 ardsand assessments voluntarily submitted by 

17 States; and 

18 (D) the proeess the Goals Panel uses to 

19 approve certification eriteria. and voluntary na

20 tional standards; 

21 (2) periodically p-ovide to the Goals Panel and 

22 the Council, as appropriate, information from the 

23 evaluation under paragraph (1); and 

24 (3) report on the activities authorized under 

2S sections 219 and 220. Z7{){j,J
2-21", 
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\ 
(b) REPORT.-The grant recipient shall periodically 

2 report to tl)e Congress, the Secretary, and the public re
\ '. 

3 garding findings and shall,make a final report not later 


4 than January 1, 1998. 


5 PART c-Atrl'BORlZATlON OF APPROPkIATlONS 


6 SEC. SSI. Al1I1IOBJ.Z.\110N OP APPIlOPlUA1l0NS. 


7 (a) NATIONAL EDUCATION GoALS PANEL.-.There 


8 are authorir.ed to be appropriated $3,000,000 for fiscal 


9 year 1994 and such 8UDl8 as may be necessary for each 


10 of the four succeeding fiscal years to .'.8rJj" out part A of 


II this title. 


12 (b) NATIONAL EDUCATION STANDARDS .AND lH. 


If 
zz 13 PROVEMENT CouNCIL.-There are authorized to be ap

14 propriaUd $3,000,000 for fiscal year 1994 and such sums 

-~ F>~ 15 as may be necesaa.ry tor each of the tisca1 years 1995 
-'" ~g 

C) 16 through.1998 to carry out part B of this title. 

f 17 (e) OPPORTUNITY-ro-L&ARN DEVELOPMENT
i 
!: 18 GRANT.-There are authorized to be appropriated 

f 

j 19 $3,000,000 tor fiscal year 1994 and such sums as may 

20 be necessary tor tisca1 year 1995 to carry out the Oppor

21 twUty-to-Learn Development Grant Program established 

22 under section 219 ot this title. 

23 (d) ASSESSMENT DEVELOPMENT .AND EVALUATION 
:i 

24 GRANTS.;-There are authorized to be appropriatedi 
t 2S $5,000,000 (or fiscal year 1994 and such sums as may 

.1Dl1l1. IS 
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1 be necessary tor eaeh of the fiscal yean 1995 ~ugh 

2 1998 to carry out the ~ment Development and Eval

3 uation Grants Program established under section 220 o( 

4 this title. 

5 TITLE m-STATE AND LOCAL 
6 EDUCATION SYSTEMIC m· 
7. PROVEMENT 
8 SEC. 301. CONGRESSIONAL FINDINGS. 

9 The Congress finds tJ18t

10 (1) all students can learn and a.chieve high 


11 standards and must realize their potential if the 


. 12 United States ia to prosper; 

13 (2) the retorms in education of the last 15 

14 years have ac.hieYed some good results, but these ef

15 forta often haw been limited to a tew schools or to 

16 a single part of the educational system; 

17 (3) leadership must come both from teachers, 

18 related services personnel, principals, and parents in 

19 individual schools and from ·policyma.kers at the 

20 local, State, tribal, and national levels, in order for 

21 lasting improvements in student performance to 

22 occur; 

23 (4) simultaneous top-down and bottom-up edu

24 cation reConn is necessary to spur creative and inno

2S vative approaches by individual schools to help all 
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Letter to the National Education Goals Panel: 
 • 
Last May you convened the Goals 3 and 4 Standards Review TechnIcal PlannIng Group and 
asked us do some initial thinking for and with the Goals Panel. Our charge was to prepare 
a report offering recommendations for "criterIa and processes the National Education Goals 
Panel and a National Education Standards and Improvement Council (NESIC) should use to 
review and certify voluntary national content standards as world class. challenging. and 
internationally competitive as envisioned by the Goals Panel. the report Raising Standards 
jor American Education, and legislation conSidered by the Congress." 

Since May we met eigl1t Urnes and talked with members of the Panel directly at its June and 
July meetings about the nature and progress of our work. We have tried to uncover and 
illuminate some of the complex issue~ that efforts to review and certify education standards 
will face, and to offer you our best thinking on those topiCS. 

We submit this report with renewed respect for the Importance of the questions you asked 
us to address and with Increased appreciation for the difficulty of the job whic!n. lies ahead. 
The recommendations in this report are positions upon which the group agreed. Individual 
members comments from David Hornbeck and Shirley Malcom are presented in Section V. 

Sincerely. 

•Shirley Malcom. Chair 
Goals 3 and 4 Standards Review Technical Planning Group 

Iris Carl David Cohen Thomas Crawford 

Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi Philip Daro Chester Finn 

Anne Heald David Hornbeck David Kearns 

Richard Mllls Harold NOall Claire Pelton 

James Renier Sidney Smith James Wilsford • 
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PROMISES TO KEEP: 

CREATING mGH STANDARDS FOR AMERICAN STUDENTS 

-
I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Education is the cornerstone of democracy and the avenue to equal opportunity for all. For 
the most part, the American education system has succeeded in preparing generations of 
students from diverse backgrounds for a place in American SOCiety. Where it did not, the 
economy had a place for people who were willing to work hard even absent the skills of formal 
schooling. In this process, expectations varied from school to school and student to student, 
but the job got done. 

However, the job has changed:· The demands of today's SOCiety -eire different.· We need 
graduates who can compete in the global economy. We need adults who can use the
knowledge and skills they acquire in school to deal with the complex issues of their own 
communities and of the world. 

To fulfill the old promise of American education - that all graduates _will_ be prepared to take 
their place in society"":"" requires a new promise: that all students will be h~ld to high 
academic standards. 

BACKGROUND 

Educational renewal received support at the highest levels ofgovernment when the President 
and the nation's Governors met at an historic Education Summit in-· 1989. They announced 
six National Education Goals in early 1990, and in 1991 established a National Education 
Goals Panel to measure progress towards those goals. 

Two of those goals focus on improving student achievement of challenging subject matter. 
Yet beyond basic skills there is no consensus on what knowledge. skills. and understanding~ 

-/-
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• 
are worthy of being taught and measured. In 1992 Congress and the National Education 
Goals Panel created the National Council on Education Standards and Testing to conSider 
establishing world-class academic standards in the United States. 

The Council's report Raising Standards For American Edu.catton found that standards were 
desirable and feasible and recommended establishing a new body to encourage and. with the 
Goals Panel. approve nationwide education standards. In April 1993. the Clinton 
Administration submitted legislation. now under- consideration by Co"ngress! that provides 
for such a body. the National Education Standards and-Improvement Council (NESIC). 

Anticipating creation ofsuch a council. the Goals Panel convened a Technical Planning Group 
to offer background gUidance for the council's conSideration. The group developed this report 
to indIcate practical initial steps for reviewing and certifying the education standards 
currently being developed by independent professional organizations. Chaired by Shirley 
Malcom. the group included Iris Carl. David Cohen. Thomas Crawford. Mahaly 
Csikszentmahalyi. PhUip Daro. Chester Finn. Anne Heald. David Hornbeck. David Kearns." 
Richard Mills. Harold Noah. Claire Peiton. James Renier. Sidney Smith. and James Wilsford. 

They met eight times between May and September 1993. and conducted outreach that 
included an extended conversation with leaders of current standard-Setting Pr-e~Cts. a call 
for public testimony. and a public forum in St. Paul. Minnesota. The group emerged with 
increased appreciation for the complexity of the task and the work tIiat lies ahead. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

• The following recommendations are offered as a starting place and common point of reference 
for those who will review and certify education standards. The recommendations reflect a 
vision of how education standards might be certified in ways that encourage their adoption 
and use. 

The recommendations suggest criteria and processes .for reviewing tWo kinds of education_ 
standards: content standards and performance standards. 

Content Standards 

Content standards specify "what students should know and be able to do." They indicate the 
knowledge and skills - the ways" of thinking. working. communicating.· reasoning and 
investigating and the most important and enduring ideas. concepts. issues. dilemmas. and 
knowledge essential to the diSCipline- - that should be taught and learned in school. They 
help develop the work and learning habits essential to success in the world outside school: 
studying well. thinking logically. drawing inferences. supporting assertions with evidence. 
and applying what is known to a new situation. Central to the purposes of schooling. these 
habits enable students to apply the knowledge and skills they learn in school to problems of 
the real world. " 

The Technical Planning Group conSidered two types of content standards that would be 
reviewed and certified: national subject-specific content standards and state content 
standards_ 

• -11
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Sutuect-speciOc content standards. Content standards are being (or have been) developed 
by professional organizations of teachers and scholars in English. mathematics. science. 
history. geography. foreign languages. citizenship/civiCs. the arts and other subjects. The 
Technical Planning Group recommends that NESIC review and give written- feedback an:-_
standards to any nationally recognized group that has developed standards and requested 
their review. but certify subject standards only in the eight subjects listed above. Only a 
limited set of the lmowledge and skills most Important for students to learn In the diSCipline 
would be proposed in a core content document. accompanied by illustrative teaching and 
assessment examples. Those proposing the standards would explain. in a case statement, 
how the standards meet the review criteria. -Only one set of content standards would be 
certified in each subject area. 

State content standards. States would need to integrate proposed standards into a feasible 

but adequate set for the state. State content standards would need to fit together to define 

the core knowledge and skills for schools to teach and students to learn within the state. The 

Technical Planning Group recommends that each state propose a set of meaningful 

standards. typically a subset of the eight NESIC-certlfled subject-speclflc standards. This 

core set of state standards would usually account for less than the entire school day, year 

or program. to allow latitude for local and school curriculum develop-'!lent. 
 --
III reviewing subject-speclflc content standards. NESIC should take a broad view. ident1fytng 
overlap. connections and cumulative feasibillty among the standards fo-r different disciplines. 
NESIC should work with the professional organizations developing these standards to 
encourage that these issues be addressed early in the process. NESIC should Similarly work 
with states to help them develop state standards that effectively integrate subject-specific 
content standards and are feasible to Implement. 

Performance standards 

Performance standards specify "how good is good -enough. n They relate to issues of 
assessment that gauge the degree to which content standards have been attained. While 
others use the term differently. in this report "performance standards" are rull the skills•. 
modes of reasoning and habits mentioned above that assessments attempt to measure. 

- Instead. they are the indices of quality -that specify how adept or competent· a student 
demonstration must be. A performance standard indicates both the nature of the evidence 
(such as an essay. mathematical proof. scientlflc experiment. project. exam or combination)' 
required to demonstrate that the content standard has been met and the quality of student 
performance that will be deemed acceptable (that merits a passing or an "AI! grade.) The 
Technical Planning Group believes performance standards are essential to gauging whether 
content standards are met. 

Therefore. the Technical Planning Group recommends that certification of content standards 

be provisional until associated performance standards are developed. Content standards 

themselves should include guidance on the nature of the evidence that is required to judge 

whether they have been met. and they should offer examples ofpoSsible assessment activities 

that would enable further assessment development. Over time. judgments of the quality of 

student performances should entail regular collection and public review and reporting of 

samples of actual student work. 


• 
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• Review Criteria Jor Content Standards 

For suQject-speclfic standards to be judged worthy of certification. the Technical Planning 
Group suggests that the publlc be assured that the standards are: ~ .. 

World-class. at least as challenging as current standards In other leading 
. industrial countries. though not necessarUy the same.. _ 
Important and Focused. including those elements that represent tl].e most 

Important knowledge and sk1lls within a discipline. 
Useful. developing what is needed for citizenship. employment. and life-long 

learning. 
Reflective of Broad Consensus-Building, resulting from an iterative process 

of comment. feedback and revision including educators and the lay 
public. 

. Balanced. between the competing requirements for: 
c depth and breadth. 
c being definite/specific and being flexible/adaptable, 
c theory Or principles and facts or information. 
c formal knowledge and applications, . _ 
c being forward-looking and traditlonal. . 7.

Accurate and Sound. reflecting the best scholarship within th~ diSCipline. 
Clear and Usable, suffiCiently clear so that parents. teachers arid students can . 

understand what the standards mean and what the standards require 
of them. 

• 
Assessable. sufficiently specific so their attainment can be measured in terms 

meaningful to teachers, students. parents. test makers and users,the 
public and others. 

Adaptable, permitting flexIbUity In Implementatlon needed ·for local control, 
state and regional variation. and dIffering indlvidual interests and 
cultural tradltlons. 

Developmentally Appropriate, challenging but. with ·sustained effort. 
attainable by all students at elementary. middle and hIgh school levels. 

State content standards. States would be asked to specify a ·core" of standards that they 
require of all students. These state standards would be reviewed as a set to determine if. 
taken together. they are: 

At least· as Rigorous as National Subject-Specific Standards. and when different. 
subject to the same review criterIa. 

Cumulatively Feasible•. sufficiently deUmlted and focused so they could be 
Implemented. . . 

Cumulatively Adequate to give all students the knowledge, skills. and habits 
needed to succeed. 

Encouraging of Student Ability to Integrate and Apply __ Knowledge and 
Skills from Various Subjects. 
Reflective of Broad State Consensus-Building, resulting from an iterative 

process of comment. feedback and reviSion among educators and the 
public within the state. 

• -/u-
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CONCLUSION 

For the United States to retain international leadership. its education system must develop 
and implement education standards at internationally competitive levels for its entire studeat, ," •
population. 

This represents a new way of thinking - a paradigm shift - about American students. The 
expectation is that students in every school should be able to reach these ~tandards with 
adequate support and sustained effort. 

While keenly aware of the social problems weighing heavily and unevenly on schools. the 
Technical Planning Group agreed that inequities in current soclal realltles could not be used 
as a justlficatlon for low expectations. High standards for all students were seen as the 
promise of American education. a promise that the Technical Planning Group wants to help 
the natiOn keep. Keeping this promise. however. will require the commitment not only of our 
schools. but of the broader community as well. This will require acollaboratlve effort of 
students. parents. teachers, administrators. government officials and every member of the 
community. 

Not all students will meet these. standards rapidly. However. the standards are meant to . 
define reallstic high goals. The standards would apply directly to all ~tudents except those, 
such as the severely mentally retarded, whose individual diagnosis implies ajudgment that 
the. student cannot meet them.. However. these students. as well. deserve clearly-defmed 
higher standards. 

To reach the standards will entail a renewal of all aspects Of the education system. The 
standards should be clear and visible. They should be reinforced by curricula. teacher • 
training. instructional materials. and assessment practlces that enable students to meet 
them and to compete successfully with students of any country in the world. 

It is crltlcally important that a core set of standards be defined that makes sense when 

communicated to the public and to teachers, students. and school systems. Both NESIC and 

the states have the responsibility to see that these standards make sense together. 

Cumulatlvely, the .standards must be feasible to implement within the daily and long-term 

operation of schools, and they should be adequate to achieve the purposes of school and the 

promise of American education. 


Our schools and our country need high standards against which to measure their success. 
Raising our educational performance. is a long-term. systemic effort that will take decades. 
We do not know all that must be done to reach high standards. but we do know that high 

. standards themselves are a critical fIrst step.- We hope this report helps the nation keep the 
promise of high standards for American students. 

-u • 
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ll. INTRODUCTION 

The Need for Standards 

"World-class athlete" - the phrase conjures up lInages of young men and women meeting 
the highest standards of athletic excellence. as they compete with youth of other countries. 
We picture American athletes earning Olympic medals or setting new w<?rld records. And we 
picture athletes in every home town in AmerIca strIving toward those world-class standards. 
pushing themselves to excel. and lInproving their personal performances as they put forth 
effort. 

But do we have a simUar vision academically? Unfortunately we do not. We have standards 
settlng the pace In sports but not in academics. ,We have no visible image of what academic 
success should look like. for which every student should work. Instead we have vague 
expectations that vary from school to school and from chUd to chUd. And our expectations 
for the vast majority of chUdren have been far too low. 

The result is that our students are nowhere near a world-class level. Business leaders 
express concern about the future of our work-force in a highly compeJitive global economy. 
University officials find applicants lacking in the skills and competencieS 'neededto undertake 
a rigorous program of study. The very,fabrIc ofour democracy may'be,at stake if ourschools 
turn out graduates unprepared to particIpate in their communities and to make educated. 
well-informed choices. 

It Is time to set our Sights as high academically as we do athletlcally. We need to set world
class academic standards. They must be visible and reflected In curricula. instructional 
materials. teacher training. and assessment practices that enable our students to meet them' 
and compete successfully with students ofany country in the world. Not only should the top 
5% of our students be as good as. or better than. the top 5% of student~ anywhere in the 
world. but the top 95% of our students should be as good as or better than the top 95% of 
students anywhere else. We must raise the expectatlons for every student in every school in ' 
the United States. 

Meeting these standards will not be easy. However. the standards are meant to define what 
students should aim for and. with sustained effort. be able to reach. It is a goal that requires 
,the commitment and effort of students. parents. teachers. adminIstrators. government' 
offiCials and members of the community. Schools need help. The goal:tequires that we all 
accept responsibillty for seeing that all our students reach a world-class level. We don't want 
to fool ourselves into thinking we have succeeded because our ,standards are set at low levels. 
As our national goals for education ,state. we want students to succeed in Challenging subject 
matter. Otherwise. America wUl remain a "nation at risk. II 

To overcome this risk. the nation must take the long view. Mechanisms for establishing 
standards. while underway. are far from complete. Initial results may be uneven. but 
progress will take place. The success of some states and communities will add credibility to 
the efforts of others. If the standards attained are high enough and the efforts to reach them 
are seriOUS enough. the next generation will look at these efforts as a major turning point 
To help this important process. the National Education Goals Panel asked a group of adVisors 
to recommend some practical initial steps for reviewing and certifying education standards 
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currently being developed. This report Is part of a continuing national conversation about 
creating Internationally competitive education standards for America. It Is Intended to bring 
focus and concreteness to those discussions. 

• 

This report points to the complexities of certlfylng standards. often by making specific 
. technical recommendations. It tries to indicate a vision of how education standards might be 

certified In ways that encourage their adoption and use. It Is Intended to offer a starting 
point and common vocabulary for the National Education Goals' Panel." the National 
Education Standards and Improvement Council. states. professional organizations. citizens. 
and policy makers now developing standards. 

UI. BACKGROUND 

The Promise: Standanlsand Reform 

Education Is the cornerstone of democracy and the avenue to equal opportunity for all. 

Education benefits both the individual and society. Cltlzens must b~ able to participate In 
the work-force and In their communities to lead rich llves. Society depends upon Its 
members to have the knowledge and skills necessary to compete ,In a global economy. 
exercise the rights and responslbUities of citizenship. and" use their minds well. 

Today. new demands are being made of America's education system. That system met the 
challenges of the past. It prepared generations of diverse newcomers to take their place In 
American society. In this process. expectations have varied from school to school and 
student to student. but the job got done. Now the job has changed. Reality does not match 
the promise to help all students learn what they need to know. 

• 

We all bear the burden of the uneven .educational system that has evolved. Leaders In 
"business and Industry fear that the majority of American students are not prepared to 

compete In the global economy. Colleges and universltlesfmd that many are unprepared for, 
rigorous study. Too few adults can meet the requirements of participatory democracy and 
workplace literacy. And sadly. they often do not know that this Is so. 

To fulfill the old promise ofAmerican education  that students will be prepared to take their ' 
place in society - requires a new level of performance for the system. 'and a new level of effort 
at reform. The call for educational reform Is not new. but the need to hold all students to 
high standards is. 

Standards-driven reform seeks to establish clear, attainable standardsatlnternatlonally 
competitive levels for the entire national student population.' This represents a new way of 
thinking -a paradigm shift  about American students. It raises our expectations for every 
student in every school. not just some students in some schools. T~e goal of this reform is 
to clarify and put in place a new set of expectations for American students at world-class 
levels. 
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'. Set(lng the standards is only the first step ofmany that are needed to achieve them. To make 
this happen will require systemic reform. The challenge is daunting - overwhelming. some 
fear - but the necessity Is real. 

Although the need for standards-driven reform is ,national. it must be implemented -Indeed. 
Invented '.,- on the local level. Students and communltles dIffer In their needs and resources. 
States and communities will determine the best route for providing necessary assistanc~ to 
schools; they will write their own roadmaps for achieving the standards. The roadmaps 
should enable any student who works hard to meet the ·s~dards and any student who 
meets the standards to be well prepared for his or her future. 

It is essential that communltles do more than layout priorities. They must assist their 
schools with adequate resources. necessary support and appropriate poliCies. Teachers 
cannot bear the burden alone. Determining both the standards and the means to reach them 
demands unprecedented action from alliances ofstudents, parents. teachers. administrators. 
community members. poUcymakers and government offiCials. 

A teacher at the public forum held In Minnesota September 7 wrote to the Goals Panel: 

I'mJeelinglike the miller's daughter in the story Rumpelstiltskin. -''You'' ~nal 
education leaders and administrators promise the public that we teachers can 
spin straw into gold. ... Everyone seems to have a right to achieve the highest 

,	standard ... qnd no responsibility Jor making the sacrifice oj significant 
participation in the process. Help! Help! Help! 

She's right. She cannot do it alone. Her students cannot do it alone. Her principal cannot 
do it alone. Parents cannot do it alone. They all need help. We can only do it together. 
Schools must have the support of their ,communities. High standards Indicate to schools the 
Job that the nation needs them to do. Doing the Job requires trust and action from new 
coalitions within every community. 

This type of powerful. system-wide change will not happen overnight. and its success cannot _ ' 
be measured in the short term.' Meaningful standards must be developed and understood 
In each discipline and by each community. Curricula need to be developed. tested and 
refined in a wide variety of communities facing a wide variety of conditions. Teachers need 
to be trained to meet the challenges presented to them. Textbooks and teaching materials 
will have to be developed. and a range of new assessments will need to be Invented. all based 
on these standards. Public Involvement needs to be pervasive. People must be· helped to 
understand what the standards are. what they require,. and what it means to reach them. 
These steps need to be taken now. 

History 

Recognizing the nation's stake in education, the President and the nation's Governors met 
at an historic Education Summit In Charlottesville in 1989 and resolved together to set 
national education goals. They announced six goals In early 1990. and committed 
themselves to a decade of sustained effort of work to achieve them. 
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Two of the goals focused on lmproving the Imowledge and skills of students: 

Goal 3: Student Achievement and Citizenship .' 
By.the year 2000. American students will leave grades jour. eight. and twelve 

having demonstrated competency in challenging subject matter. including 

English. mathematics. SCience. history and geography; and every school in 

America will ensure that all students learn to use their minds well. so they may 

be prepared jor responsible ctttzenshtp. jurthe,r".learning. and productive 

employment in our modem economy. 


and 

Goal 4: Science and Mathematics 

By the year 2000. U.S. students will be first in the world in science and 

mathematics achievement. 


To hold themselyes as public officials accountable for work to meet tho~e goals. the President, 
and Governors,establlshed a'National Education Goals Panel to measure the pibgress made 
by states and the nation towards the goals. The Goals Panel asked national experts - among 
the pest minds in America - what information currently existed to m'easure such progress. 
Where existing information was inadequate. the Panel asked what new information would be 
needed. 

The Goals Panel and Its advisors recognized that there was no national consensus' on what • 
constituted the most Important ideas and skills for students to learn. against which to ' , 
measure progress towards Goals 3 and 4. The Goals Panel embraced a proposal to develop 
national education standards that specify what students should Imow and be able to do and 
to encourage new methods of assessing students' success in meeting' them. 

The Congress of the United States in June of 1991 created a National Council on Education, 
Standards and Testing. Congress charged the Council to advise it on the desirability and 
feasibility of establlshing world-class education standards for the United States and methods 
to assess their attainment. . They were also to recommeild a long-term mechanism for 
establishing standards. 

The Council met between June and December 1991 and Issued its report. RaiSing -Standards 
For American Education. in January 1992. (See Appendix E for the executive summary of this 
report.) The report found that standards are desirable and feasible and recommended 
establishing a new body to encourage and. with the Goals Panel, -approve nationwide 
education standards. The Council found that such standards were heeded to provide more 
equitable educational opportunity for all Americans .. to enhance the civic culture. and to 
increase the competitiveness of the economy: It called for high. voluntary national standards 
to serve as gUides and resources for state standards and local reform efforts. In April 1993. 
the Clinton Administration submitted legislation to the Congress that provided for a National 
Education Standards and Improvement Council (NESIC). That legislation is now under 
consideration. 
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Both the legislation and the report call up,on the new council to review and certify "content" 
standards (indicating what students should know and be able to do) and student 

I
"performance" standards (lndicatlng "ho~good is good enough"). (See pp. 17 and 31 and 
Appendix C for more on these definition~.) Two kinds of "content standards" are bern.g.." 
developed that NESIC may be asked to review: subject-specific national content standards;

Iand state content standards. Subject-specific content standards are belng developed. not 
by the federal government. but by professIonal organizations of teachers and scholars. The 

I .. 

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) worked In the late 1980's with private
, I • 

funds and developed' content standard~ for mathematics. Its report Curriculum. and' 

Evaluatlon Standards jor School Mathematics has been highly regarded and generally used 

as a model for professional organizations fn other disciplines to follow. 

To enable the development ofsimilar sets ofstandards in other subjects. federal agencies (the


I 

U.S. Department ofEducation. the National Endowment for the Humanities. and the National 
I 

Science Foundation) awarded grants to other professional associations for the development
I

of standards In science, English. history. geography. civics, fine arts, and foreign languages 
(see Appendix A). In addition, professional groups in economics and social studies are 
currently developing such standards withIprivate funds.. . . 

A number of activities are also underway at the state level. A number of states are working 
to identify state education standards and ~ome are identifying a comri.1on core V knowledge 
and skills or desired outcomes for their stktes' educational systems.

I . 
. I . 

The National Council for Education Standards and Testing recommended that a coordlnating
I 

• 
structure be put in place to advance staJ?dards-setttng and assessment development. It 
agreed that such a structure could play several significant functions. including the 
establishment of"guidellnes for standards-lsettlng and assessment development and general 
criteria to de~ermlne the appropriateness rstandards and assessments recommended." 

AnticipatLng the creation of such a counc~. the Goals. Panel convened a Technical Planning 
Group to advise it regardlng the criteria and procedures by which education standards might 
be reviewed and certified. The' group headed by Shirley Malcom. tncluded Iris Carl. David 
Cohen. Thomas Crawford. Mahaly CSikszerltmahalyi. Philip Daro. Chester Finn. Anne Heald .. 

I
David Hornbeck. David Kearns. Richard Mills. Harold Noah. Claire Pelton. James Renier. 
Sidney Smith. and James Wilsford. (For ~iographic lnformatlon see Appendix B.) 

. . I 
Charge to the Technical Planning Group 

I 
The National Education Goals Panel charged the Technical Planning Group with the followlng 
task: I 

Prepare a report by October J993 recommending the criteria and 
processes the National Educatio~I Goals Panel and a NaUonal Education 
Standards and Improvement Council (NESIC) should use to review and 
certify voluntary national conte1nt standards as "world-class," "high-

I . 

quality," and "internationally competitive" as envisioned by the Goals 
Panel, the report Raising Standards For American Education, and 

Ilegislation considered by the Congress. 

I 
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The group was further charged to address the following questions in its report: 

a 	 How can proposed standards be judged to be "world-class" and "internationally 
competitive"? ""~, • 

a 	 What are the implications of national content standards (of what students should 
know and be able to do) for determining student performance standards (of how good 
is good enough) and student assessments? """ . 

a 	 In what subject areas (besides those named in the Goals, te., English. mathematics, 
science, history, and geography) should voluntary national content standards be 
certified? 

a 	 Should more than one national set of standards be reviewed and certified in anyone 
subject area? 

Additionallmportant topics and questions arose in subsequent meetings of the: group and of 
the chair with the Goals Panel. Four of these questions directly influenced the group's 
thinking about the review of content standards and are" addressed in the body of this report. 
Th~~: 	 ~. ~ 

a 	 How can subject-based education standards teach students tdsolve lmportan~ real
world problems that require integrating lmowledge and skills from several diSCiplines? 

a 	 In what sequence should proposed subject-speclflc standards be reviewed? Should 
it be frrst come. frrst serve? If not. in what order should the standards be conSidered. 
and what is the rationale for that order? 

a 	 How should the subject standards fit together? Should any guidance be offered on •
selecting and integrating use of the standards? If so, by whom: states, local dIstricts. 
individual schools and teachers. professional associations. otNESIC? If the combined 
dISciplines propose staridards that cannot be accommodated within the confmes of a. 
school day. how should schools select prIorities and decide what to teach? 

a 	 How do subject-based standards nurture the habits. skills and competencIes that 
businesses. universities and communIties need and want. and that students. parents.. 
and lay citizens recognize as useful? 

The Panel indicated that while advice from thIs group of adVisors would in no way be binding. 
it could help the new council begin discussing the Issues for which it would be responsIble 
and provide Ideas to which the public and concerned constituents could respond. 

The Goals 3 and 4 Standards Review Technical Planning Group developed the 
recommendations that it makes in this report through a set ofdiscussions and activiUes. The 
Technical Planning Group and its subgroups met eight times between May and September. 
1993 {May 28: July 16 and 27; August 2. 18. and 30: and September 8 and 161. Twice the 
group discussed its charge and progress with the National Education Goals Panel. A 
subgroup applied the initial review criteria to the NCTM standards. and suggested revisIons 
on this baSis. The group held a half-day conference call with representatives of the major 
standards-setting projects on September 3. 	 To get public comment on its work. the group 
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• collecte~ written testimony through a nOtiTe in the Federal Register and a request of targeted 
associations. The.group conducted a public forum for almost 300 in St. Paul. Minnesota, on 

September 7. I.. __ --. c . 

Public comment indicated strong public c9ncern about the quality of education and the need 
for education standards. There wa~acu~~ awareness that. setting standards alone is not 
enough to reach them. There was anxiety that high standards could promote standardization

I . . 
and fail those now doing least well. Members of the public reminded the Goals Panel that for

I .
standards to succeed, they had to be understood and adapted by local communities, who fear 

Ithat aiming for "world-class" standards may be unrealistic and rhetorical. While uncertain 
Iof the prospects for success, public comment nonetheless indicated strong recognition that 

clear standards are now missing and that Iconcerted action would be needed to reach them. 
(See pp. 37-39 Responding to Public Concerns.) 

. I' 
The Teclmical Planning Group arrived at tpe recommendations in this report aware of these 
concerns and the scope of the problems ~hey entail. Members discussed the obstacles to 
reaching high standards and the local nature of the processes by which they have to be 
attained. The group discussed the painful :SOCial burden increasingly placed on schools. But 
even in the face of social problems. weigh,ing heavUy and unevenly on neighborhoods and 
communities, members agreed on the nee9 for high academic standards and expectations for 
all students. Inequities in current social realities were rejected as a justification for low 

I •.
expectations. High standards for all students were seen as the promise of American 
education, and a promise that the Technichl Planning Group wants to help the nation keep. 

. I , 

• 
In this context, the group focused upo~ itd charge: to recommend criteria and processes by

I 

which challenging content standards migh~ - in the near future - be reviewed and certified. 
Guiding principles for the review and certification of performance standards - essential for 
content standards to be effective - are ~so suggested. Although not charged to make 
recommendations on additional functions that NESIC will be charged to perform, such as the 
review of opportunity-to-Iearn standards, I the group makes explicit its assumptions about 
the character of NESIC and additional activities that NESIC may need to undertake to help 
it review and certify content standards. .I 

In developing recommendations for the ifuture council; the Technical Planning Group 
assumed, as the National Council on Education Standards and Testing had indicated, that 

I .
the council would be national and not federal - as independent of the federal government·

I 

as law allowed. The group assumed that tp.e legitimacy of the new council-would rest upon 
its "moral authority," its intellectual contqbution to those using and developing standards, 
the reasonableness of its activities - not its ability to regulate.' 

The' group also assumed that sUbmissiJn of standards to the council- by professional 
organizations and states would be entirel~ voluntary. This made the task of developing a 
review process that is legitimate and valuable even more critical. The process must have 
sufficient intellectual rigor and integrity I to assure the public that standards would be 
important and worthy of adoption by states and communities. The process also needs to be 
of value to those developing standards ahd to increase the probable usefulness of their 
efforts. 
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS 

HIGHLIGHTS 
__ ooC,_ -:  •

The Technical Planning Group has concluded that the process of creatlng high standards for 
American students entalls both content and performance standards. Without both. the job 
Is far from done. Their development has begun with "content standarqs" and the task w1ll 
not be complete until meaningful "performance standards" are developed. 

The key recommendatlons of the Technical Planning Group are as follows: 

[] 	 Subject-specIfic content standards. under development by professional organizations. 
should include a limited set of the knowledge and skills most Important for students 
to learn In that discipline.. The content standards are far more than a listing, of facts. 
bu t go to the heart of the skills that spring from study of that discipline which enable 
students to develop sound learning and work habits. 

[] 	 NESIC should certify content standards for only eight subject areas: English. 
mathematics. science. history. citizenship/civics. geography, (orelgn languages. and 
fine arts. However. NESIC could review and give written feedback on stairtrards to any 
nationally-recognized group that has developed standards and requested their review. 
Only one set of content standards would be certified in each subject area. 

[] State content standards should Integrate subject-specIfic standards Into a meaningful 
yet feaSible set of standards for a state. Including a subset of the subject-specIfic 
content standards certIfied by NESIC (or aligned to theml. the state standards would 
usually account for less than the entire school program. allowing for local school 
curriculum development.. . 

[] 	 Performance standards would provide tools to determine whether the content 
standards are met, spelling out both the nature of the evidence required and the 
quality of student performance that would be considered acceptable to demonstrate· 
that content standards had been met. Certification of content standards should be 
provisional until associated performance standards are developed. 

[] 	 NESIC should take a broad view In Its analysis of subject-specific content standards. 
identifying overlap, connectlons and cumulative feaslbllity aInong the standards of 
different disciplines. NESIC should work withprofessionalorganizatlonsto encourage 
that these issues be addressed as the standards are being developed. 

DISCUSSION 

"Content" and "performance" standards are Integral parts of standards-driven reform. Yet 
the Technical Planning Group discovered that there is not clear agreement on definitions of 
these types of standards. Therefore the diSCUSSion of the group's recommendatlons begins 
by laying out specific definitions. The group used definitions consistent with those of the 
Goals Panel and the National Council on Education Standards and Testing. 

• 
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• 
CONTENT STANDARDS 

Content standards specify what students should know and be able to do. 
In shorthand., they involve thJ knowledge and skills essentiaf to a --..... ~.. 
discipline that students are exp~ctedto learn. Those "skills" include the 
ways ofthin~ing, working, comritunicating, reasoning and investigating 
that characterize each disciplirie. That "knowledge" includes the most 

I " 

important and enduring ideas, concepts, issues, dilemmas, and 
infonnation of the discipline. Cpntent standar4s are nat merely"lists of 
facts. The National Council for Education Standards and Testing 
defmed content standards in tltis way: "Content standards should set 

1 

out the knowledge, skills, and other understandings that schools should 
1 

teach in orderfor American students to attain high levels ofcompetency 
in the subject matter."" I 

Two kinds of content standards are discussed below: subject-specific content standards and 
state content standards: I . 

Subject-specific content standards are tho~e developed by national professional organizations 
such as the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics that may eventually ~ submitted 
for review and certification in a specific Isubject area. such as mathematics. science. or 
history. and used as models or gUides to ~tates developing their content standards. 

I 

• 
State content standards. like those nowl being developed in Colorado. Delaware. South 
Carolina and elsewhere. are content standards in a set or collection of different subject areas 
that may be proposed by a state for revie"f and certification by NESIC. Substantively. state 
and subject-specific content standards can be the same and where different must be equally 
rigorous. i " 

. . I . 
The Technical Planning Group was mindful of concerns that the standards must go beyond

I
teaching of simple facts isolated in discrete disciplines. Students -must learn how to solve 
important real-world problems that reqlAre integrating knowledge and skills within and . 
across several disciplines. I 

Part of the impetus to develop high nationf1l education standards arose from dissatisfaction 
with the nature and quality of the "contentj commonly covered in schools today. On the one· 
hand. lists of facts and bits of information devoid of a demand for understanding have too 
often defined subject content. Superficial tecognition of information became a substitute for 
ever achieving deep understanding. On the other hand. these facts and bits of information 
often have been artificially categorized by i:UscipHne. But the problems of the world outside 
of school are not compartmentalized so n~atly. Schools need to help students draw on an 
appropriate range of knowledge and un~erstandings. habits and skills to solve these 
problems. i . 

In addition to what is subject-specific. content standards should the"refore develop the skills 
and habits common to all disciplines that 'are essential to success in the real world. These 
skills and habits are what connect curricul1um (the study of school subjects) to the purposes 
of schooling. They are the intentionally-deJeloped and habitual behaviors that help students 
succeed in life. even after the knowledge bake has changed. These habits include the abilities 

• 
to study well. think logically. support asse1rtions with evidence. draw inferences. and apply 

I 
I 
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what Is known to a new sltuation. Students with good work and study habits are  among 
other things - persistent, attentlve to deta1l. organized, reliable. responsible, cooperative. • 
self-starting. and thoughtful. They have the competencies and foundation skUls Identifled 
by the Secretary lof Labor)'s Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills (SCANS) in What~.·· 
Work Requires ofSchools. Thes~ skills and habits enable students ultlmately. in the language 
of the national education goals, "to compete in a global. economy, exercise the rights and 
responsibilities of citizenship, and use their minds well. II 

These habits and skills are central to the purposes of schooling though not' specific to any 
subject. The cultlvation of these habits must be the responslbUlty of teachers in every 
subject - and therefore ought to be an essential part of the review of every set of content 
standards  if the knowledge and skills of the diSCiplines are to be understood and applied 
out of school to the problems the world presents. 

Content standards logically define what schools should teach and what American students 
should learn. Schools and districts may provide curricula and instruction that cuts across
these disciplines. Meeting content standards does not require rigid separation of the 
disciplines in teaching. learning or assessment. but standards serve as anchors to support 
disciplinary integrity in interdisciplinary work. 

Currently. there Is confusion about the distinction between content and performance 
standards. Those working to develop standards in the subject are::is have focused their 
efforts on defining what students should know and be able to do. They share with the Goals 
Panel and others the conviction that knowledge and skills cannot and should not be 
separated. but are linked to each other and to any deep understanding of subject· matter. 
They share the conviction that standards worthy of certiflcation are not just facts to be 
"covered" but also significant underlying principles that help students uncover the "so what?" • 
of the subject matter. Unlike the Goals Panel. NCEST. and this report. some projects label 
as "performance standards" the skills. the ways of thinking. working. communicating, 
reasoning and investigating within each discipline that are inextricably linked with the 
knowledge. Within .thiB.report.content standards refer both to what-students know and are 

_able to do  both their knowledge and skills. The group hopes that these valuable elements. 
will be generally accepted as part of what Is meant by "content standards." 

Whatever defmitions are agreed to, the Technical Planning Group concluded that there is a 
need for consensus _on what these terms mean. Citizens and professionals need to develop' 
a common vocabulary with whIch to discuss and develop standardS". 

SUBJECT-SPECIFIC CONTENT STANDARDS _ 

The process of setting high academic standards has begun by developing standards that 
focus on specific subjects. In addition to its broad charge, the Technit:al Planning Group was 
asked to provide advice on two specific issues that relate to these subject-specific content 
standards: "Should more than one national set of standards be reviewed and certified In any 
one subject area?" and "In what subject areas (besides those named in the goals: English. 
mathematics. SCience, hIstory and geography) should voluntary national content standards 
be certified?" 

The Technical Planning Group concluded that to reach the purposes of standards-driven 
reform. Logically there can be only one set of national education standards per subject area-: 
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Certifying more than one set of standards ip a subject lmpHes that no set represents the Core 
to which students. teachers. schools and Communities should commit themselves. Even If 
states 	exercise their authority to develop ;content standards that vary from those in other 
states. 	Within a state only one set of stanqards per subject should operate. ~~~'...• 	

I 

! 

Reflecting on how standards would be developed and used. the Technical Planning Group 
became concerned that the volume ofconteht standards developed independently by separate 
professional organizations could overwhe&n students. teachers and schools by proposing 
more than any school day. year or progr~{even If extended in length) could accommodate. 
If NESIC were to review and potentially certify as many sets of standards as were brought to 

I
it. it would In effect offer no gUidance reg~ding the core set of standards that all students 
should master. For schools and the pubHcito adopt standards. the process must Insure that 
taken together they are suffiCiently dellmited and focused so that it is feasible to lmplement 
them. I . 	 . 

Therefore. the Technical Planning Group. believes that it Is imperative that the number of 
I 	 ' 

standards be llmited - within and among c;iiscipllnes. It suggests that ,all academic content 
standards currently being developed be :reviewed against criteria listed below and that 
profesSional organizations be offered written feedback indicating the extent to which the 
criteria were met. but that standards be IcertlfIed only In English. riiathematTes. ·scien<;e. 
history. geography. citizenship/civics. fore~gn language. and arts. (See additional discussion 
of Review and Feedback. p. 20)' .. 

I 	 ,', 
NESIC was envisioned as an entity to certifY academiC standards in areas of recognized 
scholarship. therefore. it would not review ~ the subjects currently taught in schools. Other 
groups such as an occupational standard's board or the President's fitness council might 
review other subjects. I' 

!• 
I 

Documents to be Reviewed and Certified 

Organizations propOSing subject-specific standards for certification would prepare ·these 
documents: 

D 	 A concise core content document stating the standards. 
! 

A case statement explaining how ~he review criteria are met.[J 	

. I . , . 
D 	 An appendix or separate docuntent offering examples of teaching and 

assessment activities aligned to the standards. 
, ' 	 I 

The Standards Review Technical Planning Group recommends that content standards be 
submitted in a concise core content document. accompanied 'by a case statement 
explaining how, in the judgment of the profbssional organization submitting them. the review 

. 	 I
Criteria have been met. The content standards document should be short. cogent and clearly

I 	 . 

focused upon the content proposed as core to the discipline. This document should clearly 
focus upon the most important and endurihg knowledge. ideas. concepts. issues. dilemmas. 
and ways of thinking. working. reasoning. cbmmuriicattng and investigating that characterize 
the diSCipline and are likely to encourage valued knowledge. skills and habits. 
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While teachers. states and professional associations may find value in developing a 
comprehensive list of all the information and skills desirable for high school students to learn 
and appropriate for advanced levels of study. it is not envisioned that such a document will '.
be reviewed and certified. -_-'.- ' 

Nonetheless. professional organizations submitting subject-specific content standards should 
provide examples that show how the standards in the core content document may be 
assessed and used for appropriate curriculum and teaching. For content s~dards to be 
acted upon. they should suggest to teachers. administrators. test makers and other 
audiences the direction that curriculum. instruction and assessment may take for the 
standards to be reached. Either an appendix or separate document should indicate the 
kinds of evidence necessary to demonstrate attainment of the standards and provide 
exemplars ofassessment tasks. instructional supports and teaching activities implied by the 
standards. These illustrative tasks. supports and activities. while only suggestive and not 
themselves to be certified. would be needed to demonstrate how proposed content standards 
meet the clarity. usability. and assessabilltyreview criteria. 

Review Criteria 

The Technical Planning Group suggests that proposed subject matt~r conteiit'sfandards 
be reviewed to determine if they are: 

World-Class 

Standards should be world-class and challenging. To meet this goal. proposed 
standards need to be compared with current standards and priorities in other" • 
countries. Standards .should be high - as challenging as or more challenging than 
others In the world - but not necessarily the Same. (See pp. 26-27 for additional 
details on how this criterion may be addressed.l 

Important and Focused 

Standards should focus upon a limited set of the most important and enduring 
knowledge. issues. Ideas. questions, problems. concepts and dilemmas. ways of 
thinking. working. reasoning. communicating and investigating the world that are 
central to the discipline and to work and learning. They both should set priorities and 
indicate the range of subject matter that is essential for students to understand. ' 
When taken together. the elements within the standards should provide the 
prerequisite framework of knowledge and skills needed to continue learning. 

Useful 

Standards should be useful. They should address the needs of employers. 
communities. and post-secondary educators. Proposed standards should promote the 
development of the knowledge. skills. and habits that employers. communities. and 
universities require. including the ability to integrate knowledge and skills from 
multiple subjects and apply them to the solution of real-world problems. Proposed 
standards should demonstrate to educators and lay people that more will be expected 
of students and that the standards will help them meet the fundamental goals of 
schooling: 
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e· 	 [] to know and be able to do what Is central to the discipline. 

[] to use 	their minds well Within the discipline. -:--- ." 

. , 

[] to know how to learrt (Within and outside of school). 

I 	 .. 
to be prepared for responSible citizenship With discipline-specific tools.[] 	

I. . 
o 	 to be prepared Wi~ discipline-speclfic skills and knowledge for 

productive partiCipation in the global economy. 

o 	 to apply knowledge kd skills from a variety of subjects to the solution 
of real-world problexhs. 

I 

Reflective of Broad Colisensus-Building 
. 	 I. 

Standards should result from a reasonable and inclusive process. Consensus' should 
be sought in an Iterative process: of broad comment, feedbCl:.ck and support from 
professionals and the general pu~llc. Those applying for standards"'2'terUflcatlon 
should Indicate who was involved in the process. how they were involved. what 

I 	 '. 
aspects of the final and interim products were reviewed. and what resulted. 

Balanced 	 I 

Standards should represent a reas6ned and. acceptable balance on a set of enduringe . tensions or polarltles. The casel statement submitted by those proposing the 
standards should indicate how they.satlsfy the competing demands for: 

!. 	 , 
, 	 I 

[] depth and breadth; i.k.. the ability to demonstrate deep understanding 
of subject. matter ruid knowledge of the main Ideas and essential 

IInformation on a range of topiCS; 

I 
[] being definite. spec~c. or preCise (about the uniform core that all 

students should know and be able to do) and being permissive of 
alternatives (so te~chfrs have the flexibility to adjust to the needs and 
heritage of their students and the learning envttoninents In which they 
teach); ! 

[] learning the theory JunderlYing prinCiples of a domain and covering 
Its factual knowledge! . . - .' 

I 
[] formal knowledge ofl theory or principles and facts and actiVities. 

performances and applications of knowledge;
I 	 . 

I 
[] the best new thinkin~ about the domain and the best of traditional 

practices and conceptions of the domain. 
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Accurate and Sound 

Standards should accurately reflect sound' scholarship within the discipline. 
Documentation should show whether scholars and scholarly associatlons ha,,~_: 

commented on and concurred with the standards' technical merit. as distinguished 
from the priorities and point of view. 

Clear and Usable 

Standards should be sufficiently clear so students, teachers, and parents - with 
reasonable lnterpretaUon - can be helped to understand what the standards mean 
and what. the standards require of them. The standards should be clear enough to 
guide the development of appropriate curricula. curricular frameworks. lnstructional 
materials and professional development. They should be clear enough to enable 
teachers and students to judge whether the standards have been met. The standards 
(or associated documents) should provide examples, model tasks and samples of what 
is meant by an acceptable performance from a typical student as well as an 
outstandlng performance on the sample task. While these examples WOUld' not be 
certified, they must be provided to make clear to teachers and curriculum specialists 
the direction that curricular reform must take to achieve -the standards. The 
standards should be sufficiently clear and reasonable so they can be understood and 
supported .by a laypersonapplylng "common sense," as well 'as by bUSinesses 'and 
universities seeklng better-educated high school graduates. 

Assessable 

Standards (and associated documentsI should be' suffiCiently specific so their • 
attainment can be measured. They must lndicate the nature of the evidence (such as 
an essay. mathematical proof. SCientific experiment. project. exam or comblnation) 
that would be required to judge whether the content' standard(s) in the subject had 
been met. Examples. of potential assessment tasks. while not themselves subject to 
certification. are required to demonstrate that the content standard is assessable., 
Standards should be specific enough so that with reasonable interpretation they can 
inform each of these groups and their needs: 

[] 	 Teachers: Can teachers use the standards' both to teach and to' 
recognize and assess student and program performance and talk with 
each other and with students about student performance? 

[] 	 Assessment makers and users: Can test publlshers. local districts. 
state departments of education. assessment experts. those monitoring 
educational performance over time and policymakers use the standards 
to design and/or interpret the results of assessments? 

[] 	 Students: Can students use the standards for. with interpretation. 
documents assOCiated with them) to self-assess their own work and 
learning? 

[] 	 Parents: Can parents make sense of the standards in terms of their 
own children's work? 
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• [] Taxpayers and the Ilay public: Will cItizens payIng for and asked to 
support local schoolsI be able to connect the results of assessments of 

I 

these standards to the purposes of schooling? 
I ----- '. 

c Business and unlyersitles: Can employers and college teachers and 
admIssIons officers :connect the knowledge. skUls and habits being 
measured to theIr business and higher education. needs? . . 

Adaptable and Flexible 

Standards define what is most imPortant for students to know and be able to do in 
each subject. While students should be expected to reach the same world-class 

Istandards. proposed standards (and aSSOCiated documents) should provide enough'
I

flexibUity in implementation to accommodate state and regIonal differences and local 
I 

control of education. Standards s,hould be suitable for differing indlvidual student 
interests and cultural traditions. Tpose proposing standards should provide evidence 
that they consIdered· a range of different environments. experiences. and cultural 

Itraditions in which the standards may be implemented. 

..Developmentally Appropriate -

• 

The standards proposed should support and challenge stud~mts achieving at all 

performance levels. They should nqt represent minimum expectations. The standards 

should be suitable to and within th~ capabUities of students to learn. (See section on 

Serving Students in Special Educ;aUon. p. 38). Regardless of students' perceived 

ab1l1ty. the standards should be acllievable with proper supports and sustained effort. 

They should build appropriately on I,students' developed capabilities at the elementary. 


.middle and high school levels of schooling. Any student who works hard in a good 

I 

program should be able to meettbe standards; and any student who meets the 
standards should be well prepared for his or her future. 

Additional Guidance 

Review and Feedback 

The Technical Planning Group recommends that standards submitted by nationally
Irecognized organizations be accepted for Iieview and feedback even when they are not being 

reviewed for certification. In this case the ireview criterIa would be applied to draft academic 
I 

standards and NESIC would offer written feedback indicating the strengths and weaknesses 
of the standards against those criteria. 

I 
This application of the review criterIa m~y be useful for two audienc<;:s: those preparing 
standards for ultimate certification before their final drafts and revisions are made and those 

. I '. 

preparing standards in academic subjects for which NESIC will not certify standards. Written 
feedback could be used for revisions or evidence of success meeting review criterIa. Groups

I
developing standards in subjects that NESIC declines to certify (in such subjects as 
economics. regional studies. or advanceci1and specialized fields of study) may nonetheless 
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request that NESIC review and offer feedback, indicating whether the standards meet the 
review criteria. This service may be of particular help to the states and districts offering 
specialized or advanced levels of study. •
Periodic Review Cycles 

The Technical Planning Group was asked to consider in what sequence proposed subject
specific standards should be reviewed. The group recommends that all'standards submitted 
by a date prescribed by NESIC be reviewed as part of a single cycle. and that N'EsIC establish 
a schedule of review dates indicating periodic cycles for review and certification. 

Recertification 

Content standards that meet these review criteria will offer valuable guidance to states. local 
school districts. curriculum specialists and classroom teachers. Standards that focus upon 
what is 'most Important and enduring will last without frequent need for revision. 
Nonetheless. to Insure that the standards are dynamic. and not ,static. and support 
continuing Improvements' in, the education system. the Technical Planning' Group 
recommends that standards be recertlfied at regular intervals. Recertification should be often 
enough to permit revision of the standards based on experience but at sufficttMtly lengthy 
intervals to give stab1l1ty to the system and permit realistic alignment of curricula. 
instructional materials and assessments before the standards change". 

Partial or Provisional Certification 

The Technical Planning Group recommends that certification of content standards be made • 
provisional upon the development of associated performance standards; Content standards 
are being developed. but as yet there is little progress towards specifying the nature and 
quality of evidence required to determine if they have been met. (See discussion on 
Performance Standards. pp. 33-36.1 Without performance standards and aSSOCiated 
assessments. students. parents., schools and communities have noway to determine their 
status with relation to the content standards. 

As a first step. the Technical Planning Group recommends that content standards be required 
to provide examples of teaching and assessment activities and specify the nature of evidence 
needed to determine whether the content standards have been met. 

Other ~ircumstances that may merit partial or provisional certification would be: a set of 
potentially sound standards that fall short on one or more criteria. or submission of state 
content standards before natlona1 professiona1 organizations have developed standards in all 
"core" subject areas. 

Guidance on Applying the "World-class" Criterion 

An important reason for developing education standards is to help ensure that American 
students learn what they need in order to compete at "world-class" levels in the global 
economy. Recognizing that professiona1 organizations are properly focused on identifying 
what is central to their discipline, and therefore dependent on knowledge collected by others· 
regarding the standards set in other countries. the Technica1 Planning Group believes NESIC 
should offer gUidance on how the case statement of subject-specific content standards 
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addresses the "world-class" review criterion. The concrete guidance NESIC could offer may 
include: I• 	

i 

o 	 Identify no more than 3 or 4 countries that have performed well on 1nternatIo~.. ~" 
surveys of school achievement. or ~hat have shown leadership in the pedagogy of the 
subject area. In other words. ident~ a small group of countries to which U.S. subject

I 

speCialists would like to have the U.S. compared. Britain. China. France. Germany.
I 	 " ,

Japan, and Russia may be co~sidered as influential cou'ntrles, with sizeable 
populations. However. Australia. the Netherlands;',Ontarlo and Quebec provinces of 

I
Canada. and Sweden also have stIjengths in particular areas and might be included 
in a list of countries to be used f01 comparison. 	 , 

o 	 Specify the particular school t~es and grade levels in the particular countries 
being used for comparison. Try to specify what fraction of the age-group Is affected 
by the particular standards used in! comparison. This Is very important. For example. 
Japanese standards tend to be fairly uniform across the ,entire educational system for 
a given subject and grade level. trhis is not so in England/Wales. Germany. and 
France. where different tracks. institutions. and options provide different standards. 
Indeed. most countries operate more than one standard at a given grade level. 

I 	
~ ', -.... 

o 	 When comparing the end-of-seco1ndary-school standards of ~ther countries with 
those proposed for the U.S. wat~h out for differences in the age of students to 
which those standards apply. For example. in Germany. it is not uncommon for 

• 
, 'I

Abltur candidates to be 19 (in some cases. even 20) years of age; in Japail there Is a 
great deal of repeated taking of th~ university entrance examinations after a further 
year or two of study. 	 I 

I 
I 

o 	 Be aware that standards are changing fairly rapidly in many of the countries that are 
Ilikely to be used in comparison. Be careful to note at least 'the approximate date(s) , 
I

of the standards being cited - the more up-to-date. the beUer. 

o 	 There are multiple sources of material that can be used to infer the standards that are, 
sought after in other countries: cur~iculum guides issued by ministries of education. 

I
and regional and local education authorities; reports of school inspectors. especially 
school-subject inspectors: the regwations, test papers, and reports issued by 
examination bodies. especially reports issued on the candidates' achievement in the ' 
examinations; studies of curricula bubUshed by the national'collaborators of the lEA 
organizatiori. in connection with ti1elr international studies of school achievement; , 	 I 
reports by U.S. and other subject specialists who have studied the curricula. teaching

I
and learning goals and methods. and assessments used in specific countries. 

o 	 The standards embodied in the dochment(s) proposed for cerfifiC~tiOn in the U.S. can 
be compared with those of some bther countries by comparing; for example. the 
breadth and depth of material I in the subject area; and by comparing its 

I ' 	 " 
up-to-dateness, the pedagogical ~ethods it implies, and the extent to which it 
involves students actively in the Ilearning process; also by judging how far the 
proposed standards for the U.S. lencourage deSirable work and learning habits. 
compared with what is known aboo.t standards in the other countries selected. 

, 	 I 

(For further discussion of this issue. see Appendix E).
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STATE CONTENT STANDARDS 

The Technical Planning Group was asked how subject-specific education standards teach 
students to solve lmportant real-world problems that require lntegraUngknowledge and ski1!.s. __ .. •
from several discipilnes. The quesUon Is one of urgent lmportance. While the question must 
concern the disclpllnes themselves. the group recognized that s.tat.e.s. have. the operational 
responsibll1ty for adoptlng standards In mulUple subjects and conslderlng how they fit 
together. . 

National content standards are lntended to offer guidance to states In this activity. The 
Technical Planning Group recommends that states propose a subset of the eight sets of 
NESIC-cerUfled content standards as a common academic core required of all students in 
the state. The common core should ideally account for less than alllnstructIonal tlme and 
the full academic program. To allow latitude for local and school curriculum development. 
"core" state standards should leave room for "more" local elaboration ofcontent. Schools and 
communities could offer or require the study ofaddItional or advanced standards and a range 
of other sIgnificant and valued experIences that would not be certified by NESIC. An 
important responsIblllty of any new council. however. would be to examlne the "core" set of 
standards each state proposes to insure that these are feaSible and c~mulatlvely adequate. 

In most cases states would use NESIC-certified standards as a point of departure and 
continuing point of reference in their own state consensus buUdmg efforts. ,National 
professional organIzations that understand thIs need and take it lntoaccount wUI produce 
work of lncreased usefulness for states. Slnce some states are rightly pioneering their own 
standards before national content·standards have been developed. they could submit their 
state content standards for provisional certification before standards from national • 
professional organizations have been developed or certified In all subject areas. 

As lndicated above, the Technical Planning Group believes that to be useful it is lmperaUve 
that standards be feaSible to lmplement. Further the group is not certain whether subject
specific content standards generated lndependently by separate professional organizations 
will fit together and be feaSible to lmplement. 

It wl.ll be an important role for NESIC to offer assistance to the states In this effort. The 
Technical Planning Group recommends that NESIC analyze the national set of subject
specific content standards they certify for polnts of overlap. Occasionally, the same or simUar 
content may appear in more than one set of standards. For instance; an-analysis of the U.S. 
Constitution could conceivably be proposed as elements ofboth history and citizenship I civics 
standards. In addition, NESIC could. help states by identifying promislng areas of 
interdisciplinary study or publicize promislng areas developed by states. Some knowledge 
and skills Within one diSCipline may be suitable to connect to material from other discipllnes. 
For instance. English standards for reading and writing may be-applicable in history and 
SCience, and mathematics standards may Uluminate physics-related science standards. 

States would be asked to show how the set of coreeontent standards they would require for 
all students cumulatively address the basic purposes of schooling - educating students in 
the words of Goal 3 "for responsible citizenship. further learning, and productive employment 
in our modern economy." Not every subject would not be expected to meet this test in 
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• 	
. I

isolation. In addition. the TechnCial Planning Group recognizes that each subject may
Icontain important additional elements (such as the appreciation of poetry. artistic beauty or 
Imathematical logic) that are valued for themselves and not for their utility to society. 
I 	 . 

On the other hand. each state would Jant to be certain that the essential purposes of 
schooling would be realized by achieving the cumulative set of content standards they 
propose. For instance. certain valued krlowledge about citizenship might be indicated in

I 	 ' , . 
selected history or civics standards but not in mathematics standardS. SI.n'!Uarly. selected 
SCience and mathematics standards may Ihave special occupational relevance. 

I 

An important task of NESIC will be de~ing the attributes they deem essential to Judge 
whether a proposed set of state content· standards cumulatively fulfill these purposes. 

Documents to be Reviewed and Certified 

o 	 A set oC core content documents stating the standards selected by the state as part 
.. of the core required of all students,\ . 

. 0 	 A case statement explaining how the state review criteria haye been met. and how 
any content standards not previou~ly certified by NESIC meet' the su~cf-speclfic 
review criteria. !I 	 ',' 

The state would submit a core content document Cor the set oC standards that students 
would be required to study. indicating the relative emphasis each will be given at the 
elementary. middle and high school levels. The state would prepare a case statement, 
explaining how the state standards are Irtigned with NESIC-certified standards; where 
different. how they meet the review criteria for subject-specific standards; and how taken 
together as a set the state standards meetl the review criteria set for state standards. ,• 

I 

I 

When content standards submitted by states for certification are viewed together, they should 
make sense as a whole. State content starldards need to fit together to defme the core that 
schools are required to teach and that all stildents are expected to learn within a given state., 

• \ '. •
Revtew Cnterla 

IThe Technical Planning Group thereCore; suggests asking whether content standards' 
proposed by states are: I ' 
At Least as Rigorous as National Subject-;-Specific Standards 

I 
State standards should be at least as rigorous as national content standards, and if 
not the same, equally able to meet thb content review criteria above. States would not 
be required to organize their curriculum frameworks in subject-specific sequences 
proposed by discipline-based profeS~ional, organizations. Th~y would be at liberty to 

• 
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organize curricular frameworks around important themes that cut across subject 
disciplines. They would. however. be asked to demonstrate how the standards they 
proposed are aligned with national standards. 

• 

Cumulatively Feasible 

Taken together. each state's standards should be feasible for schools with appropriate 
resources to Implement. They should account for less than all· of th~ instructional 
program. Any student who works hard in a good -program should be able to meet the 
standards. and any school working to implement the standards should be able to do 
so. 

Cumulatively Adequate 

When state content standards proposed for certification are viewed together. they 
should make sense as a whole. Taken together. each state's standards should define 
an adequate "core." Each state should·iIldicate what it requires from the standards 
certified by NESlC in English. mathematics. science. history and geography, 
ciUzenship/cLvics, foreign languages and the arts. The level of emphasis a state 
proposes at the elementary. middle and high school levels for· each oT-these areas 
should be indicated. 

Whatever standards and levels of emphasis states require. the state's case statement 
should explain how cumulatively the standards prepare all students "with the 
knowledge and skills necessary to compete in a global economy. exercise ~e rights 
and responsibilities of citizenship. and use. their minds welL" The state should 
indIcate how any student who meets the standards proposed would· be well prepared 
for his or her fu ture. 

• 

Encouraging of Student Ability to Integrate and Apply Knowledge and Skills from 
Various Subjects 

The set of content standards submitted by each state in association with relevant 
performance standards should demonstrate that students would be asked to integrate 
knowledge from various subjects and apply that knowledge to the solution of real
world problems. 

Reflective of Broad State Consensus-Building 

Standards should result from a reasonable and inclusive process. Consensus should 
be sought in an iterative process of broad comment. feedback and support from 
professionals and the general public thro:ughout the state: Even when adopting 
nationally certified standards. states applying for standards certification should 
indicate within the state who was involved in the process, how they were involved. 
what aspects of the final and interim products were r~viewed·, and what happened as 
a result. 
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PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 

Performance standards specify "lfow good is good enough." In shorthand. 
they indicate how adept or corrip~tent a student demonstration must be 

I 
to indicate attainment of the content standards. They involve judgments 
of what distinguishes an adehuate from an outstanding level ofra 	 ' 
performance. The National Councilfor Education Standards and Testing 
defined student pelj'ormance I standards in this. way:' "Student 
performance standards should eStablish the degr.ee or quality ofstudent 
performance in the challenging Isubject matter set out in the content 
standards." Performance standards are nat. the skills and modes of 
reasoning referred to in the content standards. Rather, they indicate 
both the nature of the evidence (~uch as an essay, mathematical proof, 
scientific experiment, proJect., exam or combination) required to 
demonstrate that content standards have been met .and the quality of 

I

student per:formance that will.be deemed 'acceptable (what merits a 
passing or an /~" grade.) I . 

Performance standards relate to issues ofassessment that gauge the degree to which content 
standards have been attained. For Instanc~ a standard indicating that"students... ho-uld draw 
accurate Inferences from historic. scientific or literary text Is a content standard. A 

I 	 ' 
performance standard indicates the natu~e of the evidence and the quality of the student 
performance required to show whether students have learned this. It would. of course. be 
possible over time to raise performance sdmdards without changing content standards. 

- I . 
Performance standards give meaning to the results of assessments of student performance. 
In the popular mind. people "know" that on a lOa-point test 89 is pretty good and 55 Is not 
passing. ' This Is one kind of performanceIstandard. So far. no one "knows" how to Judge 
whether the new content standards have ?een met. Mastery of challenging subject matter 
may not be measured on a lOa-point test. There is an urgent need to develop new and 
improved assessment technology. , 

The Technical Planning Group endorsesi the following general prinCiples to guide the 
development of future performance standards. 

I 	 , . 	 I . 
c 	 Performance standards should be tied to NESrC-certified content standards ' 

and to the kind of Instructioft that helps students achieve the content goals. 

c 	 They should encourage tests\ of knowledge. skills and understandings that are 
valued and what it is believed students must have. not what Is easy to 
measure, 

. I 
c Assessment tasks should measure knowledge and skills across the core 

disciplines as well as within Ithem. 

c Assessment tasks should measure students' ability to apply what they know 
to real-world problems. not !just their ability to recall or recognize what was 

taught. , I 
c Assessments should allow fol- audits of both system and student performance~ 
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[] Performance standards of how good Is good enough should ultlmately be set 
collaboratively by teachers. scholars. and representatives of employers and the 
public 	examining actual samples of real student work and informed by 
international performance. 	 ~ ......... 


[] 	 Examples of real student performances that meet and exceed performance 
standards should be provided routinely for the public. students. teachers. and 
parents. Until this happens. the meaning ·of the content ·standards will not be 
apparent to those tIylng to achieve them.. . . 

[] Teachers should be helped to understand and internalize the performance 
standards and instructional strategies to help students master the content. 

.This will require add1t1onal professional development. 

Such performance standards linked to content standards are not yet available. Professional 
organizations developing standards are concentrating their efforts on spec1(ying what 
students should know and be able to do. The Technical Planning Group hastecommended 
that these content standards be reviewed to determine if they include examples of possible 
assessment tasks and specification of the nature of the evidence proposed as necessary to 
show that content standards are met. While the examples themselves ·would natbe-certifted. 
they should be included to meet the criterion for being "assessable." and to point the direction 
for the development of assessments. . 

Assessments could be developed by standards developers. a state, groups of states, test 
developers. or others. Those assessments would be informed by the original standards 
development process, and in turn would be used to produce samples of real student work. • 
Those samples of student work would ultimately be part of the empirical basiS for setting 
performance standards. When samples of U.S. students' work can be compared to student 
work from abroad. performance standards can be benchmarked to international levels of 
student performance. 

It 1s likely that the assessments which are eventually developed will require students to. 
demonstrate competenCies across several fields at the same time. For example. a 4th grade 
SCience activity might rely on graphiC representation ofdata (reflecting a related mathematics 
standard! and the written presentation of results (reflecting a writing standard! as well as 
provide evidence of accurate Interpretation of reference material (reflecting upon a possible· 
reading standard!. 

Performance standards should be part of an iterative process set in conjunction with the 
content standards. Performance levels specifying acceptable and outstanding levels ofquality 
of student work need to be examined against actual samples of student work. Samples of 
real student work need to be available before linking important consequences to students' 
achievement of specific performance levels. 

CHALLENGES FOR NESIC 

The Technical Planning Group recognizes that the task before the future National Education 
Standards and Improvement Council is complex and challenging. 
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'I 	 ' 
The group was asked to focus on potential criteria and processes' that NESIC should use to 
review and certify content standards. arid to conSider their implications for performance

I
standards. In the course of addressing this charge. the group identified addltlonal functions 
that it thinks NESIC will find necessary tol perform in order to review and certify content and ' '• 

I 

I ~- ••
performance standards adequately. It offers these as addltlonal gUidance. Among these are' . 

to: I" 

1. 	 Collect and encourage the development of information regarding the standards 
of other nations. I ' '" . , 

This knowledge base is essential to gauge whether standards proposed by professional
I

organizations for the United States are in fact "world-class" and "internationally competitive."
I 

The Technical Planning Group believes that whUe it is fair to require standards groups to 
know and consider such information, it isinotfair to require them to develop it where it does 
not exist. The application of the "internationally competitive" review criterion may initially 
take different forms in different subject areas, because the current state of information is 

I uneven. The Group recommends offering standards projects gUidance on how to do this, and 
suggests specific steps on pp. 26-27. Norletheless. the Technical Planning Group conSiders 
it important over time that a solid knowledge base be created against which to judge whether 
proposed standards are empirically an~ appropriately world-class. and ~rnationally 
competitive. • 

2. 	 Define the attributes necessary jror state content standar~s to be judged both 
cumulatively feasible and adequate. 

The group sees the need for state content standards to be focused upon a limited core of 
standards that are feaSible to teach aAd learn. yet adequate' to prepare students for 

, I 
citizenship. work. and continued learning. This entaUs an inevitable tension between 
parsimony and comprehensiveness. Sinc~ NESIC Will be asked to review and certify state and 
well as national. subject-specific standards, it will need to determme what it will require to 
meet both criteria. specifically how it will !recognize what is "too much" for states to require 
of all schools and students. and how it wU;I define the irreducible requirements of schooling. 

, i 

• 	
i 

The Technical Planning Group could easUy agree that there is a need to limit the set of state 
content standards to what is feasible and important for schools to implement. teachers to 

Iteach. and students to learn. The group anticipated the counter-pressures to be inclusive 
of every set of subject matter standard~ that could meet review -criteria. The need for 
parsimony and focus led members to warlt to deSignate four or five subject areas as "core" 
areas of emphasis that every state should tequire of all its students. However. the group was 
unable to reach consensus on what the lfmited number of subjects should be. and indeed. 

I

whether core standards had to be organized by subjects. It therefore recommends more 
generally that standards in English. m~thematics, science, history. geography, foreign 

I
languages, citizenship/civics and the arts ~hould be certified nationally. forming the set from 
which states would usually identify their "core." 

3. 	 Ensure analysis of the set of nationally certified· subject-specific content 
standards to identify areas of o"'1erlap and areas where connections among the 
disciplines can profitably be made. 

I 
I 
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The Technical Planning Group was asked by the Goals Panel to recommend the subject areas 
besides those named in the goals in which national content standards should be certlfied. 
From its first meeting the group has discussed the tension between reviewing and certlfylng e 
standards by subject area and teaching students to solve important real-world.problems tl:u:lt . 
require integrating knowledge and skills from several disciplines. -- .. 

It would be optimal if the professional organizations developing standards themselves 
voluntarUy address this problem. and identlfy the overlap. connections. and cumulative 
feasibUity and adequacy of the standards they propose. for certification. .The Technical 
Planning Group recommends that NESIC cooperate with arid encourage those organizations 
to do so. The group respects the technical and political complexltles and importance of 
addressing this issue. 

If the result of voluntary cooperative efforts are incomplete. the group recommends that 
NESIC itself must recognize and address these issues. NESIC's own review process should 
conSider whether proposed standards present suitable opportunities for interdisciplinary 
study. NESIC should consider how the national content standards in the eight subJects they 
certify fit together and whether. If taken together. they are feaSible for a school to teach or a 
student to learn. Any state or professional organization offering content standards that are 
more or different than those certlfied by NESIC in English. mathematics. sci<:i1Jce; history. 
geography. foreign language. citizenship/civics, or the arts should bear an eXtra burden of 
demonstrating how they connect to. the other disciplines and could be used in an 
interdisciplinary framework. 

Finally. the group recommends that ·NESIC. acting with and buildIng upon work of the 
professional organizations that developed the standards. should indicate to states and 
districts how the content standards they certify could be used for interdisciplinary study. e 
NESIC should provide at least one example of how content standards might be fit together 
in a framework other than the subject categories in which they were proposed and certlfied. 
Such examples could be drawn from ongoing work of states. from collaborative activities 
undertaken by the standards development projects t:11emselves and other professionals. or 
from other sources. 

The result should be that states with limited finanCial and technical resources seeking "the 
path of least resistance" should have available to them at least one model of how to feasibly 
implement national content standards using an interdisciplinary approach. without feeling 
constrained to impose subject-speclfic curricular frameworks. This:will entail mapping 
backward how an interdisciplinary framework is aligned with subject-specific content 
standards. 

The group therefore recommends that NESIC. building upon work done by national 
professional organizations developing standards. review and analyze the set of subject
specific content standards they certify to identify areas of overlap and areas where 
connections among the disciplines can be made profitably. The results of this analysis 
should be made available for states and distrIcts working to develop their own state content 
standards and curriculum frameworks and curricula. This will entail mapping the areas of 
content shared among subjects. 
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4. Insist upon rapid development ~f performance standards. 

Members of the Technical PlaQning GrOup!believe that performance standards are imperative 
for content standards to be effective catalysts of reform. WhUe content standards indicate. ."• 

i 

what the real world needs students to Rnow and be able to do. performance standards.··' 
I 

indicating the nature and quality ofstuderit performances required to gauge how good is good 
enough. are necessary to Judge wheth~r the content standards have been met. (See 
definitions below on pages 17 and 31.) 'fithout them. students and teachers do not know 
whether they are measuring up to the standards and lack incentive to work' towards them. 
For this reason, the Technical Planning IGroup recommends, that certification of content 
standards be made provisional upon the development of associated performance standards. 

I 
While good work Is now going on to define !what content standards should be. much remains 
to be done to develop performance stand¥ds. The Technical Planning Group recommends 
that professional organizations be asked t6 begin this as aniterative process whUe they refine 

Icontent standards. Sp~clfically. the Techrpcal Planning Group recommends that to meet the 
"assessable" criterion. cOI1tent standards (pr associated documents) should provide examples 
of possible assessment tasks and specify the nature of the evidence needed to Judge whether 
content standards have been met. I '., -:..._ 

• 
The Technical Planning Group Is concern~d at the amount of work that remains to be done 
to develop performance standards for reView and certification. They,-hope that funding to 
support such additional work will be 

I
forthcoming, and suggest that NESIC convene 

representatives of the profes~ional group~ that developed content standards to work with 
assessment specialists and representativ1es of other standards groups in that process of 
developing performance standards. 

I 
RESPONDING ~O PUBLIC CONCERNS 

The Technical Planning Group wants to r~spond to important concer:ns expressed in the oral 
and written public comments it received. 

c Avoiding Standardization 

One concern expressed to the Technical I Planning Group was that education "standards", 
- would require educational standardtzatiqn. The concern was expressed,that holding all 

students to the same high standards would necessitate teaching them all the same thing in 
the same way. reducing local discretion kd teachers' creativity. . 

This is not the intention or expectation of1the Technical Planning Group. To the contrary. it 
is the purpose of standards to offer a clear understanding of expectatlons that can validate 
and liberate creative educators to invent a! variety of methods for attaining them. That is one 
reason it is so extremely important to keepl standards focused upon a limited set of knowledge 
and skills of enduring importance. The standards should express the issues to which able 
teachers tend to return. Broad leeway! for appropriate local adaptations and creative 
treatment of them not only should be pe~mitted but also encouraged. 
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a Helping Disadvantaged Students 

Concerned citizens and educators expressed anxiety about what high academic standards 
would do for poor and disadvantaged students. They worry that students who are performing: . •poorly now may experience more failure If held to higher standards. - - 

The Technical Planning Group shares this concern for equity, and is concerned at the obvious 
Inequities of social burden and resources among American schools.-· -But the group feels 
strongly that those inequities should not be used to'justify. perpetuating low expectations for 
some. Without high standards made explicit. it can be perniciously easy to justify the status 
quo. Some students from privileged backgrounds can and do muddle through schools of 
indifferent quality relatively unscathed. It Is the least advantaged students and the schools 
that serve them that may gain the most from explicit standards of what Is expected and can 
be achieved with effort. 

c Serving Able Students 

The call to set standards and ralse expectations for all students concerns some members of 
the public who fear that new standards will be minimum competencies. These could 
encourage schools to convey "basics" to everyone at the expense oCadvancect.material for 
students ready for greater intellectual Challenge. 

The purpose of standards-driven reform is to Include everyone in deeper understanding of 
the most important and enduring knowledge and skills. To succeed the nation must ralse 
achievement at all levels. among the most able as well as the average -and the disabled. 
Students will vary in their performance on the standards to which all are held. There wUl be 
advanced levels of study and achievement that build upon the sound foundation of those • 
standards held for all. An index of success will be the wider attainment of high levels of 
performance. and increased enrollinent in advanced levels of study. Aesop recognized that 
a perSistent tortoise can achieve Its goal before an easily-diverted hare. but just think what 
a perSistent hare can achieve! '_ 

c Serving Students in Special Education 

Standards set by national professional organizations will be appropriate for many students 
now served in special education. Orthopedically handicapped students. for Instance. would 
be taught. study. be assessed. and expected to reach the same levels of-performance on the 
same academic standards as other students_ For students with some disabilities, it might 
be appropriate to modify the conditions of instruction and methods of assessing attainment 
of those standards. 

All students should be held to high and appropriate standards. and should be included in 
efforts to characterize the nation's level of education achievement. The standards discussed 
in this report would apply directly to all students except those. like the severely mentally 
retarded. whose individual diagnosis implies ajudgment that the student cannot meet them. 
The Technical Planning Group defers to health and special education professionals to identify 
on a case-by-case basis the standards - both the content and level of performance 
appropriate for these students. 
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c Being both Amerlean and WOr1+Class 

Some worry that striving for internatlon:ally competitive levels of achievement may make 
American education less American. The~ fear that high levels of achievement require eliJ:e.'
and authoritarian values that Americans don't share. 

The Technical Planning Group believes that. just as there Is much to celebrate about 
American education. there is something to be learned from the experience and success of 
other countries. At the same tlIne. we believe that other-countries' education practices. even 
when effective. may not be suitable fori American schools. Those developing education 
standards for America should inform themselves about the standards. achievement levels. 
and school practices of other countries -.J not to copy them. but to adapt what is of value for 
uniquely American contexts and goals. 

a Being Realistic about High Standards 
I 

Some testimony. while recognizing that Ide facto standards are much too low. fear that 
nothing more is realistically possible. 'Whether it is the need for a lot more money, or 
training. or motivation. or political will. tlley fear that the ingredients are not there and that 

I .- 
the call for high standards is just more rhytoric. SpeCifically. it seems unrealistle t6 set high 
standards for all students in view of the problems of severely mentally retarded students. 

Whether the issue is money. public suppJrt or political will. these bi~' challenges require us 
to temper the usual human desire for a i"qUiCk fix." Significant success is likely to come 
slowly and perhaps even painfully as we resist the move to what is unfamiliar. Nonetheless. 
success is possible. I 

i
Standards can make clear that school wor;k is not a test of natural aptitude. or another way 
of sorting people into groups. but centers on a set of important skills and ideas that are 
useful in the world and accessible to everyone who works at it. The likelihood that severely 
mentally retarded students may nat reachlthe performance levels attained by other students 
- and the most able students may exceed them - does not make high standards less. 

. I 

realistic for the nation. Standards that point the way towards what is significant to 
understanding the world. and useful to Iprospering in it. may realistically merit -, and 
inspire - the effort by all students to W01k toward them. . _ 

a Not just giving a new name to an education "fad" . " ' 
, I ' 

Some members of the public are concernea that standards based reform is just another fad 
that they can wait out until publlc attentloh fades. Othen, associate it with "outcome-based 
education" and attempts to teach vague vfuues. 

Standards do seek to shift the focus of edJcatiOn to what students should learn and schools 
should teach. but standards-based refon~ is not a new tag for outcome-based education. 
Scholars. educators. and lay people are developing standards in academic disciplines. The 
Technical Planning Group recommends that standards groups and states conduct pubHc 
dialogue and broad based consensus bJildlng efforts In the development of standards. 
Provision for public comment and input i~ part of each of these efforts. 
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Standards can enable parents and communlttes to take more control and responsibility for 
local education. They indicate to parents the core academic purposes schools are intended • 
to serve. They distinguish the academic tasks from competing and distracting social proJects 
schools must undertake when families and communities do not or cannot address them. 

. 

CONCLUSION 

The Goals 3 and 4 Technical Planning Group on the .Re~ew of Standards' was asked to 
address Important quesUons - to identify the fundamentai issues that must be dealt with 
for standards-driven reform to succeed. We took this charge seriously. knOwing the 
significance of the consequences. The experience was demanding - both stimulating and 
humbling. We hope that the National Education Goals Panel and any future National 
Education Standards and Improvement CouncU find the report a useful gUidepost to the 
issues with which they will have to deal. 

We emerge with increased appreciation for the complexity of the task and the work that 
remains to be done. It is critically Important that a core set of the discipline-based standards 
be defined that make sense when communicated to the pub.1ic and to teachers. students and 
school systems. Both NESIC and the states have responsibUity to see that th~ standards 
make sense together so that they ate both cumulatively feaSible within the daily operation 
of schools and over the longer term of the school program. and cumulatively adequate to 
achieve the purposes of schooling and the promise ofAmerican education.. We fully recognize 
the magnitude of the intellectual Challenge and the political difficulties involved. But this Is 
a task that must be accomplished to keep the educational promise of America for its citizens 
and their future. 

Our schools and our country need high standards against which to measure their success 
and expectations. Raising our educational performance is a long-term. systemic effort. We •
do not know all that must be· done to reach high standards. but we do know that high 
standards themselves are a critical first step. We hope this report helps to move that reform 
ahead. 

28- .~ 
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Biographic Sketches 
Members of the Goal 3/4 Standards Review Technical Planning Group 

.... ..., ~ ".. • 
MEMBERS: 	 * Shirley Malcom: Iris Carl: David Cohen: Tom Crawford: 

Mahaly Csikszentmahalyi: Phil Daro: Checker Finn: Anne 
Heald: David Hornbeck: David Kearns; Rick Mills: Harold 
Noah: Claire pelton; James Reni~r: Sid Smith 

IRIS 	CARL was President of the National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics (NCTM) while they developed the standards other 
disciplines are now seeking to parallel. She was a member 
of both the NCTM Commission on Standards for School 
Mathematics and the National Council on Education Standards 
and Testing (NCEST). She has served as Vice ..Chairperson of 
the Mathematical Sciences Education Board (MSEB) and a 
director of the National Board for Professional Teaching 
Standards. She has been a teacher (K through graduate 
school), an elementary school principal, and director of 
mathematics for the Houston Independent School District. 

DAVID COHEN is a John A. Hannah Distinguished Professor of . 
Education and Social Policy at Michigan State University. 
He has been chairman of the Harvard Graduate School of 
Education's Programs in Administration, Planning and Social 
Policy Studies, and was a principal co-organizer and Co
chair of the Harvard Center for Law and Education. Widely 
published, he is a member of both the Council for the 
Behavioral and Social Sciences of the National Academy of 
Sciences and MSEB. His current research includes the 
relations between policy and instruction. 

TOM CRAWFORD is Director of Coaching and Educational Programs for 
the United States Olympic Committee (USOC). He has 
extensive experience advising and counseling amateur and 
professional athletes and coaches. He has a doctorate in 
Physical Education from Indiana University, where he co
founded the Youth Sport, Fitness, and Health Clinic of 
Reilly Hospital for Children at the university medical 
center. He served on the faculty of both the psychology and 
physical education departments and coached tennis at Indiana 
and Purdue universities. He is senior editor for Olympic 
Coach and a reviewer for other sports journals. 
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• MAHALY CSIKSZENTMAHALYI, a r~fUgee from communist Hungary, began 
a classical secondary education (in Latin and Greek) in 
Italy. He subsequently Itransferred to and dropped out of a 
vocational secondary sc~ool before moving to the United - .. 
States and completing hils higher education at the University 
of Chicago. He recentl~ served as chairman of the 
department of psychology: and is now Professor of Human 
Development and Educatio'n at Chicago. He haS· written o"ver 
140 articles and 10 book's, the latest of which, Flow: The 
Psychology of Optimal Experience (1990) has been translated 
into Japanese, German, and 6 other languages. 

I 
PHIL 	DARO is currently Director of Mathematics for the New 

Standards Project and Exkcutive Director for the California 
Mathematics Project. Thk New Standards Project is designing 
a national assessment syktem benchmarked to international 
standards for use by partner states (including California) 
and districts. He is a member of the Mathematical Sciences 
Education Board (both Askessment and Executive Com~ttees) 
and the Technical Advisory Committee for the CA Leaning 
Assessment System. He f9rmerly taught high school 
mathematics. ! 

• 
CHESTER E. FINN is a foundinJpartner and senior scholar with the 

Edison Project of Whittle Schools and director of their 
Washington office. He n6w is a member of the National 
Assessment Governing Boafd and Senior Fellow of the Hudson 
Institute. 	 He has serve~ as Assistant Secretary of OERI and 
Counselor to the Secretaty of the US Department of Education 
(1985-88), a member of the National Council on Education 
Standards and Testing, a~d an advisor to 3 US presidents and 
several governors. He has written or edited 8 books,· the 
latest Education Reform in the '90's, and more than 150 
articles. 	 I 

ANNE 	 HEALD is Executive Direcior of the University of Maryland's 
Center for Learning and ~ompetitiveness, an organization 
dedicated to improving tfue competitiveness of US workers by 
identifying and applying I relevant lessons from abroad in 
workforce development, and currently focused on the school
to-work transition proce~s in the US. For ten years, Heald 
directed an internationa~ exchange program focused on 
employment and economic development issues at the German 
Marshall Fund of the US. I Once a teacher, she is an 
acknowledged expert on the transfer of international "best 
practice" in youth apprertticeships and skills training. 
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DAVID HORNBECK is co-director of the National Alliance for 
Restructuring Education and senior advisor to the National 
Center on Education and the Economy, the Business Roundtable 
and other private sector, non-profit and government _-''" •
institutions interested in significantly restructuring 
education. He served as a'primary architect of Kentucky's 
sweeping 1990 reform legislation. Until recently, Hornbeck 
was a partner in the Washington, DC law firm "of Hogan & 
Harston working with the firm's large education law 
practice. From 1976 to 1988 he was Maryland State 
Superintendent of Instruction. 

DAVID T. KEARNS was CEO of Xerox Corporation from 1982 until 
1990. From 1991 until 1993 he was Deputy Secretary of the 
US Department of Education. Prior to joining Xerox, Kearns 
was a vice president in the Data Processing Division of IBM. 
He formerly served as chairman of the boards of the National 
Urban League, Junior Achievement, and the University of 
Rochester. He is now a member of the boards.of The_Chase 
Manhattan Bank, Time Warner, Inc., Ryder System, In., the 
University of Rochester, and the Ford Foundation. He co
authored Winning the Brain Race, a plan to make American 
schools competitive, and Prophets in the Dark, how Xerox 
reinvented 1tse1f and beat back the Japanese. 

SHIRLEY M. MALCOM heads the Directorate for Education and Human • 
Resources at the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science (AAAS). After working at the National Science 
Foundation and teaching biology at the university and high 
school level$, she is currently a board member at the 
National Center on Education and the Economy, its New 
Standards Project, and other organizations. She co-chairs a 
task force on women in biomedical research at NIH and 
chaired a task group looking at the school to work 
transition for the Clinton-Gore transition team. 

RICHARD P. MILLS has been Vermont's Commissioner of Education 
since 1988, where he has encouraged education goals, a 
common core of learning, a student performance assessment 
based on portfolios, and a Professional Standards Boards 
with a majority of teachers. He currently serves on the 
boards of the National Center for Education and the Economy, 
New Standards Project, and the National Assessment Governing 
Board.· From 1984-88 he served as (NJ) Governor Thomas 
Kean's education advisor, directing the governor's education 
work, following nine years with the New Jersey Department of 
Education. 
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HAROLD J. NOAH, British born lnd educated, is Gardner Cowles 
Professor Emeritus, Institute of Philosophy and Politics of 
Education, Teachers Coll~ge, Columbia University, where he 
was dean of the faculty. I He has worked in the economics of~ >'. 
education and in comparative education. His latest 
publication is SecondarylSchool Examinations: International 
Perspectives on Politics Iand Practice (Yale University 
Press, 1993). His curre~t research focusses 'on the changes 
occurring in examination~ and qualifications in Europe as EC 
,labor markets become more closely integrated. 

I . 

CLAIRE L. PELTON is vice chair of the National Board for 
Professional Teaching Standards, and twice "teacher of the 
year," is director of edJcational services/ombudsman for the 
San Jose (CA) Unified Sc~ool District. She has served as a 
mentor teacher, on several state (CAP) and national (SAT) 
test development committJes, and on the CA State Board of 
Education committee on t~e collegiate accreditation of 
teacher education programs. She wrote the chapter _ 
"Education Reform: A Tea6her Responds" for a text 
(Challenges to the Humanities) on school reform. 

I 
JAMES J. RENIER is chairman arid CEO of Honeywell, Inc., and 

serves as a board member lof several Minneapolis/St. Paul 
companies. He has a doctorate in physical chemistry and 
serves on the Board of ov,llerseers for the University of 
Minnesota Carlson School of Management. He is a board 
member of the New American Schools Corporation, the 
Minnesota Business partn~rship, the Committee for Economic 
Development, the Institu~e of Educational Leadership, and 
the National Commission dn Children. 

I 
SIDNEY W. SMITH is director o~ the ATLAS school reform project, 

funded by the New America:n Schools Development Corporation. 
He works with Ted Sizer's Coalition of Essential Schools, 
Howard Gardner's Proj ect :Zero, James Comer's School 
Development Program, and ~he Education Development Center. 
He was formerly headmaste,r of Boston's English High School, 
director of alternative etlucation for the Boston Public 
Schools, and taught at thb middle and high school levels, 
He is a coauthor of a recbntly published book on performance 
assessment, Graduation byi Exhibition, distributed by ASCD. 
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• NATIONAL CONTENT STANDARD DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS 

Arts 

Music Educators National Conference 

1806 Robert Fulton Drive 

Reston, VA 22091 


John Mahlmann, Standards Project Director 

In coordination with the American AllianJ for Theater 

and Education, the National Art EducationlAssociation 

and the National Dance Association. 


The standards are scheduled to be. completed Summer 1994. 
I 

For copies of draft standards, other avai~able material or information about opportunities to comment on the standards, 

contact: Megan Prosser at (703) 860-4000 or FAX (703) 860-4826;'


I . 

• Citizenship and Civics 

Center of Civic Education 
5146 Douglas Fir Road 

Calabasas, CA 91302-1467 


Charles Quigley, Standards Project Director 

Margaret Branson, Co-Director I 

The standards are scheduled to be comp1et9d Fall 1994. 

For copies of draft standards, other available material or 

information about opportunities to commJnt on the standards, 

contact: Margaret Branson at (818) 591 ~9321, FAX (818) 591-9330 

or Mark Molly at (202) 265-0529 or FAX (202) 265-0710.. 


I 
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English, Language Arts. 


The Center for the Study of Reading 
 •
174 Children's Research Center 
51 Gerty Drive 

Champaign, IL 61820 


In coordination with The National Council of Teachers 

of English (NCfE) and the International Reading Association (IRA). 


Allen Farstrup, Standards Project Director for IRA 

,Miles Myers, Standards Project Director for NCfE 

P. David Pearson, Standards Project Director for The Center 

The standards are scheduled to be completed Fall 1995. 
For copies of draft standards, other available material or 

information about opportunities to comment on the standards, 

contact: Jean Osborn at (217) 333-2552 or FAX (217) 244-4501. 


Foreign Languages 

American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages, Inc. 
6 Executive .Plaza 
Yonkers, NY 10701-6801 • 

Incoordination with the American Association of Teachers of French,. 
the American Association of Teachers of German and the American 
Association of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese. 

June K. Phillips, Standards Project Director 

The standards are scheduled to be completed Spring 1996. 
For copies draft standards, other available material or 

information about opportunities to comment on the standards, 

contact: Jamie Draper at (914) 963-8830 or FAX (914) 963-1275. 
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• Geography 
I 

National Council of Geographic Education 
...I" .-." 

Geography Standards Project 

1600 M Street, NW - Suite 26,11 

Washington, DC 20036 


In coordination with the Association of Ainerican Geographers, 
I 

the National Geographic Society and the American Geographical Society. 
I 


Anthony R. DeSouza, Standards Project Director 

I 


I 

The standards are scheduled to be completed Fall 1994. 

I 

For copies of draft standards, other available material or 
i 

information about opportunities to comment on the standards, 

Contact: Heather Scofield at (202) 77517832 or FAX (202) 429-5771. 


I 

History 
: 

• 
National Center for History in the Schobls at UClA 


231 Moore Hall, 405 Hilgard Avenue 

Los Angeles, CA 90024 


Charlotte Crabtree, Standards Project Co-IDirector 

Gary B. Nash, Standards Project Co-DireJtor 


The standards are scheduled to be complet~d Spring 1994. 
For copies of draft standards, other avai~able material or 

information about opportunities to comment on the standards, 

contact: Pamela Hamilton at (310) 82514702 or FAX (310) 825-4723. 
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Mathematics 

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics •
1906 Association Drive 
Reston, VA 20091-1593 

Thomas Romberg, Chair of the Standards Commission 

The standards were completed in March 1989. 
For copies of the standards, other available material or 

information about opportunities to comment on 

assessment initiatives, contact: Virginia Williams 

at (703) 620-9840 or FAX (703) 476-2970. 


Science 

National Academy of Sciences 
National Research Council 

2101 Constitution Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20418 

In coordination with the American Association for 

the Advancement of Science, the American Association of 

Physics Teachers, the American Chemical Society, 

the Council of State Scie~ce Supervisors, the Earth Science 

Coalition and the National Asso~iation ·of Biology Teachers. 


Ken Hoffman, Standards Project Director 

Angelo Collins, Standards Project Co-Director (?) 


The standards are scheduled to be completed Fall 1994. 

For copies of draft standards, other available material or 
information about opportunities to comment on the standards, 
phone: (202) 334-1399 or FAX (202) 334-3159. 

• 
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A paper by Harold Noah commissioned for 
the National Education Goals Panel 
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Setting Standards in Other Countries 

A paper by Harold Noah commis'sioned for 


the National Education Goals Panel 
 • 
I. How standards are set in other countries 

China. Standards are set for the entire country and for all 
levels of the school system by the Stat.e Education 
Commission (SEDC), Beijing. SEDC does this by issuing 
teaching programs (detailed curriculum descriptions) for 
each subject at each grade level of the primary and 
secondary schools, as well as for the teacher training 
colleges (normal schools). In addition, the SEDC 
prescribes the allocation of classroom hours among subjects 
at each grade level. The SEDC commissions standard 
textbooks for .distribution to the schools. However ,.. some 
latitude is afforded to the provincial school authorities 
and to the larger cities to devise supplementary materials 
to meet specific local needs, especially the need for study 
material in local languages in the areas inhabited by
national minorities. 

Secondary education tends to concentrate on preparing 
students to sit for the National Unified College Entrance 
Examination (NUCEE). There is a good deal of rhetoric in 
official publications and in the professional literature 
about the need to release the schools from the shackles of 
preparation for the examinations -- especially to emphasize 
the virtues of "communist morality," "socialist patriotism," 
and the like. But, since the examinations are highly 
competitive (only about 1 in 3 candidates will eventually be 
offered a place in state-run higher education), exam 
requirements continue to be a powerful standards setting 
mechanism. 

The SEDC's control of not only the schools' programs and 
timetables, but also the curricula of the teacher training 
colleges, means that young teachers enter on their work in 
the schools with a rather unified set of standards and 
expectations, reinforcing those that are carried over from 
their own recent experiences as students. 

England/Wales. Until the end of the 1980's, there were no 
official national content standards. Instead each of the 
approximately 160 local education authorities was free to 
issue its own set of content guidelines. These varied from 
the quite detailed to the most sketchy, or were even absent 
altogether. In any event, the heads of individual schools 
usually assumed that it was their responsibility to 

• 


determine what should be taught in their schools and how 
hours should be allocated among the subjects. It was 
further usually assumed that each teacher (or subject 
department) would determine which books, other materials, • 
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• and methods to use. In this sense, one could speak of a 
very loosely coupled syste~, in which initiative at the 
school and classroom level Iwas more important for 
establishing content standards than any official 
pronouncements. I 

However, that was by no melns the end of the story. As in 
China, the influence of en4-of-secondary-school examinations 
(especially, the Certificate of Secondary Education, the 
General Certificate of Sec~ndary Education, and the General 
Education Advanced Level C~rtificate ) on the schools' 
formal curricula and on th~ practice of teaching and 
learning was very strong. I However, these examinations did 
not constitute a national system: there were between 7 and 
15 separate examination bo~rds providing the examinations, 
with different syllabuses, jdifferent regulations, different 
test papers, and (it was a~leged) different standards of 
grading. Schools, and eve? subject departm~nts in schools, 
signed up with different boards, so the backwash effe~t of 
the examinations, although strong, was quite varied across 
the country. I . 

From time to time, in order to try to influence what·the 
schools were doing and/or *hat the local education 

• 
authorities were asking th~m to do, the Department of 
Education and Science (DES) would issue surveys of 
education, or reports on special topics. More rarely, 
official commissions of inquiry (Royal Commissions) were 
appointed to investigate, Gonsider, report, and provide 
recommendations. I 

In the 1960s, the DES esta61ished a national Schools Council 
I 

to advise on curriculum, standards, and examinations. Local 
education authorities, tea6hers, employers, and university 
professors were joined in :l;o-called "free association". It 
was emphasized that the Schools Council was not to be a tool 
of DES. Rather, teachers' irepresentatives were given a 
majority vote in governance of the Schools Council. 
Although work went ahead v~ry actively to produce new 
curricula in all of the major school subjects, their final 
influence on school practise was small. 

I 

• 

By far the most important tool in the hands of the central 
government for reviewing arid perhaps influencing a school's 
standards was the corps of HMIls (Her Majesty's Inspectors 
of Schools), whose members would descend pre-announced on a 
school to observe teachers, to check on facilities, to look 
at pupils' written work, to form an opinion about the level 
of operation of the school1 and to make recommendations. 
Their written reports were I formidable documents that tended 
to carry a good deal of weight. Insofar as the HMIls were 
in agreement about content I standards (which was by no means 
always the case), they couid help to define standards in 

I 
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practice. But the general stance of the central government ~ 

was to stay out of (even to take pride in staying out of) 

the standards setting business. ~~.' . 


This "hands-off" approach has been rejected by the recent 

Conservative administrations. In the mid-1980s the Schools 

Council was abolished (its recommendations tended to be too 

radical for the taste of the then minister of education) and 

two separate bodies were set up, the Examinations Council 

and the Curriculum Council. This marked the beginning of a 

distinctly more pro-active stance by the central government 

toward standards and assessment. Beginning in 1986, the 

government embarked on a legislative program designed to 

locate control of a core portion of the schools' curr.icula 

in the central government. The major outlines of thg 

changed approach were embodied in the Education Reform Act 

of 1988. A National Curriculum was instituted. A School 

Examinations and Assessment Council (SEAC), appointed by the 

minister, replaced the two separate councils on.examiD,j3.tions 

and curriculum. One part of SEAC's remit is to certify 

curricula in the core subjects. For the first .time in 

English educational history, all state schools would be 

expected to teach to'a common set of goals in a prescribed 

set of subjects. SEAC's second job is to review the 

syllabuses, regulations, and examination papers of the 

various GCSEand GCE A-Level examining boards, .to suggest 

changes, and to approve or disapprove. A major goal is to ~ 

reduce the differences among the boards in the content and 

grading of their examinations. More revolutionary yet in 

the English context has been the plan to test all pupils at 

ages 7, 11, 14, and 16 in the core subjects. 


The standards setting procedures took much longer than was 
expected. Many of the original proposals in the core 
subjects ran into stiff opposition from teachers, 
professional educational associations, and even employers' 
organizations, and had to be withdrawn for redrafting. By 
now, however, there is greater acceptance among teachers of 
the desirability of having a set of national content 
standards in the major school subjects. 

Meanwhile, the attempts to implement nationwide testing, 
beginning with 7-year olds, have run into organized 
opposition from teachers, who complain that the tests take 
too much time, are poorly constructed, and are in any case 
often impossible for an unaided teacher to administer 
properly: In June/July, at the close of the 1993 school 
year, the teachers unions announced a boycott of the tests, 
arid most teachers refused to administer them. The minister 
was left vowing to persist in imposing the testing (though 
quite how he would do it if the teachers would not cooperate 
was by no means clear), and to uttering threats about ~ 
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withholding pay from those teachers who continued their 
boycott.• 

4 

Observers have noted a certain irony in that while Mrs. 
Thatcher's announced policy was to shrink the role of the 
state in British life in general, practice has gone the 
other way in schooling, as Igovernment has limited the ..... . 
educational powers of the local authorities and has inserted 
the ministry (now renamed 'lDepartment for Education") 
squarely into the business of setting and assessing 
standards. 

France. The French school system has experienced a series 
of major restructurings and expansions in the past 30 years. 
Secondary education has been particularly affected, by 
opening up what had been a rrathercircumscribed system to 
all children of secondary school age. Between the primary

I •

school and the upper secondary school (lycee) an 
intermediate 3-year colleq~ has been introduced. The_Iycee 
system has been vastly expanded and differentiated, 
providing many different types of institutions.and internal 
tracks. Primary education Ihas been less touched by 
restructuring.. I . 

• 
Throughout all these changes, the administrative structure 
of the ,system, particularl~ its highly centralized and 
bureaucratic nature has remained a constant, despite the 
fact that recent years hav~ seen some movement toward 
devolution of administrativ'e authority, and especially : 
responsibility for finance, I to the departements (roughly, 
counties) and municipalitie:s. In line with the 
centralizing traditions of ~he educational system, curricula 
and content standards are established under the control of 
the ministry of education b¥ national subject commissions, 
which contain members from the universities and employers' 
groups, but with a predominent voice going to the ministry's 
own inspectors general. I 

Curricula and standards arel published in great detail. by the 
ministry and it is expected that they will be followe~ 
closely in all French schoois, with only minor regional 
variation. A large corps of inspectors sees to it that 
schools and teachers followl the prescribed programs. 
Standards tend to be high, in the sense that not only is the 
quantity of material to be bovered quite large, but there is 
a good deal of relativelydtfficult material, too -
especially in the upper secondary grades. Students are 
expected to master extensive bodies of knowledge and to 
exhibit their knowledge, understanding, and skills in formal 

• 
ways. For example, French kchooling emphasizes that there 
is a "correct" way of writi~g an essay, critiquing a 
proposition in philosophy, or presenting a solution to a 
problem in mathematics. Teabhers insist that students master 

I 
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these techniques; individual, innovative style is not likely 
to be rewarded. 

At the end of each year, teachers review the work of the 
students together with the results of end-of-year 
examinations, to decide whether a student is to be promoted 
to the next grade, or be required to repeat the'grade. 
Repetition is not unusual: for example,. over the course of 
primary schooling about 30 percent of the students can 
expect to repeat at least one year. In secondary school the 
rates are much lower, between 8 and 15 percent, depending on 
the type of school and track, but failure to gain promotion 
sends a very clear signal about standards to student and 
family. 

After the first cycle of secondary education (the 3-year 
college), the student passes to the second cycle, which has 
two streams, one "long," the other "short." The long 
stream enrolls approximately half the age grou~~ It __ 
normally takes three years (though about half the students 
take an extra year) and leads to the baccalaureat at age 18 
or 19. The short stream lasts two years, concentrates on 
technical studies, and leads to the Certificat d'Aptitude 
Professionelle (Vocational Certificate). 

The baccalaureat is exceptionally important in practice in 
establishing the standards of French education. The pass 
rate is usually about 66 percent of candidates, or 33 
percent of the age group. passing the bac opens the door to 
a tuition-free place in a university. Depending on the 
particular bac track the student has entered,''S/he will take 
written and/or oral examinations in 6-7 subjects. The 
typical written examination will last 3 to 4 hours, for a 
total of 20 to 24 hours of written examination. Each year 
the ministry circulates a list of topics to be addressed in 
the next exam administration. It sets dates for the 
examinations and announces procedures for administering 
them. The ministry formulates the rules for appointing 
local juries of examiners, describes their powers, 
procedures, and the constraints on them. The ministry also 
specifies the general criteria and technical aspects for 
evaluating answers and awarding marks (such as weighting 
scores on particular subjects according to the type of 
baccalaureat). Limited discretion is given to the regional 
academic authorities (academies), but the ministry retains 
ultimate control over the entire process of the baccalaureat 
examination through its regional pedagogical inspectorate. 
Members of the inspectorate are subject specialists in each 
region who work closely with the rector of the academie to 
appoint members of the juries supervising the examination, 
to decide the questions to appear on the .examination papers, 
and to determine grading criteria. Thus, even though there 
is a degree of devolution of administrative authority to the 
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regions, <the final power to decide what standards will be 
upheld by the bac resides ~n Paris at the ministry. Given 
that the announced policy df the government is to have 80 
percent of the age-group "~rought to baccalaureat level" by 
the year 2000, the role of Ithe ministry in setting 
standards, via both curriculum and bac regulations is hard 
to exaggerate. I < 

France has a further standards-setting mechanism worth 
mentioning. The state supports a network of higher 
education institutions kno~n as grandes ecoles. Their 
courses of study, faciliti~s, and faculty - mainly in 
engineering and public administration - are vastly superior 
to those found in the univ~rsities. Entry is by competitive 
examination (popularly kno~n as the concours) taken after 
two years of post-baccalaur:eat preparation in special 
classes organized at the lycees or in private, for-profit 
cramming schools. Groups ~of grandes ecoles set common 
entrance examinations, incdrporating <extremely high _ 
standards, to select about 110 percent of those going on to 
higher education. Success ,in entry and completion of the 
course at a grande ecole means preferential access to the 
best jobs in government and the economy. 

The French have acted on th~ assumption that, alongside the 
formal statement of standar~s in regulations and the work of 
an inspectorate to report on their observance, a series of 
tough tests and examination's, culminating in the• 

I 

baccalaureat and the concou~s, provides further assurance 
that school standards will not only be set at a high level, 
but will be maintained. ! 

I 
Germany.! Each of the orig+nal 11 (16 since 1991) Federal 
provinces (Lander) is guaranteed formal sovereignty in 
matters of education and cui1ture, like the states of the 
United States. And, like the states here, they are jealous 
guardians of that sovereignty. If for no other reason, 
Germany offers a distinct cbntrast to the French model, 
which has relied so heavily! on nationwide standardization 
and control from the center; to set and maintain academic 
standards. Nevertheless, like France, the Federal Republic 
has also managed to achievel a relatively high and uniform 
degree of academic quality within the various types of 
schools and at the various grades levels within those 
schools, while according a large measure of autonomy to each 
of the provinces. I 

! The discussion of Ge:r:many refers to the 15 "original" 

• 
provinces, and should not be taken to describe the situation in the 
five new provinces establish~d on the terri tory of the defunct 
German Democratic Republic. 
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After attending a common primary school, students in Germany 
go on to one of three main types of secondary school: 
Hauptschule, Realschule, and Gymnasium. Attempts dur"ing the •
1960s and 1970s to introduce comprehensive secondary schools 
were mostly unsuccessful. The Hauptschule enrolls about 35 
percent of the age-group for a 5-year course of study that 
is less academically demanding than in the other two types 
of secondary school. The Realschule enrolls about 30 
percent of the age-group in a 6-year course. Its standards 
lie between those of the Haupschul'e and the Gymnasium. The 
Gymnasium is primarily academic in orientation, and prepares 
students for the Abitur examinations at the end of 9 years 
of study. 

Each provincial ministry of education issues curriculum 
guides and timetables of hours of class in great detail for 
each subject in each of the school types. The guides are 
usually formulated in consultation with school teachers, 
university specialists, and educationists. It is exp~cted 
that teachers will follow the guides closely, and it appears 
that this does in fact happen without much resort to 
inspection or other administrative means. 

In like manner, regulations governing the award of 
certificates of completion of the Hauptschule and Realschule 
courses, as well as the Abitur certificate, are issued by 
each province. Given this emphasis on regional autonomy in 
setting standards, how has Germany managed to secure a 
workable degree of uniformity of standards? 

The main instrument has been the Standing Con£erence of 
Ministers of Education, which brings together the ministers 
of all the provinces, taking decisions by consensus. The 
Standing Conference is a forum for the exhange of 
information ana proposals. It attempts to reduce as far as 
is practicable the differences in educational arrangements 
among the provincial systems, to provide a more solid basis 
for the mutual recognition of credentials by the provinces. 
The Conference has many achievements to its credit, although 
negotiations often drag on for years before agreements are 
reached. They range from getting the provinces to begin and 
end their school years more or less on the same dates, to 
insuring that differences in curricula, timetables and 
examination and diploma standards are reduced." Much of this 
effort is driven by agreement that mutual recognition of 
credentials is a necessity in the relatively small land area 
of the Federal Republic. 

The Abitur examination has some of the same standard-setting 

• 


effects in Germany that the baccalaureat has in France; both 
"pull standards in the direction of loading the curriculum 
not only more heavily with material to be learned, but with 
more difficult material as well. However, teachers working • 
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I 
in individual schools plaYia more significant role in 
setting standards for the Abitur than for the baccalaureat, 
so,the academic material to be mastered for the Abitur does ,..- - -.. 
not have quite the nationai currency and impact that the 
baccalaureat has in France1 

Japan. The ministry of edubation in Tokyo (MombUsho) sets 

the stadards for schooling Iin much the .same way that the 

Paris ministry does in France -- at least as far as 

administrative regulation,linspection, and approval of 

textbooks are concerned. However, there is greater


I

devolution of responsibility from Tokyo to the 47 

prefectures (Ken) and municipalities for setting standards 

and deciding other school ~atters than from Paris to the 

academies. I 


I 

I 
The ministry publishes guiqelines, setting out the required 

courses of study, the curriculum, and credit requirements 

for each level of the school system. These are.. to be 

followed by the prefecture~, which have boards of education 


, to run education, especially upper secondary sqnools, in 
their'districts. In turn, Imunicipalities (which run 
elementary and lower secondary schools) devise their 
programs of study and timetables according to the guidelines 
established at the prefectJral level. The guidelines on 
courses of study issued by IMombusho are quite general; they 
become progressively more detailed as one moves through the 
intermediate prefectural arid municipal stages of 
administration down to the 

I 

Ilevel of the individual school. 

The ministry is advised by ja Curriculum Council, which 

prepares a set of recommendations on objectives, content, 

allocation of teaching houris, and the like. These 

recommendations are then uSed by subject specialists 

employed by the ministry, ~ho work with consultants from 

outside the ministry, to d~vise the course of study for each 


. I
school subject and each grade level. Teachers are used as 

consultants to the Curriculum Council to advise on the 

content of the teachers' gJides which are also produced and 

circulated by the ministrY'1 Textbooks are commercially 

developed and produced, but they must be sanctioned by the 

ministry before they can b~ used in the schools. Hence, the 

.textbooks adhere closely td the ministry's specifications. 

Adoption is by the prefectJral and municipal education 

boards, who buy the books £or all of their students in 

compulsory education (Le.,1 to the end of lower secondary 

school). No charge is made for these books and they do not 

have to be returned to the Ischoo1 at year's end. 


I 

Many observers have pointed to the relatively relaxed nature 

of Japanese pre-primary anq 

I 

primary schools, compared with 

the exam-driven atmosphere lin the secondary schools. 

Because the entrance examidations require the mastery of 
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large quantities of factual material, are so important in 
determining the students' future prospects in employment, 
and are so competitive, they are probably more important for •
understanding how the particular standards currently 
observed in Japanese education have come about and are 
maintained. 

Standards in the Japanese secondary school system are set in 
practice by the backwash effect of the entrance examinations 
-- in this case, from lower to upper secondary' school, and 
from upper secondary school to higher education. "More than 
any other single event, the university entrance examinations 
influence the orientation and life of most Japanese high 
school students, even for the many who do not go on to 
postsecondary education." (U.S. Department of Education, 
Japanese Education Today, 1987:44) Transfer from lower to 
upper secondary school is not automatic; in many prefectures 
the transfer will be determined by the score achieved in the 
entrance examinations run either by the prefecture at_large 
or by individual schools. This is a critical point in the 
student's career. Not only is it the end of compulsory 
education, but there is a well-recognized hierarchy of 
quality and prestige among upper secondary schools, both 
nationally and within prefectures. Getting into the "right" 
school will influence a student's chances of admission to 
the "right" university 3 years later. Getting into the 
"right" university will be critical for future employment 
and income. 

The struggle to enter the "right" school and university (or 
at least the most prestigious one in sight) explains why 
such a high proportion of Japanese upper secondary students 
(about 30 percent) are enrolled in fee-charging private 
education. The private schools are not necessarily 
academically superior. to the public institutions, but 
parents hope that their children will get more individual 
attention. The presence of the university entrance 
examinations at the end of the three years means that the 
private schoo~s cannot afford the luxury of having lower 
standards than their public counterparts. 

Japanese parents make great effort to promote their 
children's academic success. Not only do mothers expect to 
help with their children's homework, but families are 
prepared to pay the relatively high costs of enrollment in 
after-school cramming schools (juku), where the emphasis is 
not only on the material to be learned, but also on 
techniques of successful study and test-taking. Reinforcing 
this family interest and commitment is the widespread belief 

• 


that academic success is not determined by the child's 
innate ability (a belief held quite strongly in most other 
countries, including the U.S.), but by the effort exerted to 
learn. Hence the view in Japan that, given the willingness • 
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to make an effort and to persist, all can reach the high 
standards demanded. I 

Summary. Most countries embody their content standards in 
curriculum guides issued by the ministries of education, or 
their equivalents. Typically, ministry officials consult 
with education professiona]s in the course of establishing 
curricula and standards. In some countries (for example, 
Japan) consultation draws dn the experience of secondary 
school teachers; in others I(for example, France) members of 
the schools inspectorate play a large role. We observe a 
general tendency, however, Ito move away from consultation 
strictly with educators, td involve a wider spectrum of 

linterests -- especially employers and parent groups. This 
has been evident, for examp1le, in England/Wales. 

I 
Standards that exist on paper are not necessarily followed 
at the classroom and SChooli level. In order to increase 
observance of curriculum guidelines, inspectors·of edycation 
are appointed to visit schools and classrooms. to report on 
the extent to which the official curriculum is .being
• I

1mplemented and on students!' and teachers' performance. In 
addition, many countries require that textbooks used in the 
schools receive official approval. Ministries of education 

• 
may commission textbooks embodying the principles and 
content of the official curficulum, arrange for their 
publication, distribute them, and require their use in the 
state schools (for example, China). 

A national examination systlm provides a further mechanism 
for setting standards, through specification of examination 
syllabuses and regulations, Ipreparation of tests, grading of 
answers, and establishment of cutoff points. In most 
countries these examination~ are within the jurisdiction of 
the ministry of education, but are prepared and administered 
by subordinate (sometimes semi-independent) authorities. In 
China, England/Wales, Franc~, Germany and Japan the . 
examinations have national currency and are high-stakes 
events for students and sChbols. Their backwash effect on 
what actually goes on in classrooms is formidable and 
reaches far down the grade levels. 

Reference to a less tangiblJ, less lIinstitutional,1I and 
certainly less malleable fadtor is in order at this point. 
Even though the judgment of lteachers and school 
administrators about what le~els and kinds of knowledge, 
skills, and attitudes studen~s should attain will to some 
extent be formed by the offibial regulations and 
requirements, in the final ahalysis it is the values and 

• 
expectations internalized byj teachers and administrators and 
expressed in their pedagogical work that are likely to 
dominate standards-maintenanbe in practice. 

I 
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II. Comparing proposed standards with those of other 
countries •
A primary goal of proposed standards is that they should be 
"world class,ff "internationally competitive," "comparable to 
the best in the world." 

Further, the NEGP proposes that standards documents 
submitted for review and certification contain a section 
comparing the proposed standards "with current standards and 
priorities in other countries. Standards should be high 
as challenging as, or more challenging than, others in the 
world, ..but not necessarily the same." (Review Criteria for 
Subject-Specific Standards, August 23, 1993). 

In the light of the above summaries of how five important 
countries go about the business of establishing and 
maintaining academic standards for their schools, developers 
of standards may welcome some guidance on how compari~ons 
with other countries' standards might be made, what sources 
might be used, and what form the comparison might take. 

The section "Guidance on Applying the "World-Class" 
Criterion on pages 16-17 of the report are offered as a 
guide to those working on these comparisons. 

III. Recommendations for the consideration of other TPG 
members • 
1. The requirement that those proposing standards should 
document by comparison the fact that their proposed 
standards are in fact "world class," is on the face of it a 
reasonable one -- as long as it is understood all around 
that the comparisons can be (should be?) quite limited with 
regard to number of countries, types of .school, and grade 
levels. 

2. Those making the comparisons should be given fairly wide 
latitude also in selecting which aspects of their proposed 
standards they wish to focus on: depth, breadth, 
up-to-dateness, emphasis on theory, apparent utility for 
future study or work, capacity to interest/motivate 
students, incorporation of practical or lab. work, 
assessability, etc., etc. 

3. Countries that have achieved high standards have done so 
not merely by the adumbration of curricular guidelines, 
increases in the hours of study overall or for particular 
subjects, teacher training and retraining, spending more 
money, and so forth. Family support is immensely important . 
Even in those countries that can boast of high standards 
overall, there is now the familiar concern that children who • 
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• i I l'k 1d o not h ave good support at home are only too 1 e y to be 
defeated by the challenges!that school presents. . 

4. A tough examination system carrying solid rewards for 
success seems to be very h~lpful in setting and maintaining 
high standards, though not Inecessarily to the exclusion of 
the aforementioned policy instruments. '. 

I 
5. Certainly, in the United States we do ourselves immense, 
harm when we insist on testing children frequently for 
"aptitude" and "ability," tising the results to label, 
classify, and track them. IThe results are predictable, and 
the contrast with Japan, where effort not "abilitytl is seen 
as the prime mover of achi~vement, is startling. Good 
standards will help elicit Ihigh levels of effort by 
learners, not just.high lev,els of measured achievement·by . 
the tlable". 

.
I
, 

6. In the end, teachers are the purveyors of standards. 
Whatever is written on pap~r will remain on paper unless 
teachers incorporate the s~andards into their values, 
teaching, and behavior. A£ter standards are certified and 
adopted by this or that st~te or school district -- then 
comes the hard part. I 

• 
 1 


7. The standards and standiards setting procedures reviewed 
in Part I of this report di'd not appear overnight. . Instead 
they have been the outcome pf many decades of development, 
in some instances a century or more. In this business of 
standard setting in schooli'ng it is imperative to take the 
long view. Success, whatev~r that may be, is-·unlikely to 
come quickly; techniques anld mechanisms for establishing 
standards will not be perfepted rapidly or to everyone's 
satisfaction; and by no means all states will be (or will 
need to be) attracted to ad6p t certified standards 
immediately, or even after ~woor three decades. The notion 
of national standards for schooling does not sit comfortably 
with the American preferenc¢ for local control. However, it 
may be becoming more acceptpble, and one can take 
encouragement from recent experience in England! Wales. 
There, too, national "approk-ed" standards for the schools 
were regarded as somehow allien -- even "Continental," but 
opinion in the last year orl two has swung around to 
substantial approval. The same may well happen here, 
especially if the standardsI are seen to be reasonable and 
attainable, technically sound, and not imposed, but 
available for voluntary adoption. 

\ 

• i 

.1
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Executive Summary 
',l, 

The National Council on Education Standards and Testing w. 
created in response to interest in national standards and 
,aSsessments by the Nation's Governors, the Administration, an 
Congress. In the authorizing legislation (Public Law 102-62), 
Congress charged the Council to; 

• advise on the desirability and feasibility of national 
standards and tests, and 

,. recommend long-term policies, structures, and mechanisn 
, for setting voluntary education standards and planning an 

appropriate system of tests. 

The work of the Council follows and complements the 
~esident's Education Summit with the Governors held in 198! 
This important collaborative effort led to the adoption of six 
National Education Goals designed to engage all Americans, 
from young children to adults. The National Education Goals 
Panel was created to report annually on progress toward the 

I 

Goals. In its first year, the Panel concluded that ta,meaningfuU 
measure progress on Goals 3 and 4, consideration should be 
given to creating national education standards that deflne wha 
students should know and be able to do and to identifying and 
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" . .,',' _ demonstra~ed compe~Ilcy 
Wlerigii{g'supjectmatter including English, ma,thematics, 

" " .. l1')" anci.geClgrapWj at),d every scho()l ill,America Will 
t::llliW-ClJ1l1.all student leamto use their n'tlnds well, so they 
may;,be,p~epared for responsible citizenship, Curthedearnlng, 
andpiod,ii:~~veemp19ynien~tnourmodem ecoriomy. . 

developing methods to assess students' success in meeting 
them. The President slrriilarly has called for the creation of 
World Class Standards for students and high-quality tests on 
which they can demonstrate achievement of these standards. 

In carrying out its charge to examine a broad range of issues, 
the Council met eight times between June and December, 1991. 
Task forces were created and produced background papers that 
informed the Council's discussions. In response to the 
congressional call for broad public tkrticipation, the Council 
solicited and received public comment from experts and 
organizations representing a wide range of constituents and 
interests. This report to Congress, the Secretary of Education, 
the National Education Goals Panel, and the American people 
provides recommendations reached after intense deliberation 
and includes concerns that must be addressed as work 
progresses on developing standards and assessments. 

Desirabili~ of· High National Standards and a 
System of Assessments 

In the course ofits research and discussions, the Council 
concluded that high national standards tiecrto assessments are 
desirable. In the absence of well-defined and demanding 
standards, education in the United States has gravitated toward 
de/acto national minimum expectations. Except for students 
who are pl.annirig to attend selective four-year colleges, current 
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, • 

educati<:)fl standards focus on low-level reading and arithmetic 
skills and on small amounts of factual material in other content 
areas. Consumers of education in this country have settled for 
far less than they should and for far less than do their 
counterparts in other developed nations. 

High national standards tied to assessments can create high 
expectations for all students and help to better target resources, 
They are critical to the Nation in three primary ways: to promote 
educational equity, to preserve democracy and eIiha.nce the civic 
culture, and to improve economic competitiveness. Further, 
national education standards would help to provide an 
increasingly diverse and mobile population with shared values 
and knowledge. 

The Council recommends standards for students and 
standards for schools and school systems. Student standards 
include speciflcation of the content - what students should 
know and be able to do - and the level of performance that 
students are expected to attain - how good is good enough. 
The Council envisions that the national standards will include 
substantive content together with complex problem-solving and 
rugher order thinking skills. 

To ensure that students do not bear the sole burden of 
attaining the standards and to encourage assurances that the 
tools for success will be available at all schools, the Council also 
recommends that states establish school delivery standards. 
System performance standards should also be established. 
School delivery and system perform~ce standards would attest 
to the provision of opportunities to learn and of appropriate 
instructional conditions to enable all children to reach high 
standards. 

In endorsing the concept of national standards for all 
, stud.ents, the Council stipulates several characteristics these 

standards should have: . 

• Standards must reflect high expectations, not expectations t minimal competency. ' 

• Standards must provide focus and direction, not become a 
national curriculum. 

• Standards must be national, not federal. 

• Standards must be voluntary, not mandated by the federal, 
government. : 

• Standards must be dynamic, not static. 

January 24, 1992 :;• 
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The Council's intent in recommendin,g the establishm. 
national standards is to raise the ceiling for students who 
currently above average and to lift the floor for those who now 
experience the least success in school, inchiding those with, 
special needs. States should work toward reducing gaps in 
students' opportunities to learn and in their perfonnance, such 
as those noW"associated with race, income, gender, and 
geographical location. 

Having reached consensus that standards are desirable, the 
Council then determined that it is not sufficient just to set 
standards. Since tests tend to influence what is taught, 
assessments should be developed that embody the new high 
standards. The considerable resources and effort the Nation 
expends on the current patchwork of tests should be redirected . 
toward the development of a new system of assessments. 
Assessments should be state-of-the-art, building on the best 
tests available and incorporating new methods. In order to 
measure individual student progress and to monitor 
achievement ir\ attaining the National Education Goals, the new 
system of assessments should ~ve two components 

• individual student assessments,' an=d'----_ 

• large-scale sample assessments, such as the National 
Asse~sment of Educational Progress. 

The key features of both components would be alignment 
with high national standards and the capacity to produce useful, 
comparable results. In addition, the system of assessments 
should have a number of other features. 

• The system of assessments must consist of multiple 
methods of measuring progress, not a single test. 

• The system of assessments must be volunta;y, not 
mandatory. 

• The system of assessments must be developmental, not 
static. . 

As these features are put in place, technical and equity issues 
need to be resolved, and the overriding importance of ensuring 
fairness for all children needs to be addressed. Resolving issues 
of validity, reliability, and fairneSs is critical to the success of the 
new system. 

The Council concludes that the United States, with 
appropriate safeguards, should initiate the development of a 
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voluntary system of assessments linked to high nation. 
standards. These assessments should be created as 
expeditiously, as possible by a wide array of developers and be 
made available for adoption by states and localities. The Council 
finds that the assessments eventually could be used for such 
high-stakes purposes for students as high school graduation, 
college admission, continuing education, and certification for 
employment. Assessments could also be used by states and 
localities as the basis for system accountability. 

In the Council's view, it is desirable that national content and 
perfonnance standards and assessments of the standards be 
established. Doing so will constitute an essential next step to 
help the country achieve the National Education Goals. 
Moreover, developing standards and assessments at the national 
level can contribute to educational renewal in several ways. This 
effort.has the potential to raise learning expectations at all levels 
of education, better target human and fiscal resources for 
educational improvement, and help meet the needs of an 
increasingly mobile population. Finally, standards and 
assessments linked to the standards can become the 

___cornerstoneof·the-fundamental,·systemic'refortn nec-e-ss-a-ry-t'-o 
improve schools. 

Feasibility of Creating National Standards and a 
System of Assessments ' 

As a frrst step, the Councilrecommends that standards be 
developed in the five core subject areas set out in the National 
Education Goals - English, mathematics, science, history, and 
geography - with other subjects to follow. The feasibility of 
setting national standards and their effectiveness in prompting 
state and local reform and experimentation is demonstrated by 
the work of several national professional organizations, a 
number of states, and other countries. The experiences of the 
NaVonal Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) and of 
several states demonstrate that standards-setting is feasible  it 
is being done. Slowly but surely across the country, states and 
local districts are responding to the NCTM standards by 
changing the curriculum and style of teaching to reQectthe 
challenging new standards. The Council recommends national 
support for such efforts and encourages the work by: . 
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professional organizations, states, and localities in articulating 
standards, curriculum frameworks, and instructional guidelines. 

To make national standards meaningful, it is important that 
the Nation be able to measure progress toward them. New forms 
of assessments - tests worth teaching to - are envisioned. A 
system of student assessments linked to world-class standards 
would provide infonnation that could be used to: 

-exemplify for students, parents, and teachers the Idnds and 
levels of achievement expected; 

- improve classroom instruction and learning outcomes for all 
students; 

- inform students, parents, and teachers about student 
progress; 

- measure and hold students, schools, school districts, states, 
and the Nation accountable for eduCational performance; 
and 

- assist education policymakers with programmatic decisions. 

It is unlikely that all of these purposes could be accomplished 
with the Same assessment. Requirements for validity, reliability, 
and fairness necessitate on-going, independent reviews of the 
assessments and their uses. Further, particularly for children 
who have historically experienced less success in schools, such 
as the poor, ethnic minorities, and students with disabilities, 
schools should ensure the opportunity to learn as a critical 
condition for valid and fair use of assessment results. ' 

Some existing assessments may be retained, while others will 
need to be replaced to avoid adding to the current patchwork. 
Promising efforts are under way nationally, as well as by states, 
localities, research institutions, and test publishers using new 
assessment methods to measure student progress against more 
demanding curriculum content. Investing in a national system of 
assessments could lead to more effective and economical use of 
available resources since it would provide direction and focus to 
reform efforts. The Council urges support for necessary 
research and development so that the critical need for assessing 
students against the yardstick of national, world-class standards 
can be met. 

The Council notes that if they are to be useful, comparable 
results should be available to all key levels, including individual 
students and their parents, schools, districts, states, and the 
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Nation. AsseSSment outcomes tied to the standards should be 
widely distributed and communicated in a form that is readily 
comprehensible to students, parents, policymakers, and the 
public. States and localities should report results in the context 
of relevant information on the conditions of learning and 
students' opportunities to learn. 

Developing and Implementing National Standards 
and a System of Assessments 

To ensure that development of national standards and a 
voluntary system of assessments is done effectively, a 
coordinating structure needs to be agreed upon and put into 
place. This structure should benefit from and not duplicate work 
already being done by existing entities. The Council 
recommends that a reconfigured National Education Goals 
Panel and a newly created National Education Standards and 
Assessments Council work jointly to certify content and student 
performance standards and criteria for assessments as world 
class. The Council further recommends that to ensure strong, 
public accountability in this work the Panel would appoint 
members of the National Education Standards and Assessments 
Council, which would have the responsibility to coordinate this 
national effort. 

High national standards and a system of assessments, while 
critically important, are not panaceas for the Nation's 
educational problems. Other required elements of reform 
include state curriculum frameworks tied to the standards, 
professional development opportunities for teaching to the 
standards, new roles and responsibilities for educators, 
technol.ogy that enhances instructional opportunities, assistance 
to families and communities in need, incentives to inspire better 
efforts by students and educators, early intervention where 
problems are identified, and the reduction of health and social 
barried; to learning. 

Conclusion 
\ 

The country is engaged in a national debate on what students 
should know and be able to do and on how to measure 
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• achievement toward those ends. This debate is part Of • 
fundamental shift .of perspective among educators, 
policymakers, and the public from exami.ni.ng inputs and 

-elements of the educational process to exami.ni.ng outcomes and 
results. The Council initially discussed standards and 
assessments as a way to help measure progress toward the 
National Education Goals but came to see the movement toward 
high standards as a means to help achieve the Goals. 

While mindful of the technical and political challenges, the 

Council concludes that national standards and a system of 

assessments are desirable and feasible mechanisms for raising 

expectations, revitalizing instruction, and rejuvenating 

educational reform efforts for all American schools and 

students. Thus, the National Council on Education Standards 

and Testing endorses the adoption ofhigh national standards 

and the development of a system of assessments to measure 

progress toward those standards. 
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.Setting Standard!s, Becoming 

_he Best i .. 


A mericans thrive on challenge. We settled a i. 

massive land, created a new form of govern~ i 
ment, developed into an economic leader, and i 

landed on the moon-all because these were chal~ I 
lenges that did not daunt us. In personal perfor~ 
mances, too, we admire and reward those who set high 
standards for themselves and meet the challenge, as 
superior athletes, or exceptional pianists, or Nobel 
laureates in science and literature. 

Four years ago the nation's Governors and the 
President challenged the,American people again, this 
time to rebuild their education system so that it is 
among the best in the world. The six National 
Education Goals are the framework for this effort. 

A scant century following Independence, the 
American public school system had evolved to 
attempt what no other country had done--to provide 
universal access to a free education. At the [ime, the 
public equated progress [hrough the system with 
results. A de facto set of measurements documenting 

~dent progress emerged, consisting of high school 
.plomas; course credits, time spent on subjects, and 

nationally devised tests that assumed certain content 
had been covered and that such content was impor# 
tanto With diplomas in hand, young people, as well as 
their parents, employers, or college teachers,· believed 
that. they had been prepared adequately for the years 
ahead. 

We now know that this is not true. Our schools are 
not organized around high standards for our students; 
at best, we have a minimum curriculum, reinforced by 
mediocre textbooks and teaching methods. Our low 
expectations for most students, growing out of the 
haphazard and disconnected system with which we 
had become much too comfortable, might have con# 
tinued to be acceptable were it not for two very impor# 
tant realizations in the past decade. First, the stan# 
dards we have in education do not match with the 1 

performance needs demanded by citizenship and 
employment in Our society. Second, our minimal and 
fractured system of standards is significantly below 
that of countries with which we compete for leader
ship, economically and politically. 

Consider today's demanding marketplace. Will a 
~rker who punches the clock, stays the required 
~olln( ot time. has only minimum skills, and applies 

---=~'.. '~.. 

a scant amount of effort be assured a paycheck? In 
essence, this has been the context of public educa, 
tio"n-minimal expectattQtls and a guaranteed 
endorsement. . 

Now consider the dilemma of a businessperson 
dependent upon employees skilled in statistical mea, 
tjurement using new technologies. In [he pool of 
young people the employer can draw from, only 35%, 
on the average, will have completed three years of a 
challenging mathematics sequence before leaving 
high school. Worse, the employer knows neither 
what knowledge they actually have nor if they can 
apply it in an advanced workpiace. The-employer's 
competitors around the world, however--==in Korea, or 
Canada, or Spain or several other c<mw:;ries-recruit 
young workers who consistently outperform our stu~ 
dents academically. . 

Business leaders and ma~y policymakers in the 
United States believe [hat this situation is intolerable. 
Initial reforms attempted to shore up [he exisc:ing 
structure-more high school graduation require~ 
ments, more seat time, teachers better prepared to 
teach academic subjects. With the adoption of the 
National Goals, the conversation has shifted to 
results-what is our education system accomplishing 
and how do we become "the best? The answers to 
those questions lead directly to the need for nation~ 
wide standards. In order to be competitive and to get 
the most from our investment in education, those 
standards arguably must be set very high. Moreover, 
in order to be fair, co preserve our pluralistic society, 
and to protect our democracy, those standards must 
challenge all students. 

The movement to nationwide standards is intend
ed as a powerful lever for changing American educa
tion. It represents a new emphasis, one that focuses 
on quality learning for all children, not merely access 
for all. High performance is no longer considered an 
exception; exceptional performance is expected to 
become the norm. 

. The scope and nature of effortS to develop nation
wide standards are unprecedented. For a national 
consensus [Q emerge, a host of concerns must be 
addressed. and a cO'romon vocabulary is essential. 
Certain qucs[ions need clear answers: 

I 
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What is a Nationwide Education Standard? 

Education standards are what all students should 
know and be able to do with their knowledge. 
Moreover, they imply that mastery should be at a very 
high leveL Besides being rigorous, such standards 
must reflect what has been called "a thinking curricu
lum"-a curriculum that forces students to use their 
minds well, to sol ve problems, to think, and to reason. 
The term "world-class" is often used to describe stan~ 
dards that meet or exceed those of our strongest com~ 
petitor nations. 

Standards refer to both content and performance. 
Content standards describe the areas of knowledge all 
students should have access to if they are to become 
the productive and fully educated citizens of tomor~ 
row. The content standards should be challenging 
and focused, reflecting the most important ideas and 
skills needed. Although they are currently being de
veloped separately in different academic subject areas 
(mathematics, history, the arts, etc.), content stan
dards should ultimately enhance efforts to link specif~ 
ic ideas and skills from different subjects together in 
meaningful and useful ways. 

But exposure to knowledge alone does not guaran~ 
tee learning at high levels. We also need to have 
assurance that students have more than just a cursory 
knowledge of content, and that is the role of perfor~ 
mance standards. Basically, performance standards 
should demonstrate how good is good enough. 
Performance is usually evaluated in terms of succes
sive levels of m~tery. Writing out the answers to sim~ 
pIe questions about a passage from literature might be 
considered a novice level. Elaborating on the mean
ing of the passage might indicate a higher level of 
learning. Comparing the passage to another source 
and analyzing the differences might be even still high~ 
er. The essential point is that studeritsmust show how 
well they have learned the content. Nationally, we 
will need to know what percentages of students are 
reaching what levels of performance on content so 
that the public will know how the education system is 
performing. 

By having such standards, we turn the traditional 
mode of schooling around. In the past, how students 
were taught was mostly fixed, and the results varied
SQme students failed, most learned at least some of 
what they were taught. To enable all students to learn 
at high levels, varied instructional strategies are need
ed to challenge them. The standards arc fixed, but the 
means of reaching them are varied. 

The standards being discussed and developed are 
unconventional for American schools today bec<tuse 

they reflect deliberately higher achievement. 

However, they also are realistic. In truth, we JUSt have· 

not asked as much of students and schools in the past 

as they are capable of performing. For e~arn:ple, only 

one of 11 eighth graders understands measurement or 

geometry concepts, compared' to· two of fivesl;wdents 

in Korea. Only one of 15 American high school 

seniors can solve problems involving Algebra, and 

fewer than five percent can interpret historical infor~ 

mation and ideas, not-because they cannot do these 

things b.ut because so few are exposed to high content 

instruction~ 

Get Specific. What Are Some Examples of 

What All Students Should Know and Be 

Able To 001 


Suppose we are watching a fourth grader use llum~ 


bers. In a typical mathematics classroom today, this 

probably means simple arithmetic, adding and averag

ing similar .columns Qf figures-dull stuff. However,· 


. our student has been'learningitr:!thematics since 
kindergarten under ~he standards developed by the 
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. So, 
she knows how to analyze sets of data, draw a line plot, 
and decide on an analytic approach. She takes two 
sets of data collected on samples of bears-grizzlies 
and black bears. She analyzes their sex and their 
weight and plots the results of her work on a graph. Is 
she skilled in arithmetic? Certainly! Can she apply 
her knowledge, and is she eager to do so~ You bet! Is •
she bored or intimidated by math~ No! Is she up to 

high standards workt Yes! . 


In a middle-grades science classroom, we might 

watch a small group of students learn about the com~ 

mon properties of matter, such as the particle model, 

and the fact that a total mass of materials involved in 

any observed change remains the same. They have an 

ice cube in a jar and record what changed and did not 

change as the ice mel ted-:-eo lor,. wetness, temperature, 

mass, shape, volume and size. They work to identify 

one factor they regard as critical to the melting process 

and express it as a question, which they proceed to 

investigate. They then draw conclusions and share 

and discuss them with the whole class. These students 

have used the scientific method, solved problems as a 

group, analyzed data, expressed their findings in writ

ing, and defended their analysis in discussion. 

Regrettably, only about one-fourth of eighth graders in 

a typical science class in the present system regularly 

write up science experiments, according to the 

National Assessment of Educational Progress. 


Now we are looking over d.e shoulders or gr<tduat

ing seniors taking a more conventional (es( in 
 • 
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American history, but at an advanced level. T~ey 
have three hours to answer four questions which tHey 
may select from several categories. Let's pick the g~n
eral category. One of the questions asks students Ito 
analyze,whether government regulation did m9re 
harm than.good to the American economy between 

, I
1880 - 1920. Another has them explain why evangel
ical prOtestantism has been an important force 'in 
American life and what effects it had in the peri6d 
1800-1880 or 1900-1960. Another asks them to offer 
evidence for the existence and influence of a "mili~ 
tarY-industrial complex" in the conduct ofAmeric4n 
foreign policy from 1954 to 1974. ' 

I 

These questions, taken from an actual test in , I 
England, illustrate the level and depth that oth<rr 
countries expect their students to know. The chal
lenge to these students does not stop at mastering hik
torical facts. They must also integrate this knowledge 
far beyo~d traditional rote memorization. \ 

Content and performance standards set high 
expectations for children. They also challenge educd
tors and parents to become effective teachers. Ana 
they set all of us on a path toward becoming activd, 
lifelo,ng learners. I 

I 

, I 

How Are Nationwide Standards Being Set? \ 

Three principles guide what is happening in setting 
high nationwide content standar~s. . \ 

One is that their use is entirely voluntary. Th~ 
standards are nota cemraUy impased national curricui 
lum, but rather a resource to help schools, districts, 
and states anchor their curriculum, instruction, assess~ 
ment, and teacher preparation efforts. They are refer· ; 
ence points for public understanding, providing a 1 

common focal point for school people, parents, and: 
other interested citizens to agree on what is importantI 
and to work together to improve education results fori 
alL 

A second element is that nationwide standards are 
not fixed forever. They are intended to be continually 

· discussed and improved. The development and distri
bution of the initial content an'd performance stan· 
dards in a subject should only be the beginning. 

The, third important element is the truly inclusive 
• process that is being used to reach a consensus on' 
; nationwide standards. Every possible interest is 
· involved. At the core are the real eX'pens-the mas

er teachers of history, civics, geography. science, 
nglish and language arts, foreign languages, and the • 

arts. Their parrners are researchers and academic 

5 

experts. A lengthy process of feedback and revising 
follows the initial development. This is the process I 
used by the National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics (NCTM) in developing the standards it 
announced four years ago. The (;lrQ.cess has become a 
model for other subject areas. -_-"'C,-, ' 

Separate but related individual projects focus on 
content standards or address particular aspects of 
higher performance. For example, more than one-half 
ofthe nation's students are in states or school districts 
involved with the New Standards Project, a founda
tion-funded effort to arrive at high standards through 
assessments which rely on students' abilities to reason 
and solve real-world problems. The 300 schools in 
the Coalition of Essential Schools are developing a 
core of learning and new ways for students to display 
what they have learned. 

Many state-instigated efforts are changing,the edu
cation of students from one based on time spent in' , 
class to one based on cnallenging"'-eQntent. Maine's 
Common Core of Learning, New Mexico's Standards 
for Excellence, Michigans-Partnership for New Edu
cation, and the curriculum frameworks developed in 
California are examples of where research and best
practice knowledge are coming together to stimulate 
higher levels of learning. 

Some argue that those closest to students, the 
teachers, are those most capable of making content 
decisions for their classrooms. On the other hand, 
some believe that a u~iform national curriculum is the 
only way to ensure progress. In a uniquely American 
way, we have opted for a balanced approach, with 
local classroom decisions guided by a common core 
framework that reflects a nationwide consensus about 
what is most important for students to learn. 

. We do not want to be stifled by a national curricu
lum. Nor do we want a hit-or-miss education system. 
We want everyone to be working from their own 
unique context toward the common goal of providing 
challenging content for aU students. 

If All of These Efforts Are Already Taking 
Place, What is There Left To 007 

Despite the many efforts under way to set new stan
dards, most students in this country are still taught 
unchallenging curriculum and are still not aware of 
what they should be aiming for in theif studies. In 
addition, parents. teachers, and the broader general 
public remain largely ignorant about what they should 
expect students to know and do as a result of their 
education, Without a process to reinforce and build 
on the power of high expectations in the public's 
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mind, even what has been accomplished so far might 
prove to be short-lived. . 

All of the individual efforts under way to develop 
high,quality content and performance standards need 
to become part ofa nationwide commitment by all cit, 
izens to .hold all students to high scandards. These in 
turn can become the foundation for locally deter, 
{)lined changes in assessment, teacher preparation, 
curriculum, classroom organization, and other policies 
and practices that must occur for the standards to be 
met. Ultimately, it is only by local communities 
adopting standards',based systemic approaches to 
reform that we can obtain the fundamental changes in 
our schools necessary for achieving the National 
Education Goals. 

At the moment, the prospects are unprecedented 
for renewing public education throughout the coun~ 
try. The public demand, the professional commit, 
ment, the research knowledge available about how 
children learn best, and the growing recognition of 
the interrelatedness of this country's human invest' 
ment with what is happening around the world pro, 
vide excellent conditions for change. We must build 
on these possibilities. 

How Can We Assure That All Students Have 
Equal Opportunities to Meet The New 
Standards? 

American society is morally committed to equal 
opportunity. For too many' students, disastrously low 
expectations compound disparities in the quality of 
schools. These Students face a dim future. Taxpayers 
and voters, however, are unlikely to il1crease resources 
for schools witho.ut a coiwiction that dramatic 
improvements in learning will result. High standards 
for all is a way to say that we will refuse to settle for 
low levels of learning for any student. 

The experiences of the many initiatives under way 
to create that high quality are almost unanimous 
about one important result. The process of being 
included in the development of high standards and of 
good assessment systems linked with the content 
becomes a process of renewal for teachers and admin
istrators. With new skills, heightened awareness of 
what challenging content is, and experiences of seeing 
how changes in their instruction produce good 
clia!lges in students, their expectations rise-for all 
students. Positive attitudes by students and families 
toward higher standards are vital. too, but they go in 
tandem with changes in classroom practice. 

Certainly, assuring equal opportunities depends on 
a number of additional factors. Having a nationwide 

consensus on high standards. however, is essential if 
we are to end the invidious consequence of Our pres
ent system-one set of standards for the advantaged, 
another for the disadvantaged. 

..._; ....... 
 •What Are The Next Steps? 

By the end of 1994, most of the projects working on 

academic standards will have completed at least a first 

draft of ~heir recommendations. 


The National Education Goals Panel and proposed 
National Education Standards and Improvement 
Council will work together to assure quality and to 
certify the results of the standards,setting process, 
with the former focusing on overall policy and the lat, 
ter providing technical expertise. The Goals Panel 
already has appointed a Standards Review Technical 
Planning Group to recommend criteria to be used to 
review and certify the upcoming voluntary nation, 
wide content standards.. 

These steps are th~ first part of the systemic reform 
process envisioned by the National Goals. They say, in 
effect, that the nation is committed to the long,haul 
ptocess of building a world,class education system. 

Conclusion 

All students will have opportunities to learn at 
higher levels when American society acts on its belief •that this result is important now and in the future, it is 
fair, and it is possibl~. 

High standards are the very heart ofeducation 
reform in this country. They are reference points to be 
used by states and locaiities nationwide in developing 
renewed education systems that will be high-perform' 
ing, equitable for all, and accountable. Think what 
reforms would look like without standards, without an 
agreement on what we expect from our students, and 
without a commitment that all students will be chal
lenged to work with stimulating content, think criti
cally about it, or use it in meaningful ways. The search 
for high standards already has invigorated the teaching 
profession, brought researchers and practitioners 
tOgether in thoughtful ways, and begun to fashion edu, 
cation policymaking into a more effe~tive role. 

[n essence, the emerging consensus on standards 
will drive systemic education reform. New nation, 
wide standards will finally allow us as a people to agree 
on where we want to be. Standards also will allow 
American education to begin to meet the challenge 
set four years ago and move it toward its potential and 
toward the results American society wants for all irs 
children. • 
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